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LUTHER

BR. BURLINGAME,

haps no man in the denomination could be
found so suitable and well qualified, or
whose labors would be so well received:

i

“

Agent.

TerMS.

ings; and the Young Men's Christian Asso~

;

For one year, $3,00; or if paid striotly in

ciation of Boston Have availed themselves
of the opportunity to hold a Sabbath evening
meeting on the Common, which has been
attended by thousands. The good. accom-

advance, $2,50.
the other British ProvSubscribers 1 Canada
will be’
oad the oa In addition to
price of the paper, to prepaythe postage to the

AL CE
‘Ministers

(ordained

and

1

plished in this manner cannot be yet estimat-

) in

ed, yet enough is known to show that the
labor has not been lost, but, on the contra-

an

moneys

are allowedHi
and remitted
by

nts

bounty a

col-

ry, that the Great Master has owned and

blessed the toil. Instances have come to
| ight where conversions have followed at-

Bate) of rioular to 8oe
&oc. Remember

ve their papers.
accounts of revivals gad Jthet
All obi
must be accompaied wi
invol
writers.
Proper names

The Horning Star,

tendance upon these meetings, and itis fair
to suppose that there are many. others. The
season has now closed, but the results are
so satisfactory that another summer will
_|: probably witness increased efforts in this

direction.

A HORTICULTURAL SCHOOL.
Our good city of notions is to have another notion added to the number.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1869.

| is to establish

»

‘ 'O Father, hold me in Thine arms,

And fold Thy soothing, restful calm,

Around my quivering heart!
Tired, tired with throbs of anguish wild,

School

for

flowers and the like, and in which female
labor can be used ; the balance to be devoted to the heavier productions of the farm.
On the premises will be a good plain house,
capable of accommodating some thirty in-

take Thy fainting, falling child

From the outer glare apart.
80 tired, so tired!
‘Worn out with sobbing, Lord, I come,
Begging for mother—love and home,
Thine own dear heart beside.

mates,
stock,

:

Iam not weeping any more,

plan

knowledge of this branch shall be given, As
now understood, a place will be selected in
‘the vicinity of the city, containing some
twenty acres, of which five acres will be used
for the cultivation of small fruits, salads,

So tired, so tired!

Oh!

a Horticultural

The

women, in whicha thorough and practical

Tired.
Sid

a barn large enough for the farm
and

an

experimental

plant

house,

for starting and growing early produce and

-And calm the tempests that before,
Swept, surfless, wild and wide.

1 plants. The pupils will notexceed twentyfive at any one time, and will range in
age from sixteen upwards. The course of

So tired, so tired!
Comfort and hush me into rest,
Against Thy loving, pitying breast;
I will not go away.
‘Wounded, and spent, aud cold, and sore,
Let me rest here forever more,
And never from Thee stray.
—Cong. & Recorder.
ie

instruction

will

extend

over

two

years.

The pupils, in connection with the out-door
work, are also to be instructed in plain

sewing, the use of the sewing machine, and

Boston Correspondence.
BosToN, Sept. 30, 1869.
RRLIGIOUS MATTERS.
Last Sabbath was quite an interesting
day in most of the city churches, anniversa-

ries occuring insome, in one an installation,

all kinds of house work. The success of
the project is thought to be sure,and to prove
in the end a great benefit to the female portion of our community. THE COLISEUM.
The - work of repairing this immense

structure, which was so badly damaged by
the late gale, has been pushed forward
with vigor, resulting in its
the grand concert of the

being ready for
Catholics,

which

while in another a farewell sermon was was given last Sabbath’ afternoon. The
preached. Of the first naméd, services were building, at first, was thought to be so badly
held all day and evening at the First Bap- shattered, that too large an outlay would
tist Mariner's church, in memory of the la- be required to put it in decent condition;
mented Phineas Stowe, the late pastor, one but a subsequent examination proved it
year having elapsed since his death. On otherwise. The grand concerts advertised
this occasion, the last sermon that Mr. Stowe for October, in which the building is set
preached, and the hymn used, were again down as a prize to some fortunate ticketbrought forward, the exercises being con- holder, it is thought will hardly be so well
ducted by Rev. Mr. Peacock, who has been attended as was at first expected.
The
with the society since the decease of Mr. tickets are, however, selling quite well, and
Stowe. At South Boston, in the evening, the the enterprise, as a whole, may equal the
Rev. Evan Lewis, a fecent gradaate of New- expectations of those who have planned it.
ton Theological Institute, was ordained and There is,naturally enough,considerable feelinstalled pastor over the Fourth Street Bap- ing in the community adverse to this method
tist Church. The exercises were interesting, of disposing of the Coliseum, which may
Rev. Drs. Hovey, Anderson Neale, and Rev. yet develop
into positive and effectual
Messrs Abbott, Fulton and others assisting opposition. Many of the best Christian
therein. The discourse discussed the duties men and women who took part. im+the
of the pastor and the elements of real suc- great Festival, and whose voices united in
cess in his calling. The late pastor of this the hallelujahs which rang through the
church, Rev. Mr. Le Compte, has accepted vast building on that occasion, consider it a
a call to the First Baptist church at Sarato- sacrilege
to thus raffle off what in their eyes
ga, N.Y.
has a sacredness; and, if possible, their
At

the

church

of

the

Unity,

in

the

morning, Rev. Geo. II. Hepworth preached

his farewell sermon
to an overflowing congregation. It was deeply impressive. The
pulpit and platform were covered witha profusion

of flowers

and

plants,

voices will be heard against this plan

delivered a discourse in the Boston Theater,

of

disposing of the building. They are averse
to the association of oratorio and gambling,
* MASTERS.”

exhibiting

much taste. By invitation of the ‘Unitarian
clergymen, in the evening, Mr. Hepworth

In
OPERATIONS

the

Mission

Field.

OF

rt
nn
CATHOLICS AND

PROTESTANTS.

An. exchange prompted by the spasm of
activity and the new burst of assumption

before an audience that crowded
every
portion of the building. In the course of
his remarks he alluded to his creed as being

work done

contained in the Sermon

Catholics

in the Romish

church,

thus

in the sphere of
and

Protestants,

sets

forth the

missions

by

respectively.—

Mount,

his

understanding of which made. it practical
simple love, thatreaches upto heaven,
then reaches out and takes in the whole
man race. In alluding to the various
nominations in the land, he remarked

and
and
hudethat

The figures are both interesting and suggestive:
It is the common usage of Roman Catholic writers, in speaking of Christian mis-

their faith and works

ridicule the results of Protestant missions,
and to magnify their own. There is hardly
a controverted subject between Roman Catholics and Protestants where the uncharitable
spirit that animates the Church of Rome,
with regard to everything outside of the

when these shall join

on the

in the spiritof a true brotherhood, the world
will be lifted up as by a lever, and mankind

will see the future as they never have seen
it, while the present will be transfigured
and glorified by a new spirit.
At the Park St. church, in the afternoon,

the Rev. Mr. Murray delivered one of his
. characteristic sermons, the subject being
** The Present Reformatory Movements in
Boston,” A large amount of information was
gained from this discourse, especially

such

as pertains to crime in our city. He wenton
to state the reason why vice is not eradicated, why the church does not succeed more
fully, and why education cannot reach the

difficulties. The whole was summed up,
he said, in the fact that the start in life is
wrong, the hands of-the- child being

over-

looked in our education, while the brain is
tasked to its utmost. Mr. Murray Is attract.

ing large

audiences from Sabbath to Sab-

sions in non-Christian countries, to slight and’

pale

of its communion,

is more

apparent

than in the accounts of foreign missions.
It must, therefore, be all the more humil-

iating to Roman Catholic writers, that there
is one point in connection with the missions

cause with regard to which they not only
can not speak contemptuously of the operations of Protestant

churches, but must even

admit the great superiority of Protestants
over Roman Catholics.
This point is the
liberality of the Protestant missionary societies in providing the means for preaching
the gospel to pagans and other people outside of the Christian world. © What Protestants do, in this respect, is so incomparably
superior to what Roman Catholics are doing,
that it is not uncommon to find Roman Catholic papers, while complaining
of the small

bath, his church often proving too small to
accommodate those who wish
to hear him.
The Emmanual Church, which has been contributions of their people to the missionwithout a pastor for some time past, has in- ary cause, pointing lamentingly to the large
vited Rev. A. H. Viaton; D. D., to become incomes of the Protestant societies as a modrector of that parish. Mr, Vinton has nmany ¢1 which Roman Catholics ought to emulate,
We are reminded of this curious facf in
warm friends in Boston, who would joyfully welcome him back to labor again with looking over some interesting figures ‘with
thom, and it is hoped that he will accept the regard to Protestant and Roman Catholic
¥

Roman

Catholics

sustain

has its center

a teachers’ meeting after the regular ses-

in

France.

For years, the

bishops of the entire'world have

been urg-

siun, so that it was

generally tea-time be‘fore I got home. After ; tea I was off to
church again. I almost always woke up
Monday morning, tired and a little cross.

contributions from Germany, England, Ita-

My children are pretty good ones, I think,

ly, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Holland,
North and South America—in fact, from every country where there are Roman Catholics, The operations of this society are not
without effect in pagan countries, and well
deserve to be known and to be pondered by

but they

Protestants.

But its receipts make

a very

poor show in comparison with those of Protestantism.
The income of the society,
which is the organ of a population of 195.000,000, was, during the last financial year,
about 5,000,000 francs,or nearly, $1,000,000.

had

a queer

distaste for Sunday,

which I put down to total depravity. And,
strangest of all, my wife, who only went to
church Sunday morning, and would not
even sing in

the

choir,

seemed

to

be as

tired Monday morning as I'was, only, as it
was washing-day, she could not sleep
aslate. About two months ago I was laid
up with a boil, and could not go te

Of course I did not have

my

lesson to learn, and I was

church.

Sunday-school
surprised

to no-

tice, for the first time, how hard my wife
It will be seen that this is at the rate of had to work to get the children off to Sunabout half a cent for every soul in nominal day-school. They staid at church—as they
connection with the church.
;
always do—and for an hour after dinner
Protestantism has no one society which is they got along very well, reading their lithe central organ of all the missionary ef- brary books ; but then began the labors of
forts of Protestant countries.
There are the day. First, Iheard Joe out in the yard
altogether some eighty different societies. frolicking with the dog, and rousing all
Foremost in missionary zeal are Great Brit- the neighborhood with his racket. Of
ain and the United States.
The nominal
course I called him in. Next, I heard my
Protestant population of Great Britain is es- wife calling Lucy and Nettie to come down
timated at less than 24,000,000. The mis- out of the swing. The next thing,Bob was
sionary societies, of which there are twelve, playing horse with the chairs in the parlor.
together reported, in 1868, an income of
So it went on all the afternoon. The
over £600,000 sterling, or nearly $3,000,000, children had nothing to do. They could
or more than eleven cents for every individ- not read Sunday-school books all day. I
ual setdown as a Protestant. The compar-

ison with the Roman Catholic world is startling.

Twenty-four

millions

of

English

Protestants contributed mone money for the
work of propagating

Christianity than

the

195,000,000 of Roman Catholics.

The Protestants of the United States are
doing almost (not quite) as well as those of
England.

The

number

of the Protestant

population does not differ much from that of
Great Britain, and is roughly estimated at
about 25,000,000. As someof the American
missionary societies embrace both foreign
and home missions, the

amount

of contri-

hutions for foreign missions is not so easily
ascertained as in England. - But it is safe
to say that the aggregate contributions to
foreign missions will not fall much short of
$2,000,000;

while, if home

mission, Bible,

and tract societies are included, they exceed
$4,000,000.
England and the United States are the
most liberal among the Protestant countries
in the world in the support of foreign missions. But Germany lras twelve missionary
societies, the Netherlands ten, the Scandi-

navian countries six; and the aggregate income of these societies

is steadily

increas-

ing, and swelling the total missionary

rev-

enue of the Protestant world, which, we believe, at présent does not fall short of $6,-

000,000 a year.

Thus the protestant popu-

lation of the world, which numbers about
100,000,000, contributes annually about six
times as much for missions as the 195,000,-

000 of Roman Catholics.
We are aware that there are a few small
Roman Catholic societies receiving contributions for foreign missions besides the society for the propagation of the faith, but
should Roman Catholics, on that account,
be inclined to regard our comparison as
partial to Protestants,
and invite
a
closer research, it would appear that the so-

ciety for the propagation of the faith expends its money, not only in non-Christian
countries, but also for Catholic missions in
Protestant countries.
TBus it embraces

both the field of our home
cieties.

all that Roman Catholics do for similiar purposes on the other side, we feel warranted in
saying that the contributions of the Protestant world are more than ten times those of
the Roman Catholic world.
These figures offer food for consideration,
and are a useful commentary on the ridiculous assertions that Protestantism is a

fail-

ure.

Sunday

Services.

excellent deacon had habitually absented
himself from the second preaching service,

in the evening; that the pastor, who
been greatly tried with the absence of
prominent and conscientious members,
so disheartened at this new. withdraw-

al,that he sent the writer of the letter to see
the deacon, and learn what it meant.
He

called on the deacon on his way to meeting,
found a most delightful home service in
full progress, from which he was unable to
tear himself away.

and he had stated

And after it was ended,

his errand

deacon, he received the

to the

good

following explana-

tion, which puzzled him somewhat,
Thus
the good deacon rehearsed the matter :
- Well, I will tell you how it is. You
know I used to be pretty regular in attend-

ance on church, and in fact a pretty busy
man on Sundays. ‘We had breakfast early.
Right after breakfast I sat down to look
over my Sunday-school lesson for the last

time.

At nine o'clock I went to Sunday-

school, where I had a Bible-class.

past ten came church.

been cracking

At half-

After service I had

a whip

behind

they did;

whiteness.

defect.

and goes to his ‘mgmma

Perhaps

appeals

and

arguments

as

ran

Empty buckets never spill.
most

of the world

don’t

know

was

aguiline,

his

exterior

defects,

kicked—gaining,

gaining,

gaining—until

I felt the balance on! Then I put up my

wonder of the reality.
ance

with

the

silent. Quitois

widows

Literary
—

in the catalogue,

within the reach of all desiring

of this distinguished divine,
which marks

the

The meeting of this body was held at

and

the great study

all his productions,

will give

es.

pecial prominence to this representative religions

-

volume.
‘“Letters Everywhere,” or * Stories in
Rhyme for Children,” will be the prominent
book for Young People, to be issued by this

firm.

assembled in

Syracuse,on the 29th. ult. The proceedings
‘were wise and harmonious. The resolutions
were to the point, and, though mainly of

a pretty volume

for a gift. It will be ready’ the first of November. ¢ The Primeval World of Hebrew Tradition,” another of their Fall publications, will be
ready at an early day.
The work is by Rev.
F. H. Hedge, D. D. The scholarly attainments

The

volume will contain

twenty-eight

illustrations, and will be so arranged, that
concealed letter may be found in every picture.
It will evidently be the book for ¢ Young Amer-

ized by a want of system, showirg plainly
that the call had been responded to by men
little acquainted’ with the true province of
political action. Their platform tiolently
attacks the principle of not taxing’ U. S.
bonds, and a speech made at the opening of
the gonvention 85 unblushingly advocated
repudiation, that the worthy Chaplain was
violently exercised thereby, and utterly and
absolutely refused to pray. A subsequent
motion relieved him, however, and the con-

La

On

The book will be printed .on plate paper, with
red line border, with twenty-four illustrations;
and while beautiful in its make
up, will yetbe

convention at Worcester on the 28th ult.
Their business transactions were character-

Lo

and

whole coast.

Notes.

place it as one of the foremost

Week.

of

danger,

Among the mauy new publications for the
holidays which
are so rapidly - approaching,
is a volume by Roberts Brothers, of Boston, entitled, ¢ * Midsummer-Night’s Dream,” which for
beauty in design. and novelty of illustration, will

victims.
MASS LABOR REFORM CONVENTION.
The workingmen of Mass.

in imminent

eruption, and throwing out lava.

greatest

and orphans

were

and

THE AVONDALE RELIEF FUND.
The contributions to this fund have been
very generous.
A board of trustees has
been appointed to regulate their distribution, and liberal arrangements have been
made for the

there

dispatch to be again in a state of serious

when lighted up by emotion, a sort of deep
brilliancy and majesty.

of the

Nearly in accord:

Three shocks occurred on the 17th ult., at
St. Thomas, and Etna is reported by cable

in-

apart by itself. “Some of the strange visages which at first excite a smile, assume,

Events

head,—the

his announcement,

great alarm exists along the

beauty and the most thorough ugliness;
but this Jewish ugliness is something quite

|

one

forty shocks of earthquake in a single night in Pern, which were terrible and general.
Colino has been blazing in Mexico, another
volcano is smoking in Costa Rica,and the old
mountain furnaces of South America are not

even drew advantage therefrom. The Jewish race possesses the peculiarity of presenting at the same time types of

under

a

of all the pow-

The wonder awakened by Prof. Falb’s
prediction is almost outdone by the greater

correct language gave at first but a poor
idea of his eloquence. He shrewdly, however, gloried in

re-union

Germany

Ev-

a movement

she thinks the creation of so great a Germanic power would be dangerous to the liberties
and repose of Europe.
EARTHQUAKES.

his

how near we came to never having any
Beechers.
The old man, in his sententious, graphic eloquence, says that, in his
first year at Yale, he.was out skating, and
the ice broke in.
“For a moment [
looked into eternity ! There was an instant
of despair, but the flash of hope followed, vention was remembered in duo form.
and I tried it: the third time. My breast ""
N, Y, REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

rested on the solid ice; I put out my
strength, scratched with my nails and

ers of

his black and heavy

his timid and embarrassed air, and his

means,—the

such

very thing that France fears, or affectste
fear; potin a cowardly Senge but because

eyebrows met across his forehead. Nor
was there anything imposing in his speech ;

pages the best picture of Yankee homelife and of clerical experience which has
yet been furnished.
Take him for all in

such

that

ders awkwardly sustained alittle bald head.
His sallow countenance was half hidden in

of its class. Dr. Cuyler, after recently devoting an hour to it inthe woods, thus
writes to the Evangelist of it and of its

from him.

ery one knows what

greatness of his soul.
He was ugly, short,
thick-set and stooping, and his broad shoul-

part, that, in a unique and absorbing interest, it stands almost alone among works

in

for Northern and Southern Germany.

and not as

Bl

. Somebody said of old Dr. Beecher, that
he was the father of more vitalized and
vigorous brain than any other man in the
country. -It might be said of his biography,
in the production of which both himself and
several of his children bore an important

whether walking or flying I don't know.
When I got into the Deacon’s seat, oh how
Ipreached! I spilled over.”
Buta man
must have head and heart as brimful as
Father Beecher's in order to ‘spill over”

The Grand Duchy of Baden reports that
it is about to join the North German Confed~
eration; to which France responds, that
such a union would be regarded as causé of
war. Whereupon the Grand Duke calls together his subjects, and says that he is happy to announce the spread of national feeling in Germany, and that measures are to be
taken to create a uniform defensive system

M. RENAN gives the following description of Paul, which he gathers from various ancient authorities and one modern
one, his own fertile fancy:
Paul had a sickly appearance which did
not, as it appears,
correspond with the

eyes pierceing, and

is to be

BADEN AND THE GERMAN CONFEDERATION.

but for thesake of the

a thick beard ; his nosé

service, news came to me that two of Deacon Shirrell’s sons were under conviction.
Oh! how I went down to the church—

of His Holiness, the Pope.
He
prosecuted on a charge of heresy.

Painting an Apostle.”

Beecher.

words inimitably. For instance, when describing the sudden o
3 of a revival
in his church, he says, ‘ Before evening

sake,

How far his opposition may

he is likely to prove quite a thorn in the flesh

system to which it pertains; suffered to remain, because the means necessary to its
extirpation might be productiveof a greater evil in its stead.

—

more,” said Henry Ward Beecher to me,
‘to make our father.” The old man used

impossibility.

sidered, this block, defective as it is, is bet-

good,

-

which

really extend, we cannot tell at present; but

ter than any other which is presented to. my
choice. Sin is that stain on the best system ;

says

American

better

itself considered, to the ‘absence of the
same, but simply because, all things con-

a meansof

.

are far in advance of those generally advocated by the Romish church.
Only a few
months since, he affirmed that ‘the one
great want of France is Christian homes;”
and now he declares his opposition to a hierarchy under which a Christian home is an

moving it, not because I prefer the stain in

something to the effect that a man who does
not provide for his own house is worse than
an infidel. I wish our pastor would preach
on that text some time.
:
The correspondent adds :
I told the deacon I thought he ought to
tell his brethren, at some prayer-meeting,
the reason why he staid away from chureh;
thatit was due both to himself and to them.
He agreed to do so. As for;myself, I am
somewhat puzzled. I do not want our pastor left to preach to empty pews. Bat I
greatly like the deacons second service.

of the

long been an advocate of opinions

for the sake of it, nor for any good the
stain will do, not to show my skill in re-

admitted, not for its own

Several skirmishes are

Father Hyacinthe, the most eloquent Catholic preacher of France, has come out in a
letter denouncing the authority of the Pope,
and it has caused a great sensation. Hehas

otherwise snowy
much

wriggling and

PAPAL AUTHORITY REPUDIATED.

E—

marble were

are

reported, with no particular advantage resulting to either side.

perior to the others—choose it, notwithstanding the defect, and in spite of it, not

ders,” and am reading it, chapter by chapter. My wife takes that opportunity to
rest. The consequence is that we both
really get refreshed, instead of jaded .out,
by our Sunday, and I think the children
really look forward with Anticipations of
delight to its coming, My Bible, contin-

man

Cuba,—if they can.

This stain is, in truth, a serious

The

the Cubans

twisting terribly to free themselves from
Spanish authority, while the Spaniards are
just as resolute to maintain their hold on’

it even in preference to other blocks that
are without the “stain, as on the whole su-

have just got Dr. Newtons ‘Bible Won-

foremost

meantime

whole, I choose this block as it is—choose

I lie down add

platform in this century of time was Lyman Beecher.
¢ It takes all of us and

tween the United States and Spain, directly
concerning the Cuban revolution. In the

without it. To remove it, however, might
be productive of greater injury to the marble than to suffer it- to remain.
On the

take a little nap after dinner. Then I
learn my own hymn,and make my preparation for our evening service. About an
hour before tea, the children gather about
me in the arbor, and I read to them.
I

all, the

ton, that there
was no question pending be-

in his new book, discussing

through it, marring its

of the. 25th of September,iti

was definitely announced from Washing:

Here isa block of marble, perfect in
color and fineness and form, suitable every
way for the purposes of the artist, save
that in one place a stain has stricken

every Sunday afternoon to teach him a
verse. Ihave given up my class in the
Mission, and made one of my Sunday-

Dr. Lyman

the morning

in the Marble.
—

“Prof. Haven,

I gath-

good-naturedly,

Stain
#

who suffer most. -

Ss
- THE CUBAN REVOLUTION.
All the preparations last week for a war
with Spain were quite premature, for,on

Thatis the secret of powerful preaching; the doctrines of God's word, driven
home on the conscience with an aim-to hit
somebody.

But even Bobby has caught the enthusiasm,

deacon,

ones,

then ‘knocked away objections

The

Gold is almost daily quoted at

lower figures, and the brokers
ly concerned in the speculation

ing. ”

They need not learn if they do not want to.

the

ly healed.

and drove home on the conscience. When
this process was over infidelity was about
ended; for it was infidelity for the most
part, that had its roots in misunderstand-

ered the children about me, and proposed
to them this evening service. I told them
that if they would learn a hymn every Sunday,
I would stay at home in the evening
with them. They caught at the idea enthusiastically. There is no law about it.

ued

each being completely exhausted by their
effort, and neither having succeeded in
vanquishing the other. It is merely an
armistice between the op
factions
at ©
the gold-board, and the conflict will, in all Fd
probability, be resumed as soon
the
wounds of the former contest ares
iY)

a runaway

ence of Sin, uses this fine illustration :

school Bible-class take it.

THE GOLD MUDDLE.
RS.
‘After the intense excitement of last wok: 3
both parties have retired from the contest,

team—made them run’the faster. I always
preached right to the conscience. Every
sermon with my eye on the gun
to hit somebody.
I went through the doctrines;
showed what they didn’t mean; then what

the difficult question concerning the Exist-

and gets abook

the refusal to speak for temperanes was a
blunder if not a vice.

‘ When I went

make Sunday for?”

I broke down.

a local character, are admirably ‘adapted.

to Long Island I did not attack infidelity
directly. Not at all.
That would have

subject :
Some future Macaulay will find in these

The Church Union has a correspondent
who has been giving a bit of his experience, actual orimaginary,bearing upon the
question of the proper number and kind of
Sabbath services. His statements relate
more particularly to the duty of providing
for proper Sunday life at home. They will
find sympathetic readers. It seems that an

held
had
less
was

into these few sentences:
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to meet the existing condition of things in.
that state. Those of amore general character are particularly explicit
and satisfactory.
The state ticket put in nomination, is well
composed; and is worthily headedby Geo,
William Curtis for Secretary of State. But

Bravely done! But suppose that young
Beecher’s * nails” had not held on! Then
the Plymouth Church, and Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, and the Conflict of Ages, and innumerable eloquent. sermons—to say nothing of ten thousand flashes of wit—would
all have gone under water forever. The
religious history of this land would read
very differently if Lyman Beecher’s fiery
tongue had been = quenched under that
‘ice!
Every young minister ought to peruse,
about once every ‘ year, this autobiography
of the king of American preachers. What
a volume of Hermeneutics is condensed

can read them at* all—and of course they
got into all sorts of mischief. And when
at last poor Bobby cameto me in. utter despair, and lisped out, * Papa, what did
God

all

of the Protestant foreign missionary, home
missionary, church extension, tract, Bible,
and similar societies, on the one side, and

Number

my skates and went! And so having obtained help of God I continue to this day.”

am heterodox enough to wonder how they

and foreign so-

If we should, accordingly, put

6, 1869.

‘barely time to get a lunch, and then had to hands to heaven and gave thanks, took to
hurry away to the Mission, down at the
mill. We almost always had some sort of

The summer in this vicinity has been pe- and to contribute liberally for its purposes.
culiarly favorable for holding such meet- | Accordingly, the society receives its annual

should be addressed to the Agent,and all communica-

sions designed for publication should be addressed to
Editor.

The

OCTOBER

only one great missionary society, the society for the propagation of the faith, which

ing the faithful to form auxiliary societies,

OPEN AIR MEETINGS.

All letters on business, remittances of money, &c

the

missions.

As a succesor of Rev. Dr. Huntington, per-

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
At

N. H,.WEDNESDAY,

offer which is so unanimously made him.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE
;

"DOVER,

ica.”—*“ The Woman

who Dared,” a poem

by

Epes Sargent, Esq., Is also to.be issued by this
house.
The poem is a dramatic narrative in

blank

verse,

illustrating

great question of the day,
The striking feature of the

heroine

dared to do;

“to

one

phase

in

the

“ Woman’s Rights.”
volume is what the

pop

the

question.”

The felicitous manner in which the narrative is
written will undoubtedly make the poem famous

|

in literature.~The ‘‘ Congregational Sabbath
School and Publication Society,” have just pul
lished an excellent book for Sabbath schoolli«
braries,
entitled “ Grade
Tilder, or Seven
Years’ service for Christ.” .They have also is- .
sued a volume. entitled ““ The

Gospel

among the

Dacotas,” showing what progress the truth has
made among that tribe, and giving much gener |
al information in regard to the living, belief
system of medicine, and other peculiarities of the
tribe. The book is one of considerable interest.
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Communications.
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Lapham

Institute.*
—

In

the town

This yoke is our reign as kings and priests | be
questioned him as to his departure, if it unto God. This burden bears us in trans- | €¢
, only in self but was the will
of God. Said he, If Iam to portof delight and joy. This cross
our |
failure? It is urged thatthe school does courage and reliancenot
ar
On crown of eternal redemption to God'sis glo|
notpay. True,the school does not send out in God; to marshal every energy, that go, 1 dread nothing but the gate.”
Pp! pached
to
C
daughhis
when
when
the
battle
is
joined,
error,
overgrown
tea,
evening,after
Tuesday
OthGREY.
disciples ?
men and women so numerous as many
we
tled ladies.
On a week-day ev
Are
ry.
just
had
him,
would sit on a three-legged
stool, in his
- | er schools, mor yet so many &s we desire; and insolent; may fall, and truth stand vio- ter, who had been visiting
the yard

of Scituate, R. L., ten miles

from Providence, stands Lapham Institute.
To the east of it lies Swamscot Lake, one
of those beautiful sheets of water for which

New England is famous. Towards this the
grounds of the Institute gradually slope.
To the west and north, the undulating hills
lies

the city of Providence,

At the south

sending up its

clouds and cooling breézes from the ocean.
InstiStanding upon the grounds of the

tute,

a

picture

of

interesting

\N

o

but by way of compensation for the few in dicated,—this is the result for which to seek left for home, he walked out into

Wo

stretoh far into the distance.

fall into disrespect,
and end in disgraceful | hood, clothing Jt with strength ; 0 inspire.

landscape

meets the eye. At each successiye view,
some new point of interest attracts the attention, and we stand long and eagerly
gazing upon the beautiful surroundings.
The buildings consist of a center and two
wings, all admirably connected, combining

the
both comfort and convenience. - Under
ReciHall,
Dining
same roof are the Office,
The Institute,
tation rooms and Chapel.

with its grounds, is, as one has justly styled
it, a “perfect gem,” and may well awaken
feelings of just pride in those who have

given to the world this institution of learn-

numbers; it sends out men, and women, too,
well trained, with hearts as well as heads,
them no
and whose attainments uiter over

doubtful prophecy for the future, but give

promise of noble ‘action and worthy success. Whatif carrying the school forward be an expense; is it wisdom to degertit?

Will

it not

cost

more

to discon-

tinue than to carry it forward? If we
could estimate the cost of credit and reputation, in suspending the school, we should
be vastly more astonished than at the cost

of going forward.

Discontinue the school ?

That must not be! The responsibility of
success or failure we cannot now escape.
A few determined efforts now, and we may
reach a measure of success that shall dispel
all doubts concerning its future. This we
may all help to win, by our sympathy and
constant co-operation.
The sonsand daughters of the Institute
are awakening to their duty and obligation
for the lasting benefits it has conferred upon

them.

Its

friends,

too,

are

girding

themselves . for earnest work to put the
school upon a broader and more enduring
basis. In all this we see promise of larger

ing. Here, for a quarter of a century, the
important work of head and heart culture- success in the future.
has been going forward, quietly yet con| The Institute is yet in its minority. If
stantly, with only slight interruptions.
in. its childish weakness it has done so
‘What the school has accomplished in fall nobly, what may we not expect when it
we cannot tell; yet we know that from its shall be clothed with years and strength,
halls have gone forth those who have ev- when its means and efficiency shall be in-

and gain.

With a

settled

purpose,

let us gather

with hisstaff. Upon returning and sitting
down in his accustomed chair, his wife

around our school. We have an efficient heard an unusual noise,and looking around,
board of instructors ; let us give them every saw his head had fallen upon his breast.
needed facility, causing them to feel that Shesprang tohim and raised it up, when
their work is appreciated. As we do forthe lo! her husband was sitting before her,

school, so in turn will it do for us and the dead, with his staff in his hand.

world. Ifin its interests we sow sparingly,
so shall we also reap, while we may hope to a good man in Israel.
Sermon by Rev. A. W. Ensign, from 1
reap bouatifully if we devise for it liberal
Thess. 4: 14, assisted by Rev. A. M. Simonthings.
May our provisions for the future of Lap- ton and the writer.
So has fallen another one of the fathers,—

ham Institute be just to ourselves,

just

R. L. HOWARD.

to

the demands of the young in all our congregations; jutsice to the Institute being a
prophecy of which the enduring success,
sure to follow, shall be the fulfillment.

I would not Forget.
Sly
fy Ms

How oft I’ve wished that Lethe’s wave
Across the past would flow,

Rev.

James

The subject of this

And hide each hour of anguish deep,—
Each throb of bitter woe.

Bignal.
notice,

who

died in

Lyon, Oakland Co., Mich., Aug. 3, was
born in Pittstown, N.Y., in the year 1799.

At sixteen he received

his

first religious

impressions, at a camp-meeting
The following year he
camp-meeting,
another

in Vt.

was converted at
and joined the

But oh, no more that wish I breathe;
Those withered hopes, so sweet,
Must never lie where Lethe’s wave
Around their grave will beat.
Those dreams of love’s sweet paradise,
‘Which future life would bring,
Still wake, within my heart’s deep home,
The fairy tints of spring.

Selections.

‘|

came
to visithim. * I was a wild beast on
| the coastof Africa once,” he used to
“but the Lord Jesus caught me dE
88

Church of Science.

The
;

Se

.

me, and now people come to see me as they

:

Among liberal churches, the church of science is one of the mightiest, though hardly confessing its-allegiance as yet. Toit
belong the experimenters and explorers,
the geologists, astronomers, chemists, physiologists, the men who
penetrate ‘the secret of creation, and
way of divine laws.

he

Ladi
sailor
ences andwise counsels to the poorest whe

track
out the hidden
Of thenew faith, are

they nearly alle:
As a class, they belong
to the new religion. If their connections
| are with the old, it is from use and associations. Their intellectual convictions are
with the new.
They have rendered vast
service in weakening the dominion of superstition, and inaugurating the rule of

would go to look at the lions in the tower.
What people came to see and to hear and
to love in the sturdy sailor-pre

> was the

Christ who dwelt within John Newton.
Here is the secretof ‘Christian

ance. Wesleyans and Calvinists

er-

‘agree

inthis: that a true Christian holds out for
no other reason than that Christ holds out,

The fountain-head of all holy affections, and
all generous deeds, and all heroic, self-de-

nying endurances is down deep in the man's
lives also. You

heart, because Christ lives, he

can nomore exhaust the graces

of a John

Wesley, or an Oberlin, or a Chalmers, than

you can pump the Hudson dry at West
Point. . What a transcendent idea thatis in

reason.

‘They

have

opened

vaster

ideas of creation, and more

Paul's
prayer for his brethren—‘‘ That ye
might be filled with all the fullness of God!”
When, therefore, we meet with a man or
woman who almost never disappoints us;
who is ¢* always abounding » in
work of
the Lord; who serves God on every
as
well as the Sunday; who is more
ous

cal cosmogonies have vanished before their

God's blessing on the bitterest cup—when

struck

terrible blows

at the baseless theories of
providence,
They have shaken to the base
the belief in
the infallibility of each Scripture letter. By
demonstrating the order and harmony and
beauty of the natural world, they have

magnificent conceptions of God; fantastisteps,

and

with

them

have passed away.

on the

theological

They

systems

have letin light

problems of human origin and des-

to be Hight than to be rich ; and who can ask
we meet such a one, we

know

in the clefts of the soul is Christ,

‘spring.

:

that down

the well-

—

In a thousand ways will the inward fountiny.
They have helped to recast social
philosophy, and thereby have done much tain of Christian principle make itseit visiI love to think of all the hopes,
to re-organize religion. For all this splen- ble. Wesee it in the merchant who gives
The trust of early years,
did service the new religion gives them Christ the key of his safe, and never soils
And cast the sunlight of that joy
We see”
hearty thanks, not caring to remember that it with a single dirty dollar.
Q’er hours of lonely tears.
Fowler and
denomination, Dean, Wire,
the service was rendered unintentionally, it in the statesman who cares more to
win God's smile on his conscience than a re| and in many instances unconsciously.
others, and in the year 1820, with his heart
And still I dream the golden dream,
election to office. We recognize it in the
jdenced te the world that they have brought creased ten fold? What itisto be, of pow- all aglow, he was baptized by Rev. Samuel
But
along
with
the
word
of
commendaAmid life’s shadowy bowers,
greedy for souls than
which
in
activity
of
tion goes the word of criticism. Some of minister who is more
The dream of joy for other hearts,
to the various spheres
er or blessing to the world, depends large- Wire, and united with the Junius _church,
for salary. We see it in the young man
these
earnest
toilers,
the
spirit
of
truth
capaciand
And
rest,
sweet
rest
for
ours.
qualities
engaged,
have
and
it
they
ly upor what its fiends conceive for
e's
in Cayuga Co., N. Y., casting in his lot
charges with - coldness, some with indiffer- who would rather endure a coi
- MARILLA.
Money Creek, Minn,
How
ties which have insured success.
laugh than his Saviour's frown; in. the
commission it to do. If it be commissioned with the people with whom he lived, laence,
some
with
timidity,
some
with
sor=
many have here been made conscious ofsome for duty only half manned and poorly bored and died.
didness of mind, many with lack of appre- maiden who obeys Christ sooner than fashnew attainment, and of a thirst begotten equipped, it is vain to look for other than
ciation of spiritual things, most with want ion. Isometimes detect this Wellspring of
Are
We
Disciples?
:
to
licensed
was
he
later
years
About five
ent. mother, w
to make yet greater acquirements,and for the meager results. But if, on the other hand,
Vof
sentiment and imagination,
It says: cheerful piety in the
—
PO
preach by the Benton Q. M., and of the
daily
walk
with
God
is
a
fount of holy inreally
as
life
view
You
have
contracted
a
habit
of
looking
to
come
have
first time
If not disciples, whatare we? Christians,
be well manned and.thoroughly session of the Holland Purchase Y. M., held
shall
it
fluence
amid
her
household.
I know of
down
too
much.
Always
seeking,
gropearnest,and the manner of spending it of the equipped, we may reasonably expect a full
What different significance ing, searching, analyzing, dissecting,
poor men’s dwellings in which grows a plant
Potter, N. Y., in the. year 1828, we find by profession.
Tein
here
have
many
How
greatest importance!
found
measure of prosperity ; the number of those this record in the ¢ History of the Free- has that name? It may signify that we solving substances into their elements, re- ‘of contentment that is an exotic rarely green
Its leaves are
mansions.
dedicated themselves to the'cause of relig- seeking instruction within its walls will be
marble
in
ducing
matter
to
vapor,
you
turn
your
call
him,
‘‘Lord,
Lord,
while
we
do
not
* Sermons were preached
and glossy; it is fed from the well.
jon, and entered upon the Christian life, constantly increasing, until its utmost ca- will Baptists:”
Does it not back to the Great Presgnce that presides
Cary, Braman, Craw, the things which he says.”
Brown,
Marks,
In nyiug SEsmiers we have often heard
by
over
all
things.
You
attach
an
inordinate
we may never know; but year after year pacity shall be tested, and it will indeed be
this spiriritual fountain playing, and its murthree sermons signify this to a dreadful extentin the Chris- valueto your crucibles and tests, and a
After
Dodge.
nd
Straighta
through
life
new
the
begun
here
some have
as the tinkle of 4 |brook
mer was as musical
a light both in the community where it is in a grove on Saturday, James
Bignal tian profession of to-day? Should not the pear to imagine that because all solid su
the combined influence of the school and located and in the surrounding country.
inquiry
go
around
all
the
circle,
in
forstances
give
way
beneath
your
acids,
that
was ordained.”
»
“In the leafy month of June,”
church. Yea, many, very many have gone
Lapham Institute cannot retreat;it must
mality eating this bread and drinking this all that is substantial must give way, that
lahis
1844,
year
the
to
period
this
From
purfresh
a
with
inspired
halls,
from these
nothing, in fact, remains of
nent vaPerfect love had cast out fear. Peace
either go forward or surrender. Who is bors were chiefly expended in N. Y.and cup, “ Lord is it I?”
lidity and worth. = A disposition towards reigned. Joy sparkled in the sunlight of
pose to win a broader success, to write
The
history
of
the
name
has
this
begin80 anxious to cover the churches with last- northern Pa.
materialism creeps over you, a disposition God's countenance. There was a well there
The esteem in which he
their names in manly endeavors and noble
ing disgrace as to surrender when victory was heldby his brethren, is evidenced by ning : ¢* The disciples were first called Chris- to drag all things down tothe dominion of which death could not dry—the ** well of waachievements. The faithful labors of effimay be won? What do we hope and pur- his representing the Holland Purchase Y. tians at Antioch.” Of Antioch at that time the senses, and to bring all entities within ter springing up unto everlasting life.”--Dr.
cient teachers have not been in vain.
pose for the Institute? What are we ready M. in the fifth General Conference, held at is this history: ¢‘ To live after the manner of the reach of the fingers. Thought itself is Cuyler in Independent.
so closely associated with matter as to be
Each individual effort, like each rainto do?
Wilton, Me.,in 1831, and in the eighth, Daphne became a proverbial expression to regarded as a mere Propeny of matter.
drop that leaps earthward on its errand of
The Association, in years past, has had held in Byron, N.Y., in 1835.
sparkle on the
Of the lat- denote the most dissolute course of life. You suspect love to be a
Examine Your Passport.
refreshment, has a part in the work of
the management of the school ; but it seems ter he was chosen Assistant Moderator,and It was the general characteristic of the in- surface of the brain, and will to be a swift—
—
awakening new life and energy, and helpmore fitting that this Yearly Meeting should was appointed Chairman of the Committee! habitants of Antioch in almost every period er flow of blood through the heart. Faith,
were advised by
we
ago,
years
Several
ing on towards completeness. Every edexercise a guardian care over it, providing on slavery. Asindicative of his Christian of its history, to live after this manner; and hope, duty, you are half inclined to think our physician to take a voyage across the
are subtle, modes of sensation, due to
ucational influence and effort, though apfor its wants and directing its onward ca-. philanthropy, clear foresight
and good to this, their voluptuous disposition, may be some peculiarity in the texture of the ciner- Atlantic for our health. Before leaving
parently single and alone, ig at least a helpwe obtained our passport
reer. Let the churches of this Yearly Meet- judgment, weinsert the first resolution re- ascribed many of the calamities which itious substance,or to some special actions the country,
er in the great work of human developYou see how the spirit from Washington, containing all the direcing adopt Lapham “Institute, and it will ported by him as Chairman of that Com- befel this celebrated city, !if not indeed its in the glands.
necessary. for our safe transit from
ment.
Every noble thought awakened,
final catastrophe. Such was Antioch in the links itself to organization, and straight- tions
tend to draw more strongly to its halls’ for mittee:
a
one country to another where passports
way
jump
to
the
conclusion
that
organizaevery high resolve formed to be or do,
instruction and interest, a greater number
Resolved, That slavery is an unjust in- time of the Apostles.” And in the history tion generates spirit.
Your temple is a were required.
tends to lift still higher the level of our
All went well till we crossed thé chanof friends and pupils. Eacly pastor should, fringement upon the dearest rights of the of the church are these points:
{-laboratory. Your Holy Ghost is a Ripe
common brotherhood, and scatter untold
from England to France. The route
‘“
Here
the
Apostles
were
joined
by
Peter,
nel
power
of
importhe
exercise
le
rl
Your deity is a puffof vapor. The fal of
slave; an unwarrantab
at least once a year,
‘blessings upon the race. As well trace the
; selected was by way of Dieppe and Rouen
tance of sustaining our hdme educational on the part of the master; a potent enemy who, on one memorable occasion, for his the idol demolishes the God.
current of some mighty river merged in the
This comes of using one set of faculties to Paris.
to the happiness and morals of our slavehold™" unreasonable concessions to the Jews, reAnd further, aswe ‘mingle with
Before leaving London, we thought, on
ing population ; and, if continued, it must specting the observance of the ceremonial exclusively; the faculties. that peer, serumass of surging billows, bearing the com- interests.
that we understood the direcof our parishes, Tet us neither ultimately result in the ruin of our counion,
people
the
examinat
tinize,
decompose,
leaving
unemployed
the
merce of the world, as to trace and aclaw,
and
consequent
dissimulation,
was
on our journey ; but
proceeded
so
:
and
tions,
of
favorably
speak
to
faculties that generalize, combine and conforget nor neglect
try.
«curately estimate the importance of Laplo! on reaching Dieppe, on the coast of
firmly
and
publicly
reproved
by
Paul,
aS
struct.
Your
chemistry
is
powerful,
but
young
the
encourage
to
try
held
but
school,
Conference,
the
In the eleventh General
Lam Institute in the educational forces of to embrace its advantages.
putting to hazard the very substance of it is not all-powerful. It shows very little France, we learned our mistake.
Topsham, ‘Me., we find him again a
at
Passports were here examined by French
or
greater
of
esteemed
Whether
the age.
Itis painful to trace power to reproduce organism. It can repracticable, an efficient agent member, from the N.Y. and Penn. Y. M., the gospel... .
as
soon
As
and it was found that ours was
officers,
duce
diamond
to
charcoal.
Can
it
lift
charless importance; it is certain that our ed- should be put into the field, to collect
the progress of declension in such a church
an important requisite,—it was
in
wanting
coal into diamond? A higher chemistry
was again chosen Assistant Moderaas this.
ucational appliances would be sadly de- fands to pay off the slight indebtedness ex- and he
It continued indeed out- is needed for that; the chemistry that com- not vised.
a
published
he
time,
this
to
A vise is an indorsement made by the
fective with the Institute left out.” As we isting, and increase the endowment to fifty tor. Previous
wardly prosperous; but superstition, secu- posed the sunbeam, mingled the atmosConference Hymn Book, which ran through lar ambition, and the pride of life; pomp phere, originated the gases and vapors,
lice officers on the back of a passport,
glance over its past history, there are some thousand dollars.
was
he
which
of
one
in
editions,
five
that it has been examined, and
least
at
enoting
pe
in
motion
the
laws
of
development.
instrucof
as
chapters of interest as well
and formality in the service of God, in the
There is money sufficient in the hands of associated with Rev. David Marks,
person bearing it is permitted to
the
that
:
ou are but spelling creation backwards
tion. Like other educational interests with the members of our churches that might be
place of humility and sincere devotion; the after
proceed on his journey.
all.
You
are
but
putting
together
a
In
Aug.,
1844,
he
removed
to
Mich,
16no greater endowment, the past history of doing more good, invested as a permanent
decay of charity and growth of faction, few sentences of the great Book of Life.
Our fellow-travelers were allowed to
Ingham Co., where
Lapham Institute has been diversified; at fund for the Institute, than to be invested cating in Stockbridge,
showed that real religion was fast disap- You are but rehearsing feebly one or two pass on, while we were detained for examiten years, laboring with accep- pearing, and that the foundations were of the earliest lessons of the structure of nation. We then learned that we had made
times, with a clear sky and prosperous gale, in doubtful speculations; and for them to he resided
tance
in
building
up the cause of Christ.
great mistake in following the directions
already laid for that great apostasy, which, of the globe. God set the lessons. God a
it has gone steadily forward upon the full give for the school would redct upon their
ted to us from Washington. The
transmit
Fifteen years ago he removed within the
wrote
the Book from Genesis to Revelation.
in two centuries from this time, overspread God has been over all the Sioad in ad- carelessness seemed unpardonable. Our
tide of success; at other times, clouds and vital energies like a good medicine, and
bounds
of
the
Oakland
Q.
M.,
with
the
in
the whole
Christian world.”
darkness have enveloped its onward way, they, if not living longer because of giving,
vance of you, Hé originated the alphabet pass Ti oughlie have beens indorsed In
interests of which he has since been largefor this neglect we were
po
and the prospect has been less cheering. would certainly live better.
So,
with
change
of
name
there
was
you
are
trying
to
decipher.
He
constructly identified, ministering in turn to most of
you fancy you have the power of thé Frenchegovernment ; and,
But allowing that many in the churches
This not only teaches us what importance
There ed the. organizations
its churches, sitting in its councils and dy- change in the quality of the thing.
caught
the
trick
of.
He
has put somewhere in the lawful exercise,of this power; they
movstandasa
those
be
would not give, there may
men have attached to education
inprisoned .us. There we
ing within its pale, being a member of the might be Christians who were not disciples,
into
them
thought,
will,
affection. Will might have
ing power, but the estimation in which we
ing without, who are only waiting to be Salem church, which- mourned him as a as there came to be,as there are, abundantly. chemistry discover these? You must try might have remained till we could prove
in
The name has a significance other than dis- other tools; try sentiment; try imagina- that we were honest, and not en
ought to regard it when speaking of labor asked, who would give liberally for so wor- father as he was borne sadly away.
government.
the
against
cy
conspira
any
with
tion;
try
wonder
and
worship
for
that.
struggles
of
instead
do
ciple. Will what it signifies
and sacrifices, of continued
thy an object. Thus re-inforced with means,
"his m ght have been, and all in conyou pull Him
Father Bignal was three times married;
what the other name means? Experience Then, instead of fancying is organizations sequence of our neglect i f the examinaopposing forces and of victories achieved. the question, What of the future of Lap—first, when about twenty-five, to Sally demonstrates the defectiveness for this life. down when you reduce
the vise of
These may be looked upen as prophetic of ham Institute? would be solved, and no one
+
into their elements, you will fvel that you tion of our passport: it lacked
Knapp, daughter of Dea. Knapp of Barin
yet
is
trust
we
which
that is to are among His elements, and will rejoice the proper authorities.
the larger success
warning of the Judge
The
left in doubt.
Co., N. Y.; second, to
Yatés
rington,
here, dear friends,
lesson
a
have
We
the
men
showing
are
insufllcienyou
its
that
declares
store for the school. To-day the Institute
believe
day,
to
selfbe in the great
Not even then would the school be a
account.
Sarak Brewer, of Parma, N. Y., by whose
methods by which He began to build all which we may turn to good
cy for the life beyond.
isa center around which the denomination- acting machine; but, wisely directed by
an - enethrough
g
travelin
all
are
You
you
third,
;and
to-day
Mich.
in
rests
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not move—we are all equal here.”
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Ina Pamphlet printed by the Rev. Isaac
Taylor of England, with a view of showing the extent of the destitution which prev
in his district, he alludes to ‘children’s trades.’
Among these trades, he says, the foremost, perhaps, is the manufacture of lucifer boxes. For this work the payment is
two-pence farth
per gross, or thiriy-two
boxes for one-half penny, out of which
sum the little laborers
haveto find their

spirit of meekness.”
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upon the superior virtue of one class comOr, must you admit
with others?
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Proud Pharisee of a woman, who passest by
an erring sister with a haughty look of conscious superiority, dost thou know what

mptation is, with strong feeling and masring opportunity ? Shall the richly cut
crystal which stands on the table of the
wealthy mah, protected from dust and injury, boast that it has escaped the flaws, and

other

child,

the deadly pallor

ed to rough and general uses ? * O- man, or
woman ! thou who wouldst be a Pharissee,
. contider, oh,«* consider thyself, lest thou

also be tempted.”—F. W. Robertson,
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moment
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——

the time.

possible, as you cannot tell.

the minute when you may take a big fish.
Hold forth the Word continually—ia season,
out of season. Only yesterday a young lady just converted wrote to me, ‘‘Do you
« remember in your letter to my brother, urg-

ing

him to a Christian life, that you added,

‘1 think your oldest sister is a Christian P’
That troubled me. I knew I was not a

Christian, and
I knew
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world,

where

at
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that I ought to be
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IL Be sure and keep your hook whirling lively and bright.
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sea is mournful to imagine. It would be an
iron ring without the sapphire which made
it precious. There must be a spiritual meaning here. In the new dispensation there

I'he sea separates na-

tions, and suaders peoples from each other.

some disappoint-

Now and then your hopes wll be

groatly dashed. You may reel a splendid
ellow to the boat's side, and ust “when

The lands embrace some of the finest portions of
the magnificent Territory
of Colorado, including a
coal field and pinery. The Company also holds as an
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glows with a glory unbroken by

a wave. No
tempest howls along the peaceful shore of paradise. Soon shall we reach
that happy land, where partings, and chang-

i are sure of him, off he will slip from the
ook, and you will lose him.
ou will es, and storms shall be ended; Jesus will
sometimes be sure a man is stepping into wafs us there. Ave we in Him, or not?
the kingdom, and the next a
DT -| That is the grand question.— Spurgeon.
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the first volume of Strong and MecClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopzdia.

78 Nassau

CO,,

WANTED

IN
800

Portable

Street, N, Y.

P. T. BARNUM,
VOLUME—~NEARLY

AND

bas discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp Yo pay, postage.
Address J, H. REEVES,

STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS OF
WRITTEN

STATIONARY

Price $2,00.

For six new

&o., having tried

No. 53 Exchange Place, N, Y,

MM.

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

V.

at their market value, without commissions.
- Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, sent

' DABNEY,

Valves;
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue.and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

the current year, commencing with the No.

*

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some essentials

even

Or,

OF
MANUFACTURERS
Steam ang
;
Pipe
Iron
t
Wrough
ized
Galvan
Plain and

8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the *¢ Sabbath at Home,” for

hall year,

The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the t
had the condition of the Road,and the i dove
a
which it runs, carefully examined. They are happy
to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a

Company,

Machine

VIII.

at option of the holder, without
ing rates:

“

SWAMSOOT
AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in|.

be paid by the receiver.)

or New York

Wholesale Druggiata,

a.

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send “Life Scenes from the |
Or,
four Gospels.” Price $2,00.
9, For three new subscribers and $7,50,

paying the tax.

Frankfort,

& Co.,

35 Barclay St. ‘and 40 Park Place, New-York.

V.

TAXATION,

The principal of the Loan is madé
payable i
Gola, in the city of New York, but each , 4 do will
e
Payable in

Proprietors, 8. R. Van D

Or,

new subscribers

three

00, we will give one
Randall's Five Octave i
in Black Walnut Case.

Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,

luxuriant

HAIR is

to pay postage) we will send one copy o
« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages. Price $1,20.

For

THIRTY YEARS TO RUN,

FREE

FALLING

VII.

from May 1, i869, and will pay
semi-annually, on May

It is a most d
It will promote

5. For the same, and (20 cents additional

$6,500,000.

England.

In addition to the publications of oth-

of

Kansas,

Value of the Company’s property, covered
by this mortgage,~at $28,000,000

2,40

moon,

its instability is proverbial. In this mortal
state we have too much of this ; earth is con- |
stant only in her inconstancy, but in the
heavenly state all mournful change shall be
unknown, and with it, all fear of storm to
wreck our hopes and drown out joys. The

1,20
11,88
1.26
12,52
,98

of Acres in the State

and although Nob lodge as a security for this Loan,
their possession
adds largely to the Company’s wealth
and credit. We estimate the

_

many

t

A Sinking Fund for the Redemption
"of the Bonds.

The Bonds have

such barriers in the world to come, Leagues

sea of glass

ser-

13,92
20
2,88
17
17
1,20

To John in Patmos, the deep waters were
like prison walls, shutting him out from his
brethren and his work ;“there shall be no

fickle wind and the changeful

good

2,40
,04
48
,08
28
,20

Lessons for every

filled with
their orders which will be immediately

tioned

dozen, 11,562
do
,25
Christian Papuam, Bound, single,
dozen, 2,40
do
0
do
,16
do Paper Covers, single,
do
dozen, 144
do
do
single, 1,00
Life of Marks,

single,

0

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School

can sendus
or to replenish old ones,
Libraries,

extending in alternate sections on either side of the
track, from the 394th mile post in Kansas to Denver.
The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to be invested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent. Bonds themselves up to 120 or in U. 8, Bonds, as

18,62

History,

«1,95

sss ses sss1,25

Herculaneum,. ees

8 cents each.
each; on the75 cents books,

« ShiningHours,” which, in literary excelrence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

fa 8 2 0

Theology,
do

and

each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

In addition to this the Bonds are also secured by a
.
first mortgage of the
GOVERNMENT LAND GRANT OF
THREE MILLION ACRES,

y—
8,26

do

with the prejudice with whigh the oriental
mind universally regarded the sea in olden

of the

from hear-

More

1,
single,
dozen, 15,36

utler’s
do

Sea.”

of rolling billows lie between us and

So much,”

miles

and existing obli-

than the Interest upon this new Loan’

K:]
228
,16
1,96
~,08

pls matey,

.Searcely could we rejoice & ho thought
of losing the glorious old ocean ; the new
heavens and the new earth are none the fairer to our imagination, if indeed, literally,

will be no division.

sir,” said Mr.

Book

$1,60.

Price

ology,” 456 pages.

already

earning

and

River,

437

for

operation

Missouri

of the

west

single, 1,00
dozen, 9,60
single, 1,10
dozen, 10,56
,85
gingle,

.
in Sheep,
Psalmody, 18mo
do
do Embossed Morocco,
.do
0
do
82mo.
do

Pompeii

Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send one copy of * Butler's The-

’

| enough to meet all of its expenses
gations, besides

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

thirsteth,

without

State of Kansas,
And in successful

Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,

have found the

world

© Yes,

exceedingly

and

DayByseccsscssassassassssnesessesl,

$5,00,

and

we will send a copy of the new

RAILWAY

asset another tract of

good."—Guthrie.

A real physical

sermons,

70

to pay postage)

(with 20 cents additional

besides now running through the

first-class Railway,

one of his

Anbertisements,

Messias,”—of those who said, * Come thou

times?

visited

mons, for forty years.”

with us, we-will do thee good,” ‘* Arise, for
we have seen the land, and behold, itis very

More

PACIFIC

This Loan amounts to $6,500,000,

benefit and

his father, * had Thomas learned

ing

S10
i (]

ie

subscribers

new

3. For two

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds.
secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a distance
of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the
rest is under construction. It is also a Mortgage upon the Road, the Rolling Stock and Franchise of this

says John Wesley, who related it on the
Lupton, who had it from
authority of Dr.

is the spirit of Andrew, when he went to his

“No

no.

than the body.”

lives longer

,16

our own publications,
or will be filled with the

For the sale of its

Wesley, “do you not know what your
soul is?" ¢ Ie surely,” said Thomas;
“ why, it is a little bone in the back that

to save springing up in their hearts—their’s
We

reap

said Thomas.

:

Sunny Skies,cescsescsccces

257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,

Kansas Pacific Railway (ompany

rishioners as he was upon his dying 0 wl
going to
aman who had never mi
church in forty years. ¢ Thomas, where
do you think your soul will go?” ¢‘Soul!
Soul!”

Bright

nu

15

esesesssssscassresscses

sone
- Making Something, ..eeesecssses
Jamie and Jeannie,.ceeee cescssveavesanves
Boy’s HeaveN, ses eessssssiessnsessensve

tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,
9. «Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,’

Fam.

f

We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the
agency of the

receive no gain.

find Him, were ever saved without a desire
**

vari

60LD, LOAN
A

at the. page of
I NEED not grow angry,
inspiration if all profanity is forbidden
there; for those who violate that precept
only have their dignity lessened in the eye

come ye to the waters!” None ever found
Christ but they wished that others also might

brother Peter, saying,

to

- New Seven per Cent.,
per, I cannot say there is any great difficulty in such an undertaking.
Thirty Year Gold Loan, Free from Tax.

E—

S15

Series.

Mittie,eeo eos seseds senses

Good Little

40

‘Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents

III

PLUMMER
& WILDER,
57 & 59 Bromfield St., Boston,

12637

for it to One who can hear the lowest whis-

* SAMUEL WESLEY

Childe

Christ

ccssceccssccssssscsecs

Child’s

Mrs.
The

and $.50C,
1. For two new subscribers
(with 16 cents topay postage) we will end
the book entitled ** Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

aTe

Machines

MACHINES, IE
er ttit.

not unwise if I ask, ‘“ How

they

Present

Day

Birth

pov

RENOWNED”

A5~ Thess
adapted

Him

serve

“WORLD

Sewin

-

of others, while

Series.

Day

Rainy

-

Dayy at 8chool,eececscrececacece
A Rain

IL.

THE

ELIAS HOWE

Ir 1AM told that those who desire this
prize are directed to express their wishes

the little weary fin-

Sabrina Hackett, ceeeosceessssnse
Aunt Mattie,ceeeseeecesarecesoss

Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new
{
subscribers to the Star.

$2 H A DAY .—3 new articles for Agents. SamSri of ples sent free, H.B.SHAW, Kifre ,» Me.

am I to get there?

face pro-

wesely

Bellisessssocosssssssscasnes

May

Look at them.

Abertiseemuds,

that it is the

not

do

if we

die,

diminish, I am

a kinsman whom to-night we prayerfully
remember, but in the bright world to which
fresh and attractive. Turn its bright sides we go, there shall be unbroken fellowship
: en's igh
I Jou can add a bright for all the redeemed family. In this sense
eather from the wing of fancy, it wi
there shall be no more sea.” The sea is the
all the better. |
E
¥ wall be emblem of change ; with its ebbs and flows,
III. Row often over the same ground. its glassy smoothness, and its monotonous
The fish that is not quite ready to take hold billows, its gentle murmurs and tumuliuous
this time round, may spring for it the next. roarings, it is never long the same. * Slave
No matter if other

“A

have no

am invited to thinkof a habitation very
bright, exceedingly beautiful, where death
can never enter, and where the tear drop
was never seen. If I am told to lift my
eyes towards a world where want was
never known, where the song is always
singing, and where the lovely, the splendid
company may increase, but never will

Unless in the sense of guarding their peace
of mind from being disturbed by temptation,
and their purity from being stained by sin,
those who find treasures in the Gospel do
not hide them. On the contrary, they seek to
make the great discovery known, and to
communicate its benefits to all. There is no
temptation “todo otherwise, to keep it to
ourselves, since it has blessings in the pardon and peace of God, enough for us and
for all others. It is as if one of a caravan
that had sunk on a burning desert, were, in
making a last effort for life, to discover no
muddy pool, but a vast fountain—cool as
the snows that replenished its spring, and
pure as the beavens that were reflected on
its bosom. He revives at the blessed sight,
and pushing onto the -margin stoops and
drinks ; yet ere his thirstis fully quenched,
see how he speeds away to pluck his friends
from the arms of death, and, hark! how he
shouts, making the lone desert ring with
the ery,

liberal.

Pupil,ececcssccecrcsnee

and

Master

and

varied

Luttrell,seccessesnsscsessssosssessl,B0

1. For one new subscriber and $2,50, books of other publishers,and will be furnishedto
at wholesale prices.
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage) Sabbath schools in Libraries,
cation.
BURLINGAME,
R.
L.
Address,
we will send any one of the following books,
Dover, N. H.
published,or immediately to be publishjust
Treatise.
ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
[Tie Now Treatise, just revised by. order by Mis, L, Maria Child, viz.:
of the General Conference, can now be had
1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
« Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, o
. Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
. ¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
2 cents each for two or more copies. Ores ; OT,
. “The Boy's Heaven,” 151
ders are solicited.
Mada,
. ¢* A Rainy Day at School,”
194 pages; or,
The Birth-Day Present,” by
7.
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of
of these books, 75 cents.

1810 unkindness in the call,if I

_THERE

Extending Christ’s Invitation.
—

we

while we live?

there is to be no great and wide sea, with
Is
its gleaming waves and shelly shores.
not the text to be read as a metaphor, tinged

of Men.

St

Improve

said:

Christians

of getting to heaven

when

gers shall be at rest.
And this is only one case out of scores
and hundreds.

en jar has sustained, exposed, and subject-

I.

once

professed

idea of religion than

means

claiming unmistakably that she will soon
be mercifully taken away to a better

‘the cracks, and the fractures which the earth-

Fishers

many

fe

Beecher

die. As to doing anything for God while
they live, it does not enter into their plans.
Itell you, my brethren, I do not believe
there is one in five hundred of such professors that will reach heaven; for there
isa HAghANIpitY in true religion that is
above all such contemptible meanness.”
Strong language, said I to myself. But
own paste.
:
is it not true? Is there not ‘contemptible
The other day I took upon my knees a meanness” in expecting God to save us

For Satan cannot cast out Satan; sin cannot drive out sin. For instance, my anger
can not drive out another man's covetousness; my petulance or sneer cannot expel
another's extravagance. The meekness of

Christ alone has power.

LyMAN

great

he then,
life a false man? God forbid! Shall
it to his brethren, that they
acknowledge
and merciful caution may re- little
], who is employed in this manby symp
it ner: : She told me she was four years old.
store him? Well, but it is not certain that
is exactly from those to whom the name of Her mother said the child had earned her
brethren most peculiarly belongs that he own living ever since she was three years
will receive assistance. Can a man in of age.
This
infant now makes several hundred
mental doubt go to the members of the
life, . and her earnus communion, or does he not boxes every day of
same
know that they are precisely the ones who ings suffice to pay the rent of the miserawill frown upon his doubts and proclaim his ble room which the Jauy inhabits. The
be expected, is
sins? Or, will a clergyman unburden his poor little girl, as might
mind to his brethren in the ministry ? Are grave and sad beyond her years. She has
they not, in their official rigor, the least ca- none of a child's vivacity. She does not
Her
paple of largely understanding him? Ifa seem to know what play means.
woman be overtaken in a fault, will she tell whole thoughts are centered in the eternal
it to a sister-woman? Or, does she not feel, round of lucifer-box making, in which her
She has never been
instinctively, that her sister-woman is ever whole life is passed.
the most harsh, and the most severe, and the beyond the street in which she was born.
most ferocious judge? . . Finally, the She has never so much as seen a tree, or a
apostle tells the spirit'in which this is to be daisy, or a blade of grass. A poor, sickly
done, and assignsa motive for the doing it. little thing, and yet a sweet, obedient
The mode is, * Inthe

the mean-

caught

: TO

Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

Bit the eagle eye and quick ear

of the great commander

AND

ShInIng HOUTS,-«s++s4vs2sssvesnsssssonsslyil

The offers which

are numerous,

make

we now

The postage is payable at the office of delivery. The volume begins with the

wait until the dake had received the bread
and wine.

.

Prize Series.

i

getting subscribers for the Star, and by and

by he willbe rewarded.

one.

gent to one address, than on a single

or rise and

away,

to him to move further

Stat

8

Andy

and continue to work through the year in|

Orders are solicitfirst number in April.
]
pew- ed.
by the side of the duke. Some one—a
sent
money
on
allowed
is
the
percentage
No
touched
and
came
owner probably—
;
poor man on the shoulder, and whispered us for the Myrtle. -

staves.

y

:

every one who reads this go to work now,

8, when

and

number between one

or any

Itis related of the Duke of Wellington,

inst which the gates of hell cannot prevail.—Christian Leader.

no
ever to admitthat thisis possible; yet and
one knowing human nature from mau,

Any one haying sent for one of the Pre-|

PosTAaGe.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,

that once when he remained to take sacrament at his parish chuch, a very poor old
man had gone up the opposite aisle, and
reaching the communion table, knelt down

Great is culture; great

tates, uses, sanctifies all others.

the

of

;

Tort
‘Now Sund
Qur
Printing Establishment, | miums offered last year, and nol having re- Cialogue of
never Freewill Baptist
EstabPrinting
ceived
it,
is
requested
to
inform
us
of
the
Baptist
Freewill
the
by
ed
out re- for the use of Sunday School scholars, was fact, as we have recently learned that some publish These Books are now ready for
sale
lishment,
point, enlarged and much improved about the
!
:
delivery.
and
for
pay
to
money
with
of our letters sent
:

~All Equal Here.

is intellect; great is argument; great is
organization ; but the greatest is evotion
in the hearts of a people; or this necessi-

or invents

was closed.

O81

Is

STRAT

Lay

This semi-monthly, ‘published by

.

with it.— Walchman & Reflector.

They are all useful. But not one ¢an stand
alone; not all can stand of themselves.
The religion) spirit aglow in the heart and
the whole, must hoop them all.
permeating

Then allare firm,

od

F

first of April. It is printed on paper of a premiums have been lost. We wish to make
tion, a little deaf and .dumb boy, On Sun- very superior quality, and its mechanical good our promises.
day he loves to have his mother find for
By a united effort on the part of the
other pahim the words that we are all singing, excellence is equal to that of any
members and Sabbath school scholchurch
All communications inthough the music never thrills his quiet ear per of its class.
nor touches his little heart.
He looks at tended for publication should be addressed ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,
the hymn, glides his ‘little finger over evRev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H. obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
ery word to the end; ifhe finds Jesus there, to
All orders and remittances for the paper new subscribers to provide itself with two
he is satisfied and absorbed to the close of
go and
singing, but if the .word Jesusis should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do- geod organs. Let other churches
the
do likewise, and let no one of our churches
:
not there, he closes the book and will have ver, N. H.
nothing more to do with it. So should
TerMs.—Single copy, 80 cents a year. however small in numbers, be without an
we test the religions of the day,—if we find Ten copies or more. sent to one address, 20 organ. By a faithful, persistent and umted
Jesus the central thought of any system of
ble in all cases in ad- effort, any church can secure some one of
theology, it is good, it will do for us; if cents each,—paya
the organs now offered as premiums. Let
not, turn away and have nothing to de: vance.

tative skill another; reform a third ; organ-

aocosted suddenly, he says hastily that which
is irreconcilable with strict truth; then to

‘What does he, or what shall he do.

long since we made trial of our skill
not easy operation of patting togethstavesof a tub. ‘We found it easy to
them—to determine the place of each,

ic operations Hay count fer

rk

|

\

§

i

N

i

a

TY

We have, as vou know, in our congrega-

|

mp

t

pastor, a very. discreet man, who
wearies us at the lastby long drawn
marks, but speaks short and .to the
arose and said,—

The Religious Spirit.

what was

first occasion for man

e———

: The evening meeting

reme,
spensable quality in a good
in the apostles’
herman. A fisherman's patienceis proit
if
as
it
at he looks upel
“If
verbial, the world over, You must learn
sometimes be a result of sur
to fish the whole day without takinga single fish or even having a bite, and yet
consider that you had a good time,and goat
gain, bright and cheerful, the next day.
it
left
be
to
osed
as if Sin, supp
all things, be not weary in well
Above
bad on a sudden gotin front,
you would catch souls.—Rev. Dr.
if
doing,
‘him up, or led him into ambush.
Ballard.
:
“sins are not of this character. There
the
with
ance
accord
are some which are in

. The first thing noticeable

general bent of our disposition; and the
Spporiun ity of coming them was only
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URS. A

its vision into the future. . In spite of diffi-

Editor.

er be assured that his labor is notin vain in

remittancesof money, &c., should be addressed to

If the results fall far short of exthey will not fall below the

Our Country Churches.
—

—-

"

Strengthen

The country church is a leading instituIt is bound up with
tion in New England.
s memories of
preciou
most
and
best
“the
more than half of those who are held as the
heroes and saints of our land to-day. It

al help all the
comes

“may not-have embodied a single one of all

the harmonies of architecture. There may
have been little magnificence in the best ‘of
‘the carriages which bore the worshipers

The

to their weekly devotions. The glory of
fashion may have been wanting to the millinery and mantua-making that set off the
Both old and young
wives and daughters.

-—-—-—-__

rreeeeetanee—

Cloud

and

the

wrecks, it lifts its
and

imparts

its light, con-

joy

and

hope to

if

not

already

storm-tossed,

And when the tempest

amid

of

day, as he

of a rare altitude, as not to be quite sure
feet, or even whether he himself is——.

This quality in the character of Christ
less marked and attractive
no
appears
when considered more in detail, and in con-

Voice.

E—

nection with those
en it prominence.
firm and above all
from view, even.

things which have givChrist has ever stood
that would hide him
when violent persecu-

tions raged, fierce theological
4

save them from manyan hour of distrust,
and from the fruitless study of many a problem in logic and the evidences. . Long afterward, Peter alludes to the experience
as proving, beyond all
and the vision,
question, that he was not following ‘‘cunningly-devised fables.”

manyof the great warriors of the Christian
church. The magnates of the city pulpit

were first quickened into the purpose and
faith that brought their power, in the coun-

try church. College chairs are filled and
honored by men who grew up in the homes

But there is one statement in the narrative

among which the rural sanctuary lifts its

that is especially striking, and it hints at a
great, general and precious truth. While
the disciples were wondering at what they
saw, a cloud overshadowed them, and they
were terrified at the darkness. But out

The great merchants who sell their
principles off
their
but keep

from the shelves and counter,learned ChrisSabbath

Our noblest statesmen who frame

from the cloud

God's justice into statutes, were pupils in
the Bible classtaught by the pastor of the

there came a voice, through

which God’s testimony and precept found
expression. “‘This is my beloved Son,’—
that ‘was the interpretation of the vision;
“Hear ye Him,"—that was the practical
duty which the vision was meant to im-

Our great Christian

urged

ods, it is said

charities are largely managed by men who
were fired by a divine benevolence while

hearing of the mission of the gospel toa suf-

press.

fering race, from the "lipsof the country
minister.
And that process still goes on. Day by

Out of the very cloud which they

dreaded, and from which they shrank cowering in their terror, came the voice which

they needed to hear, ‘at once interpreting

town and

the state of affairs,

within their reach,
bound to try it.

and the conflict of the future.
The story touches a chord in all natures
whose experiences go far below the surthe globe. The vigorous life of the me- face. The cloud gathers, more or less fretroplis makesitself felt, butit is often nur- quently, over all our heads, and shuts out
tared by “the gifts sent from the country the glory upon which we were gazing, or
parishes that get little public mention. No for whose coming we waited with both
It
praise. The Lord longing and hope. Itis not welcome.
matter about human
disappoints, depresses and terrifies us. It
knoweth his own, and no true servant will.
seems the messenger of wrath, a bringer of
miss recognition or reward when he sits in
calamity, We would fain hide away from
why
reason
a
suggests
it
judgment. But
it and shut out both sight and sound. ‘And
the country churches should work on hopewhen it enfolds us, we shudder, and protheir
of
fully amid their losses and in spite

whose strength is like a giant's, whose deeds
are put inte the public history, and whose
names are spoken freely on the other side of

much he may

In obedience

his head

conscious weaknesses, and why the strong

churches of the city should give them appreciation, sympathy and help.
true work

There is often much hard and

done in and by these country churches,
that may not seem of much account when

reported abroad.

Money doesnot abound
involv-

there, and the effort and self-denial

for Chris-

dollars

ed in raising a hundred

tian objects, may be far greater than that

which elsewhere gathers together thousands. The meager salary may represent a
Careful planning and
large generosity.
been necessary to
have
may
diligent effort
bring together the respectable con gregation.
Long rides or walks are indispensable to
attendance upon the prayer meeting. A

good Sabbath school must be made such in

the absence of many of the appliances
* which offer themselves in the town or city.
The young men and women are often impatient to get away from the rural sphere,

~ and so the work must be done often without
their zest, elasticity, vigor and daring.

They may present little that is imposing to

the eye of the casual city visitor, but when
it is known under

disadvantages the

what

fire is kept steadily burning on. the altar,

this same visitor may find his pwn halfheartedness rebuked and’his own zeal put

to shame.

ma

Many of our churches are in the country:
Till within the last

twenty-five

years,

our

city churches were the rare exceptions.
Our strength,—and we had a strength that
was real,—was chiefly in the rural districts.
There the fathers toiled and prayed. There

There many

they sawthe salvation of God.

of thenwi were translated, while the grateful

which they had served, reverently
‘dust to the grave and tearfully
memory

into the keeping of the

and

wonder

why

we

must

are still found far away from
and publicity of the
glit er
nd

wl

a

A

I

sls

whe

~L

ch

and the sower

:
/

either, before ‘holding

coming.

a

scribed three

years,

and

A New

course for those

calling in freely

successful preachers

as lecturers on various topics or branches.
Mr. Hepworth was the prime mover in
this matter; but it at once struck an answering chord in the popular heart, so that
the new school, without buildings,

him;

a jubilee over

a

his

ple

CoLLEGE

PRESIDENT.
At

a

special meeting of the Trustees of Hillsdale
College, Mich., held Sept. 20, Rev. James

could not well stay through the pre-

the aid of popular and

credited

funds or

Calder, D. D., was elected President of that
institution, to fill the vacancy occasioned

by the retirement of Dr. Fairfield from the

position which he so long held and honored.

It is confidently expected that Dr, C. will
accept the position and enter upon his duties without much delay. We trust Hillsdale is to have a prosperous future.

Bares CoLLEGE.—The annual catalogue
of Bates College appears the present season
with an aspect decidedly promising and clas-

itor,allowing students to enter and study under regulations similar to those adopted in
the school in Boston, providing for a short

"more earnest

to the

wishes
last

article in his creed.

Put

of a large

there is also provision for a fourth year of
study, for the benefit of those who wish
not less work and thoroughness in theological training, but more of both.
:
That
changes
should
be
made
in
this
an
|
cient seat of learning indicates the severe
pressure of public sentiment; that such
changes should be made shows that there
are two sides to the question, neither of
which can be properly overlooked. This
question, concerning the best methods of
training young men: for the ministry, is
fairly up, and it deserves and must have a
full hearing, while the answer is sought
both through reason and experiment.

into Position.

MORNING STAR :—You are generally very
correct. But typo has turned my beautiful
Yosemite wrong end up. Please swing it
round again, as soon as possible.

We enter

the valley at the lower and westerly end,
and turn easterly, up the stream, and of
course up the valley. Yosemite Creek
leaps into the valley, not ‘two ‘miles
down,” as you make me say, but two

male graduate who took the diploma of the

institution last July, went out with a roundctudents endeaver to spend some time as
ed womanhood which her classmates wero .
co-workers with experienced pastors in the proud to acknowledge; we predicta simiwork of the parish. As an offsetto this,

Legislature

Butthe moral and Christian por-

Yosemite

course and the free employment of lecturers, and recommending, indirectly, that the

they have felt in duty

that the two sexes ¢an associate in college
life without the sacrifice of delicacy on the
one side or of dignity onthe other. The fe-

miles

up the valley. And it is not ‘¢ below,” but
at the upper end of the valley, the easterly end, that it ** breaksinto three narrow
canyons.” = At the lower, or westerly end,
the vertical rocks, on either side,
come

close together, leaving only one narrow cut,

through which the Merced river rushes in
mad fary. Through the valley it runs, a
quiet, smooth current, for seven miles, and
is as ¢‘ clear as crystal.” At the upper end,
the mountain rises perpendicularly, four
thousand feet, but broken at three points by
the canyons; spoken of above.
This, you
see, makes the valleya pit, seven miles
long, nearly level, filled with trees; the
Merced river running through from east to
west, the granite walls, from three to four

——RoMmE 18 sTiLL RoME.
Pope Pius IX.
has replied to Dr. Cumming’s inquiry respecting the privileges of Protestants in the
forthcoming

Council.

He tells him, in sub-

stance, that he shall be glad to have as
many Protestants attend the Council as are
pleased to respond to the invitation. But
they will not be allowed to speak, except
to make a confession and renunciation of
their heresies. They may listen as Prot-

estants, but speak only as Catholics.

They

may assent, but they must not demur.
They may nod an amen, but they cannot
be allowed to object or to shake their
heads. They may enter and be welcomed
|
if they tender their submission, but they
must either leave their logic and their
scripture out of doors, or stay out themselves. It is just such a reply as might
have been expected,—indeed the only reply that the papacy can consistently give.
It is well enough to get itin form. It satisfies the few real Romanists who do actually believe in the Pope's pretensions, it
makes the ritualists flush with unspoken
anger and flutter with unexpected perplexi-

lar experience

for her sisterly successor.

The classical feature appears in the supplementary catalogue of officers, alumni, &c.,
all of which is printed in approved Latin.
Bates College means progress and confident-

Insaind News and Notes
Home Missions—The Secretary.
\ For thirty years,

the Corresponding Sec-

retary, Rev. Silas Curtis, has faithfally
served the Home Mission society, and, more
than any other man, has given direction to

the work.
For twenty years the meetings
of the Board were held in connection with
some Quarterly or Yearly meeting, to save
the traveling expenses of the members ; and
the sessions were usually held in the early
morning or late at night, or at any other
time that did not interfere with the meetings of business or worship. During those
twenty years, the Secretary performed all

his labors gratuitously, and usually
had upon
his hands the pressing duties of a large pas-

torate.. Since the work among the freedmen has been added, his labors and the
current expenses of the Board have great-

ly increased, but in no year has his salary
exceeded $360, and moet of the time it has
been considerably less.

The number of feeble churches, and the
requests for aid from new fields of promise

have been so many, and the means of supply
go limited, that

cessarily been

many

applicants have ngc-

disappointed, and It is very

natural that good men, seeing only the wants
of their own churches or neighborhood,
should question the wisdom of the Board in

witholding

an appropriation,

not under-

standing, as the Board did, the pressing
more
ty, it sets the would-be liberal Catholics claims of other fields, some of them
destitute
than
their
own.
Those
persons
to
dangerous
somewhat
lines
on
thinking
best acquainted with the operations of the
their peace, and it shows Protestants‘afresh
society
and.the disbursement of funds, best
of
theory
the
in
the fallacy always existing
a progressive papal church. When Cath- know the somewhat unpleasant but imporolicism really moves on, it will leave the tant work of the Secretary during his long
tiara and the keys of St. Peter uncared-for connection with the society. And in his
retirement, he will carry with him the conbehind it.

fidence, sympathy, and best wishes of the
active friends of Home Missions.

——GOVERNMENT SALES AT BARPER'S FERThe Corresponding Secretary has more
RY. On the thirtieth of Nov., the Gov- than once signified to the Board his purpose
ernment will offer its property at Harper's to decline a re-election; though nominated
the word for which we have waited in sus- weakness he is strength, in our despondenFerry for sale. It consists mainly of land by the General Conference.
This fact is
light
is
he
darkness
our
3
pense, and for the want of which we have cy he is hope, in
and water power. The immense buildings awaking considerable solicitude, and no
and
blow
may
winds
the
hard
however
and,
|
gone on in weakness and distrust, stum
which formerly stood there, were demol- question of greater importance will come
bling as we walked. It brings an answer | the waves may dash, he ever stands unished
or burned during the war. But the up for decision at the next anniversaries,
storm.
the
to our deepest questions.
It stills the fierc- shaken and above
vey is about
half a mile wide, and the up- lands are valuable, and the water power thin the choice of his susagesor, for with
est tumults. It interprets what had long
per end more than a mile wide, so that the truly magnificent.
Should this property the election of a Secretary, will be decided,
puzzled us. It makes the way clear. It Temperance in New Hampshire.
average width is from three-fourths of a pass into the hands of enterprising capi- in no small degree, the future operations of
liftsmp the sinking spirit. It renders th e
ly
Or En.
mile to a mile,
Two trails
enter the talists or manufacturers, Harper's Ferry is the society. If a man be chosen who is ulsteps henceforth plain and the heart jubiThe situation of the temperance cause i n | valley, one on the north and the other on likely to grow rapidly and surely into im- the expectation that he
lant. It brings an assurance of God's sym- this state is in'some respects peculiar. I n | the south, both of them very steep and portance. The property donated to the 80 a pastor, with
of both offices, the
duties
the
perform
will
pathy, a pledge of all needed help, a proph- years past. the ground was well fought winding, and, to those unacquainted with Commission for the use of the school, itis
small, or the work
very
be
must
pastorate
ecy of eternal victory and glory.
Prof. Whitney's hoped, will materially increase in value by
over.
The Washingtonian movement, here mountain gorges, terrific.
Home Missions will receive but a part of
They know life only on the surface, and as elsewhere, did a noble work.
Then | theory of the valley is, that the ¢‘ bottom this sale. That increase, as well as funds of
the attention that its growing interest dehave seen God only in the faint outlines of came the Sons of Temperance, who foun d | dropped out,” and the mountain sank and from other sources, will be needed. Mr.
mands. Ifa man igto leave his pastoral
It looks very much as if Peabody has given directions that no aphis character and ministry, who have never their way into nearly every ‘townand vil- made the valley.
work and give his entire energies to the
entered into the cloud whence his highest lage of any considerable’ size; and some- that was the case.—G. H. B.
propriations be made from the fund bear- cause of Home Missions, encouraging ‘and
revelations come. They who listen rev- what recently, the Good Templars have
ing his name, in aid of any school having a strengthening the feeble churches, building
erently amid the overshadowing darkness, joined them in their crusadeswgainst intoxspecific denominational character; so that up newinterests and enlarging our borders,
Nore.
Thanks for the statement touchAt present, however,
will not fafl to hear the tones of the divine icating drinks.
the emall allowance made to some of the then the Board must devise more liberal
But ¢¢ typo” ohvoice, or to find a precious revelation in the while a large majority of the people are the ing our general accuracy.
Normal school pupils last year, will be things, and ask the churches to respond in
professed friends of temperance, compara- ly made the Yo Semite valley stand topsy- lacking hereafter. But Freewill Baptists
words which it utters.
largely increased contributions.
The detively few are zealous workers in any tem- turvy in the sense of allowing you to put must therefore do more for themselves.
cisive
action
of
the
last
General
Conference,
He only ace Many of our ‘brethren in the denominan | perance organization, or are particularly it in after your own method.
The Anniversaries, which commence i
against the union ef the two mission societed
on
the
rule
prescribed,—*¢
Follow
copy,
active
in
the
promotion
of
the
cauge.
As
Lowell, Mass., on the 12th iu<t., promise to
done nobly for this edterSeyeral questions of great practical significance
will ask for a wise solution. The general
discussion of the wants of the denomina-

tion, and of the methods in which they are
to be met, we trust will elicit thoughtful
and well-weighed words. Let all go up in
h
- | the spirit ‘of prayer, seeking for light,
ready for counsel and. earnest fatserviog ip
the Master's cause, and the blessing of
| will
wanting. Great opportunities
:
ill not be

ad WAY toshallthe

~

if not the only

Christ as the

abide

And even to-day the great body of be of real interest and importance.
yes

of either.

the prominence given to absurd dogmas, he
great,

en-

tion of the people have a great work on
their hands in fighting the battle of temperance.
:
Weare now within a few weeks of the
day when the question is to -be decided.
What is to be done to insure a favorable result? Wehear of but little or nothing. Is
it not high time that the friends of the cause
should awake?

And if we rightly discern the signs of the
in the gloom.
:
times; thisis the grand goal to which the
In many forms. the overshadowing cloud | world is rapidly hastecing. . The errors
comes. It comes in earthly losses, in the and superstitions of Romanism may abound
withdrawal of human sympathy,
in the a little longer, skeptics will, for a while,
death of friends, in the failure of cherished
seek to degrade the divine in Christ to the
plans, in the visitation of sickness, in the level of the human, and some who prosinking of courage under burden and trial, fess Christ in name will continue to deny
in the stupor of spiritual affections, in the him by their works. But in spite of all
feeling that God has romoved far away, so this, we believe the day is not very far
‘that our prayers appear to come bounding distant when the truths which cluster about
back unanswered and rejected. And so we the character and work of Christ shall be
universally received and control the lives
fear as we enter into the cloud.
But out from this cloud comes the voice. of men. The name of Jesus is to be ‘‘a
It often comes only from the cloud, when name above every name.”
In the conflicts of the present hour,
the highest messages are to be brought.
It is what we Christ is the only giver of repose and safeIt is not human, but divine.
r
have needed if not longed to hear. It utters ty. We can ever. flee to him. In ou

test,

who

will avail themselves of this means of ridding their state of the curse, or still suffer it
to remain and extend. The present time
offers a large opportunity.
The two political parties are stained with corruption.
Since the pitched battle of liberty hasbeen
fought among our granite hills, there is
little to contend for at home in the platform

her “Oldtown Folks,” represents as coming from the pen of the thoughtful, and, as
measured by the standards of his time,skeptical Jonathan - Rossiter, are significant.
Weary of controversy and disgusted with
Jesus

ates, providing for a ghort

which our hopes

there is a disposition to wait for this brother to show us whether he possesses both, or

more of the popular element in it, admitting students’ who were not college gradu-

the voters of the state to say whether they

Divine, or all the Divine that I can compreThese words which Mrs. Stowe, in
hend.”

come to regard

two years,

During the past

ter with

fined by the Unitarians in Boston, having

passed a bill providing for a constabulary,
subject to the ratification of the people at
a special election to be held in November.
Theissue is fairly made, and it ls left for

Jesus Christ with all my heart, all my
might. He stands before me the one hopeful phenomenon of history. I adore him as

had

with a view

to be lacking
in both the brain and charac-

sort of Theological: School has been main-

feel the force

that the

number of petitioners, the

“Yes, I believe in

before.

students.

temperance men have come to regard this
as the only really effective means to which
they can resort.
With such an expedient

has constantly towered above the surrounding violence. His light may have been in
a measure obscured by the abounding
mist and darkness, but it has constantly
burned with its own eternal brightness.
+ Though the storm has not yet ceased its
ragings, it is certain that Christ occupies
ever

to

;

have been somewhat changed,

By these meth-

made

E—

of satisfying the public demand and mbeting the wants of two opposite classes of

women

to those

on account of what it was hoped he himself might be some day. H.R. H. proved

salaried professors, was in danger ofdiverting from the Divinity School at Har- sical. The promise is given in the very revard the few students who were in at- .spectable college classes in attendance.—
ticularly active.
,
tendance, and of preventing the formation There are, Seniors, 15; Juniors, 10; SophBut efforts of this kind shouldbe secondof new classes. The new school secured at omores, 16; Freshmen, 36;—Total,
77.
ed by other means.
We. have already once a respectable patronage, and quite a
The class just entered is certainly an enspoken of the character ‘of our prohibitory number of prominent Unitarian clergymen,
couraging one in point of members, Its
law. The great thing which it needs is en- graduates of the old-school at the Universimembers are, as usual, called Freshmen,
forcement. It is a body of fine proportions, ty, and counted among its supporters, acthough one of the meinbers is a lady, whose.
but it needs to have breathed into it the cepted the facts, and gave sympathy and
entrance at this time serves to preserve the
breath of life.
Recalling what has been large assistance to Mr. Hepworth's underpractical embodiment of the theory accept
accomplished in Massachusetts, and in a taking.
Recently, the friends of the two ed at Bates,—that women are entitled to a
few other states, this breath of life is appar- schools have provided for popularizing the full collegiate education, that they are not
Such, indeed, is Divinity School and suspending its competently the constabulary.
incapable of mastering college studies, and

pose, and have his spirit refreshed by the
assurances which come in response to his
broken pleas of faith and trust. At times
Christ may have been well-nigh hidden
from view by the ragings of the storm, but

men than

and

what his mother actually was, and partly

the Divinity School at Harvard University

of the argument addressed to the pocket, ifin-

day the country churches are sending to the} he perplexing vision, pointing out their a larger place in the minds and hearts of
uty, alleying their fears, confirming their
the city not a little of the bone and

sinew that are wrought into those churches: faith, and girding. them up for the strain

STAR,

Topics.

re

sensible to that addressed to the conscience.
We have been interested te witness the efforts
which have been made of late, in this particular line, in Dover, Concord and other
places, in which the ladies have been par-

controversies

and

men

Current

that their profits will be cut

down, and they be

been permitted to turn aside, sit at the
feet of the great Master, take his needed re-

unmoved,

temperance

should refuse all patronage

have felt the weakness and uncertainty of
all human supports, he has, at all times,

has remained

that temperance

gaged in the liquor traffic.

ence among them has been always felt
more and more powerfully. And however
weary and worn the trusting man may
have been through the heat and strife of
battle, however disgusted he may have
been
with
the deceits and vanities of

he

should be formed and

discussions become more frequent.
piedge should be generally and systematiand individual cases
should be made the subjects of special laOne of the surest methods of dimininishing the sale of liquor, is to diminish the
It has been forcibly
number of buyers.

effectually ruled the nations that his pres-

the world, and however

more

active and healthy public sentiment. There
should be a revival of temperance preaching and practice. - Temperance organiza-

were at their hight, when ‘the man of sin”
held almost undisputed sway and darkness
He held his
reigned well-nigh supreme.
dawned,
on
Reformati
the
when
also
place
and free thought and inquiry dared once
more to utter their voice; and he has held

Messiahship and kingdom of Christ, as to

MORNING

——MODIFYING IN CONSERVATIVE SPHERES.
The arrangements for Theological study in

ever has been, the only source

be ye saved.”

bit of envy...His brother was superbly
petted and feasted when he paid us. a visit
- some years ‘since, partly non accountof

of all, there should be

tions

‘So far, Americans

up only a moderate interest, and feel not a

But Yo Semite was interestingly pictured,

ties.

And he is to-

clearness, saying, ‘‘Look unto me,

and ale in his honor.

whether the valley stands on its head or its look on calmly, show little enthusiasm, get

but respecting the particular line of effort
to be pursued, there is more or less diver‘
sity of opinion.
As for ourselves, we believe that, first
a

is

out ample streams of rhetorical loyalty, and
took in immense doses of beef, pudding

something must be done to arrest the
progress of the evil. So far all are agreed ; in spite of the transposition.of its extremi-

developed

a: lige

huge volleys of shouts into the air, poured

gassy is not used)

thoughtful class of our citizens have, for
some time past, been of the opinion that

all the changes which have oc-

all ye ends of the earth, and

air (mind thatthe word

its results, if

ne

i

when standingon a dizzy hight far above
of things, itis his fellow mortals, and breathing the thin

this state

easy to predict what will be

of light and life to fallen and sinful man.
His voice may now be heard in all its volume and

ae
si

A

——
———

allowed to continue. . The better and more

since his incarnation,

is still the same.

Say

67 1869.

ER

Without inquiringinto the causes which
have produced

between the two. It furnished more than
a hint of the glory that is to pass upon men it even when his character and work have
when they are brought up to the mount of been assailed by infidels of every shade and
little difference
redemption to which the great Master is kind. It has made but
existed. Chrisnt
governme
of
surely leading them. It sent the disciples ‘what forms
them and will
of
many
survived
has
tianity
down to their work and their trials with
such a vivid sense of the reality of the yet survive others. Christ has, indeed, so

early training-ground of

* country congregation.

diy

it.

storm,

have elapsed

curred, he

al, and asserted the reality of intercourse

sive utterance there. His Spirit has brooded over the people to settle the chaos into
order, and bring a renewed life out of the
souls just now dead in trespasses and sins.

country

alone

powered both sense and soul in the disciples.
It indicated the nearness of the
spiritual world to this that we call materi-

Nevertheless, .the country church has
iS, a source of power and
been, and still
blessing... Gods Word has found impres-

‘the

the

and

of flesh, till the heavenly splendor over-

by hymn
the choir
of opera
have ex-

al polish.

in

not

effort

weary,

which

That scene of Christ's transfiguration is
full of instruction. It tells much, though it
suggests still more. Itsetthe divine glory,
which Christ’s humanity kept mostly veiled,
streaming all over and through the garment

“hibited more solid plainness than sentiment-

integrity

Dgspise

—

men may have taken the waiting benches
in substantial homespun instead of French
Doeskins and German Tricots. And when

There was the

growth.

and by

d

has ceased and the calm returned, it is almost the only object which presents no
marks of the violence.
Such a light-house but faintly represents
one of the many phasesin the character of
Jesus Christ.
During all the centuries

Hold on to the month-

morg,

the

wrecked ‘mariner.

small things. The faithful over a few things
are they who are made rulers over many
things, and they shall enter into the joy of
their Lord.

hestra may have shown a contempt for
The whole building
comfort and acoustics.

the deepening silence was broken
and sermon, the performance of
may have yielded no suggestion
or oratorio, and the preacher may

the

Sabbaths, or one Sabbath, in the month.
If
the members be few, these few need mutu-

may have lacked cushions. No carpet perchance hid the nakedness of its aisles. The
lofty pulpit may have defied taste. The or-

above

stantly burning,

ly conference and covenant meeting.
Sustain preaching, even though it be but two

Its pews

that we first knew as a sanctuary.

succeeds

though surrounded with

though they are seeming ready to die.
Maintain the prayer meeting. Take care of

may have been a small and plain structure

which

head

the: things that remain, even

the Sabbath school.

R

fary, it is still firm and unyielding; and

sphere of God's inspection; and if they sect
too small for man’s gratitude, they will sti 5
be large enough to win God's benediction
Take care of the country churches. Pray
for them.
Rally those that are sinking.

the Agent.

iSE

While the elements around it are in commotion, it stands
The winds may howl, the
unmoved.
storm may beat and. the sea be lashed into
calm

culty and discouragement, let every toil

the Lord.
pe addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business pectation,

»

i

1 AS

.

Litt

All communications designed for publication should

school.

ee

Let, then, the faint hearts take hope. Let : Firm and Above the Storm.
the feeble handsbe made strong again. Let
prayer go up without ceasing. Let patience
A light-houseis in itself suggestive of
have its perfect work. Let faith refresh it- stability and grandeur. Bui these qualiself by the study of God's promise and prov- ties never appear more prominent and sigidence, and fire its enthusiasm by sending nificant than’ during the . storm and the

6, 1869.
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one of the results of the prevailifig indiffer-

even if it leads you out of a third-story win-

ence, it is to be feared that the greater por-

dow.” He honored the maxim of his profession, though atthe risk of his understanding and .of the facts. Having never seen
Yo Semite, (conviction is followed instead

tion of the

children,

between

ages of

the

ten and twenty, never saw a temperance
pledge, and consequently one of the means

of ** copy” in that orthography,) the Siar
of their security has been neglected.
There exists on our statute ‘books one of isn't egotistic enough to contradict flatly an

the-best prohibitory laws of which any

‘state can boast, but inspite of this, there are
seores of places in our cities and larger
towns where intoxicating drinks are openly

[a¥e offered, great duties press upon us, and unblushingly sold, and the number is
great results are waiting as a reward.

| thousand feet high, and perpendicular, enclosing it on every side, broken only by" the
parrow cut at the lower and westerly end,
the three canyons at the upper end, and two
or three other defiles, where it is possible to
scale the walls. The lower end of the val-

manifestly on the increase.
i

|

observer whose feet have only just left the

enchanted ground ; and’ it now ventures to
suggest, with some misgiving, and a faint
blush of modesty, that even a ¢alm and usually considerate man may bécome £0 stir
tedby enthusiasm gnd

filled with

ecstacy,

tion have alteady

prise, and we believe they are not yet
weary in well doing, and that theit example will provoke others to love and practice
similar good works.

ties, will probably preclude the idea of choosing the same man as Secretary of both
Boards.

inviting us to labor, and the ripening bar-

vests are ready to be garnered,

A

PRINCE

AMONG

:

The opening, fields'in every direction are

US,

Prince

Arthur,

The work

of Home Missions is now second in impaqgtance to no other in which we are engaged.

of the royal family of ‘England, is travcling through this country, on a tour of ob- Many feeble churches and new interests
servation, to while away his time, spend are calling for help with an earnestness
his money and find gratification.
The that ought to be answered, and the sucoessCanadians unrolled a good deal of bunting, | ful work among the freedmen cannot be
exploded considerable gunpowder, sent neglected. A judicious man ought to be sent

By

BRADFORD & Ti06A Q. M.—Held its Sept.
session with the Baldwin district church.
The
presence of the Lord was manifested. The sac-

MEDINA Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Hinckley church, A goodly season was enjoyed.
‘We have not

our prosperity; will receive due considera' tion, and that wisdom from above will
guide our deliberation.
Hat

—Held
Croton

a more

interesting

Clerk pro tem.

Their system of doing business has been examined
by the authorities and a Decision rendered from
the Internal Revenue department at Washington, dated Nov. 4th, 1868, deciaring their business
perfectly
fair and legitimate and entirely different from the

Sabbath -was a peculiarly impres-

the last gathering of the Medina Q.M., as such,
it having now united with the Geauga Q. M.
are somewhat enlarged and numbers increased,
we trust under the blessing of God that the union

letter be considered null and void.
J. W. INGERICK,

was more interesting

from the fact of its being

under the name of Cleveland Q. M. As our borders

a”

will be a blessing to the churches and the

its 25th annual session with the
church, Sept. 10—12.
The attend-

cause.

Rev. P. Randall preached during the meeting six
gospel sermons, which were listened to with deep
nterest, and our prayer is that good will result
and sinners be saved. The brethren of Medina

ance was
limited, but the interest was
good, and the Spirit of the Master seemed

. M. are greatly
attached to each other and to
the cause, and their influence is salutary and felt

to pervade all hearts,

in their respective churches.
sr———.
G. Hi. DaMoN,

Rev. A. EF, Bryant was chosen Moderator
and Rev. S. M. Clark, Standing Clerk.

time, than to form clubs for this firm.
Read their advertisement in another

Clerk.

A

July 3-4. Rev. E.R. Clark chosen Moderator.
The churches were well represented by delegates
and letters, some bringing favorable reports, and
others not as much so as wished for. Business
was done with dispatch and in order, a good feel-

manifested

throughout

the

J. Madden.

We learn with pleasure the decision of
our brethren in New York to issue the

e

approve of

That

success

WasHiNaTON Q. M.,

has been

session

Bro.

G.

A.

more commodious structure.

its last ses-

Wellsburg

of the

R. E. Anderson,

church.
Collection on the Sabbath amounted to
$15,00.
Next session will be held with the Rockdale chuareh, Nov. 5—7.
‘W. H. C,, Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM,

sion at Candia.

Q. M., N. H.—Held its last sese church had looked forward

to it with prayerful interest. . Thus the way

Moffat

to be taken down and replaced by a larger and

was

Within eight years, there

have been built,in

San Francisco, twenty-eight
Protestant houses
of worship, as follows : Baptist4, Congregational
8, Episcopal 4, Methodist 7,
Presbyterian 7,
also, one Mariner’s, one Lutheran, and one New
Jerusalem, Mr.James C. Sydney, of Philadelphia, has now under contract, or in course of

erection, no less than thirty-three places of worship.

~

The most remarkable
union has been seenin

example

of Christian

the revival

at Richmond,

Ind. The Friends have united with the other
denominations in prayer meetings and all relig-

sually spiritual and comforting, and there was
evidence that some of the unsaved were convineed of their need of a good hope in Christ. May all
| feel the need of our Q.M. sessions being attended
D. D., from our midst.
But should he ac- by the divine power.
Voted, That it be a standing rule, that the sevcept the Presidency of Hillsdale College,
eral churches take the quarterly sessions in turn
we are assured by his past record that when there is no request, extraordinary ecircumstances excepted. Next session at South Berwick.
our loss will be a denominational gain.
J. Fullonton, Clerk.

ious efforts.
About eight hundred have been
added to the churches.
Out-door meetings have
been held twice a week.
The revival has been
going on more than six months.

apart to the work of the

prevailed.

ministry.
Our hearts were made sad by the contemplated removal of Rev. Jas. Calder,

The Com. on location

will give

meetings of worship increased in interest

Missions, and $35 for the Ministers’ Relief Society.
Chose Rev. E. Harding a committee to locate
the next session.

WALNUT

force

transacted,

hereby

give no-

tice that such a convention will be held

at Bow

It

many

be

present, and

object

of the membership

also be present.

hoped

as possibly

A cordial invitation

de-

of the
that

as

can, will
is extend-

.

Ordinations,

G. A.

the Lawrence Q. M., Bro.

publicly set apart to the work of the ministry in
the following manner: Hymn by Rev, A. F.
Bryant; Prayer by Rev. 8. M. Clark;
ing of the Scriptures and Sermon by Rev.

ReadO. C.

A. F. Bry-

Hills; Consecrating Prayer by Rev.

ant; Charge by Rev. 8. M. Clark; Hand of Fellowship by Rev. A. F. Bryant; Benediction by

the Candidate.

8. M. CLARK, Clerk of Council,
Croton, Lawrence Co., Pa., Sept. 12., 769,

The ordination of Rev. W. 8. Stockbridge took
place at the Houlton Q. M., Sept 26, in the following order: Reading Scriptures by Rev. Osgood;
" Prayer by Rev. Kimball; Sermon by Rev. A. H.

‘Heath; Ordaining Prayer by Rev. A. Preble;
Charge by Rev. A. Deering; Hand of Fellow-

ship by Rev. Kenney j Charge to the Church by
Rev, C. O. Libby.
A. DEERING,

w
Clerk of Council.
°

At the last session of Oceana Q. M., held

the Shelby church, August
OSBORN

was

publicly

20-22.

set apart

with

Bro. G. W.

to the work

of

the gospel ministry in the following order:
Reading. Scriptures by Rev. W. 8. Warren;
Opening Prayer by Rev. L. Hitchcock; Sermon
by Rev. W. S. Warren;

Reading

Scriptures

and

Ordaining Prayer by Rev. L. Hitchcock; Charge

by Rev. W. 8. Warren; Hand of Fellowship by
Rev. L. Hitchcock, Nest session of the Q. M.with the Hart church, in Hart village, Oct, ~15—
:
OREN SOULE, Clerk.
17.

. We learn that Rev. Rufus Cheney died at

“Prospect Hill, Waukesha Co., Wis., on the 81st
of Aug,in the 90th year of his age.
A little boy, seven years old, son of Rev. A,

Hayden, pastor of the F'. W. Church in Horton,
Iowa, had hisleg cut off by a mowing machine a
. few days since. The members of the church
sympathize deeply with their afflicted pastor and
"family, —A, Ke M,

a hundred thousand dollars.

Dr. Hamlin, form-

erly of the American Board, is the president.
It was founded by C. R. Robert of New York,
who hag also founded the Lookout-Mountain
Institution in our country.
The last word from Japan is favorable to missionary labors there.
The civil war is at an end.
The laws against Christianity, if not formally repealed, are to be allowed to become a dead letter."
The more enterprising spirit of the Japanese, and
their desire for intercourse with the Western nations, are favorable to missionary labors among
them. The Buddhist priests seem to fear some-

thing of the kind and are wakingto anew

ty.

A new sect

which

has recently

:

sprung

Whereas, Our highly esteemed brother, Rev.
Wm. Bonar, feels called by the voice of duty
and of God, to leave our Q. M. for another field
of labor, therefore,
;

Resolved, That while we extend to our broth-

do so reluctantly, and
one, to whom, for
accustomed to look as
in counsel, and ready
the voice of duty be

v

Resolved, That we gratefully recognize our indebtedness to our brother for his many years of
arduous, sacrificing and successful labor among
us; that by these labors of love and his many virtues, he has endeared himself to our hearts, till
we feel that in his removal, our Q. M., our
churches, and our firesides,sustain a loss,to which
we could not easily be reconciled, were it not
for the hope that, ere many months, the Lord
will return him again to his home in our midst.
Resolved, That we extend to our Bro. and
his family, in their new field of labor, our sympathy. and
pledge our
prayers that life and
ealth may be granted them, that many ardent
friends may be found to sympathize and co-operate with them, that the
degree of success
which has attended their labors here may crown

their efforts there, and above all, that God will
manifest himself tonhintally to them as their

constant and all-sufficient help.
Resolved, That we extend to the Oakland
Q. M., Mich., our congratulations over their sucthe labors of an evangelist so
cess in securing
zeal for the Master and his
full of love and
cause, and so well adapted to the work to which
0. D. PaTcu, Clerk, pro tem.
“he is called.

Meigs Q. M., Ohio.—Ield its autumn session

The
with the Canaan church, September 8-5.
churches were not Jolly represented by delegates,
bw lettertand otherwise,
but generally reporte
as contending earnestly for the faith, though not

enjoying special revivals.

bury was received

as

Rev.

B, V.

corresponding

from Athens Q. M., who reported

ewks-

messenger

indications of

Perry,
prosperity in that Q. M. Rev. P. W,
Q. M., but now of Michigan, was
ormerly of this

very cordially welcomed.
ne

corresponding

Rev, R. J. Poston was

messenger

to

Athens

‘Some

They are stouter and darker

than

people can-

the Christian

Abyssinians,
and number about 25,000. They
have lost the knowledge of Hebrew, but their
Bible is translated into the Gheez language. They
circumcise on the seventh day.
They keep the

Sabbath rigidly, but aré said to be unacquainted
with any ceremonies instituted later than Ezra.
Slaves can serve but six years, They do not practice pologamy, and-their women are not veiled
nor restricted to harenss
Here is a sermon short enoug

one. The most busy mortal in this most busy
age can find time to read. it. But to fathom its
significance will require more time and profouud
thought than fall to the lot of many. The clergymen cost the United States $12,000,000, annually ;
the criminals, $40,000,000; the lawyers, 70,000,000;
intoxicating beverages to satisfy and to increase
depraved appetites, $500,000,000.
SE

~~

—

[18 MERITS GROW UPON YOU.—*' 1t is nct a care:
less reading we

have

edition of Webster's
that the more

care

given

to

the

new

illustrated

Dictionary,
and we

have found

we spent upon it, and the further

perusal, the more profit and pleasure we got from'it,
We commend it heartily, and we believe with reasons
which those who consult it will understand.”—Christian Examiner.
y

Few

PreorLE

chemistry are

unacquainted

aware of the

with

quantity

physiological
of

iron

in the

blood, but all should know the importance of keeping
up the

supply,

for

debility,

disease

and

death

patronin the

manufacture or sale of ardent spirits, to be used
as a beverage.
i
Next session to be held with Middleport
church, commencing Dee. 4, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
8. H. BARRETT, Clerk.
LAKE GEORGE, Q. M, N, Y.—Held its last session with the Hague church.
The churches
were all well
représented, and the conference
voted to have four sessions a year hereafter, the
added session, after the first one, is to be the
Friday before the second Sunday in November.
W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

Be

Beautifgl.

Ifyou desive

| Complexion, removes Roughness,

are

beauty you should

to the

Redness, Blotches,

Sun-burn, Tan, &c., and adds a tinge of Pearly Bloom
to the plainest features, Itbrings the Bloom of Youth
to the fading cheek and changes the rustic Country
M
Girl into a Fashionable City Belle,
In tho use of the Magnolia Balm lies the true secre
of Beauty. No lady need complain of her Complexion
who will invest75 cents In this delightful article,

Lyon's

Kathairon is the best Hair Dressing in use

«
LJ

Higgius—L Hulse—J Libby—

Moody—A H Morrell—8
8S Lanning—W Y Lyttle—D
Peck—C F' Penny—C B Peckham
Newell—J C Osgood—W
8 C
—R Richardson—E D Seavey—Flora A Stow—Mrs
Tower—A B Toms—Jane Thompson—Mrs P L Upham—
Mrs J Wood—F KE Wells—B Walker—E Winslow.

is prepared without

Wells

coloring

such
from
once
upon

Mrs Deborah
,50; Dea

and grind-p
FEES being

thes

;

=

?

AL

Married

In Cape Elizabeth by Rev. B. F. Pritchard, Mr.
Jordan and Miss Mary H. Robbins both of C.
Simon

E. Mr. Rufus C.Leavitt and Miss Lauretta J. Kenny,
both of C. E.
Sept.

rlow

and

19, by

Miss

O. H.

Rev.

Laura

A.

Johnston both of N. Scituate.
At Blooming Valley, Pa.,8ept. 22 by Rev.Wm.Gras-

. Mason

sie of Edinboro’ Mr. Loren
Miss Addie D. Wiley of E.

Ee

of Correy and
.

a

Has a Double Gear and Double Pressure.

After

careful

Equal.
extracted, go

as

to re-

tain all their medical qualities.
Ministers and Public Speakers

gear), with

BOSTON

AND

Notices.

very

MAINE

IT IS SOLD

RAILROAD.

Summer Arrangement.
June 22, 1868,
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.»
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8,12 p. M,
For Great Falls, 10,10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 545, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Cexitre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.

| For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8. 10.55

X.xr., 5.08

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.38 p.u
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M.,12 M,,3, 5 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.

WM. MERRITT,

Supt.

$1,50

EXTRA

SUPERFINE

CARPETS,

per yard.

NC

3

EXTRA DOUBLE WARP INGRAIN, $1.25 per yd.
HEAVY ALL WOOL KIDDERMINSTERS, $1 per

y ard.
ALL WOOL INGRAINS, 87%¢ per yard.
DUNDEE LINEN CARPETS, 75¢ per yard.
ALL WOOL STAIR CARPETS, 60c per yard.
Joun J. PEASLEY & Co., 47 Washington Street,
a

Greatest

Discovery

BRUSSELS

than market prices.
Joux J. PEASLEY

Age.

Venetian Liniment.
It has been introduced
1847; and no one once trying it is ever without

will positively cure the undermentioned

CARPETS—An

&

Co.,

Spasms, etc.

used when first taken.

Always have a bottle in the

house in readiness, and Py

Price, Fifty Cents

and

will never regret it.

One

Dollar.

Sold

Druggists and Storekeepers throughout the
States, Depot, 10 Park Place, New York.

in-

OF ELGIN,

THE

TRIUMPH.

\
BY GEO. F. ROOT,
In the first year of its publication it has
issue of

The most successful Church

Music

1640

& COE CO

the
nited
4wi0

by

ILL.

Pronounced by Watch
Makers, Railroad and Express men, East and West,
10 be the most
correc

| Time Kcepers made.
Avold parties who ade
vertise to send Watches
+ (,0.D." PURPORTING
to be of our make.
We
furnish mone for that
urpose, There are imiations in market.
To
get
GENUINE
ELGIN
own locality or
ply 10 deslers in
WATCHES,
elsewhere,
whom you know to be honorable,
Business Office and Sales Room 159 &iél Lake
Ssceet, Chicago, HI.
+ Gweowd0

od

Book ever-pub.

For
&0

sale at

Chicago, Til.

The

Eye.

+

The

Xye.

FEN
KG ELT has discovered the new treat.
ont for the EXE and BAR, by which he
is ouring
some of the worst cases of Blind
|
ness anc Benfhsts ever known, without instruments or pain,
:
CANCERS.
DE. ExiouTs new treatment {>
Cancers surpasses all others now in use. It cures
DR,

B.

Publishers’ Agents, Tribune
without knife, plaster or pain, and heals without ¢
i
hy New York, Brown’s Iron
Phila | |B oar. CONSULTATION FrEs, Office;31 East Caw:
13w
delphia, are authorized to contract for
vertising
ton St eot, Boston,
in this paper,

strong

alte

'

teeth,

It alsd has the peculiar advantage of two pressure
screws, 80 arranged that each screw presses on both

ends of the roll alike, the sameas if it was in the

center, while the two together give double the capacity
for pressure.

The “Universal
has its iron parts either wrought

or malleable, and is built so strongly and
tially that for Fears it cannot be broken, in
garments, by the strongest person.
Our readers may be quite sure they will
‘Universal’ wringer a good and serviceable

“ Universal”

cannot be thrown

when the pressure is taken of, to adwit

substanwringing
find the
article.

out of gear
large

articles,

as is the case with other cog-wheel wringers,

eat advantage of IBowell’s Patent DonCogs cannot
obtained b;
putting Cog=-

The

ble

as some

try to

the center when the pressure

The “Universal” has taken more * first
as the best, at State and Institute Fairs than all
Sold by Dealers here,
GEO, H,
HOOD, Ge n'l
o

oe
~
97 Water
~ Wringers of all kinds repaired.

»
other

Agent,

Street, Boston,
:

DOQTY'S

CLOTHES WASHER. .
(NEARLY STEAM TIGHT.)
is now establishcd & WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

Over

40,000

now

:
PPE

-

in use,

and most of them sold with the
guarantee that the
money would be refunded if not
liked.
If not found for sale in any town, and
your storekeeper refuses to get one for you, po
the retail
price, $14.00, and we will forward free of freight, and
80 sure are we tnat they will be liked that we agree
to refund thee money if any
one wishes to return the
machine free of freight,
after a month’s trial according to directions.

Liberal discount to the trade everywhere.
Circulars gent free on application.
. GEO,

H,

HOOD,

97

6140

Gen’l

Water

Agent,

Street,

Boston,

WANED
Agents} Agents!! Agents!!!
To
sell two new Engravings—*‘T
DAWN
Or
PEACE,” or Conversion; and “THE FLOWER
OF
HEAVEN.”
Liberal inducements will be offered to
One

agent

reports

a com-

mission of $68 in flve days last week; another (a
young lady), $35,20in two evenings. For full particulars, address, /
W. J. HOLLAND,
2t40
Springfield, Mass.

OOK AGENTS wanted for Rev. A, B. EARLE'S
“Bringing in Sheaves.”

favor and

success.

cences and lessons

Crowded with

Meets with great
stirring

reminis-

from the author’s experience.

“No book has been published recently whichis so

taking hold of the masses of Christians,”— Christian
ra.
Very popular; sales large; agents sometimes sell
from twenty to thirty in a day. Secure territory at
once. For circular, address
;

JAMES H. EARLE, Publisher,

96 Washington St., Boston, Mase.

4140

“Economy is Wealh,"--Franklin.
HY will

le

or

$100 for a Sewing

Machize

A
when $2 wil Land ibodd one for all PRACTICAL
purposes ? Regardless of
rts to the contrary, the
subscribers wish to inform their ai
of friends hat the
“ FRANKLIN"

reached the

90,000 Copies.

lished. . Price, $1,50 or $18,060a Jose,
ROOT
all Book and Music Stores,

S

Stair Car-

Adbertisenents.

b

The National Watch Co,,

47 Washington Street,
Superfine,

long and

experienced canvassers.

\

CARPETS. —~Three-Ply,

It is

perfectly harmless to take internally.
(See o.th accompanying each bottle).
It has never failed to cure
every case of Diarrhea, Dysentery, and Croup, if

For sale at less

etings, Bockings, Rugs, Mats, &o., at unprecedented
ow prices.
Joux J, PEASLEY & Co., 47 Washington Street,
Boston.
4139

since
it. It

complaints.

if used as directed :
Chronic Rheumatism,Sore Throat,Headache,Tooth“ache, Sprains, Bruises, Old Sores, Swellings, Mosquito Bites, and Pains in the Back, Chest, or Limbs.—
Also taken internally, for Cholera, Diarrhea, Dysen-

Boston.

A

of the

Manufactured

TAPESTRY

IS

HIS IS ADMITTED to be the fact by the Thousands who are now using Dr. Tobias’ Celebrated

Boston.
voice of new patterns just received.

with

REMEDY
ol

BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

tery, ( roup, Colic, Sea Sickness,

85 HEAVY

pleased

4140

The

the

ends of the roll.

permanent cure.

the result, and confess that the SURE
FQUND AT LAST.

recommend

which, together with the “patent stop” (which is on
no other wrin, ger) allows the rubber rl
8 to separate sufficiently to run ihrough the largest article
easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will
disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with
other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both

Will all those afflicted with Coughs or Consumption,

Special

we

It has “patent cog wheels” (Rowell’s patent double

wringers combined.

Who are so often afflicted with throat diseases, will
find a sure remedy in this Balsam. Lozenges and
wafers sometimes give relief, but this Balsam, taken
give this Balsam a fair trial, they will be

examination,

“Universal” as the best and strongest

Any sensible person can understand that a wr
having cog wheels which can play apart or disconnect
when a large article is passing
between the rolls, is
little if any better than one without any cogs at all,
because the cogs fail to be of service when most
needed. The “UNIVERSAL” has not this fatal objection, but is WARRANTED DURABLE.

It is composed of the active principles of roots and

a few times, will insure a

Which is the best Clothes Wringer ?
(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d)

garments are run through

And CroupAS,AN EXPECTORANT

plants, which are chemically

IN

18 taken offto admit "larger articles, all the cogs may
be disconnected and rendered useless.

Bronchitis, Asthma,

no

WRINGER

make it appear, for when articles disconnect the co
on either end, the power of the cogd at that end
lost, and it consequently ceases to be DOUBLE: or if

Consumption, Coughs,

has

3

ewheels on both ends of the you,

"

It

CEOH. HOOD , ACT,
rr

WATER

NOTICE.

LEN'S- LUNG BALSAM

fr

sent fof

STRONGEST AND BEST
THE WORLD.

The

3t40

‘THE ‘REMEDY POR CURING

In Franklin, N. H., Sept. 23, Major D. H. Wilson of
Papinville, Mo., and Mrs. S. W.
Morse of F.
In” Bpsem, Sept. 16,” by Rev. 8. Greene, Mr. L. W,
of San.Francisco, Cal., and Miss Grace M.
Greene of E. No cards.
?
1n Dummer, N. H., Aug. 15, by Rev. A. Keith, Mr.
Shite) G. Crafts and Miss Betsey Purrington, both
0
an.
‘At Wilmot Flat, N. H , Sept. 6, by Rev. H. P. Lamprey, Mr. S. S, Ordway of Concord and Miss Sarah J. :
Allen of Wilmot Flat.

E.

Rio,

TER CO., BOSTON.

Dover, N. H.

Charles

also

we roast
y day. Our tradein PURE COFtn the country, we are daily
over the country to traders,

1
C. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.

True, Mr.

to in-

troduce the tea we
wil send a single chest of 36
pounds as sample to éraders or clubs at the wholesale
price, by express with bill for collection, and if it does
not
give perfect satisfaction every way, will take it
back, refund the money and pay all expenses.
We call special attention fo our large stock of this
ear's crop
of NEw Black, Green and Japan pure
‘eas, which we receive direct from China and Japan,

2

©

Lawrence Q M.N Y. per D 8 Smith

I.,

this year’s

and furnish by the pound at cargo priees;
Java, Mocha and Maleberry
Co: ees, which

:

IMPROVED,

first intro-

order

3

“UNIVERSAL”

THE

Each chest of this tea contains 36 pounds put up
neatly in one-pound parcels, with the price, $1.25,
printed on each package. The WHOLESALE PRICE for
In

3

go

EMPLOYED,

91 Columbia St., New Yi ’ k

97

invoice of

a large quantity is $1.10 per pound,

larksville N Y.
Sam’l Compton,
Belknap Q M Col 6,60; ch Meredith Center 13,00;
ch Canterbury, 1,00; per G M Park,
Towle, 1,00; Mary Towle,1,003
2d ch Belmont,Jesse
Arthur Lamprey 2,60; J Leavitt 1,00; Mrs B 8

R.

of a large

¥

GENTLEMEN

or

cost one year ago)‘it is the cheapest tea known.

rton St ch, Dover, N H.

Scituate,

Wil-

crop, which they are now enabled to offer at the low
price of $1.25 per pound, at which (but two-thirds the

Foreign Missions.

25;

receipt

AND

4w40

unqualified
approval, and the demand for it
all sec:ions was so great, that the Company at
made arrangements to procure a larger supply
more favorable terms, for the future; and they

are now in

3
and no

icture business.
Vi ery profi
le.
No
Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogue
20 cts., twice as many, 30 cts.
MANSON L

uced here by the ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY, in May,
1868, when the limited quantity imported was rapid
sold at the high
price of $1.80 a ound.
It met wit!

EXPRESS.
N Gammon, Presque Isle,Me.Clark & Davis Express
via 8t Andrews,
D Lothrop, 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
J L Hammett, 37 & 39 Brattle 8t., Boston, Mass.

tions and medic:
ce treated free’

£

matter

BThis celebrated chop of TSING TEA was

TOR for

FT ARIES

Young and Tender
Natural Leaf.

Rev A Losee, Bear Lake, Pa. for support of a child
in India,
per G H Ball,
"
.
Ch Byron, N Y. per D M L Rollin,
BF
Mrs M L Marston, 2d ch Efiingham, N H. per
Matoon,
z
:
Ch Acton, Me. per Mrs Waterman,
Ohio Northern Y M. per J Leonard,
Mrs 8 B Bean, Brownfield, Me.
Chautauque Q M, per R E Carnwall,
Sam’l C Smith, Calvin, Mich. pledged at St Joseph

ANN:

5 aL V OLCOTT,

Tea with Green fla-

by S.

of

Perfectly Pure

BY MAIL.

* In North

ints

natives themselves use, being made of

Books Forwarded.

Hadley

It removed the most of

heat fo $a dieions ta modi

foreign substance of any kind, over a slow fire on Porcelain instead of coppe and combines all the healthy,invigorating qualities and peculiar characteristics
of both Black and Green teas without any injurious
quality whatever, and as it is purer, better, more
Rleasani to drink than any other, we confidently preict that it will supersede all other kinds wherever it
is introduced, and we are sure that we cannot too
earnestly recommend it to onr friends, customers and
all consumers. It is perfectly healthy, as it is the
same as the Mandarins and higher class of Chinese

Received.

D C Burr—J Batty—A Chase—L R Clough—J H Caswell

sure to follow when the quantity beoomes too much
reduced, The Peruvian Syrup (a protoxide of iron)
supplies this vital element, and has cured many
chronic diseases.

use Hagan’s Magnolia Balm,
1t gives a soft, refined, satin-like texture

Olung, which means Black

vor.”-See ** The Middle Kidgdom,”
liams, vol. 1, P 310, vol, 11, p. 136.

—T Camp—Mrs R 8 Cook—E O Cook—G Cook—C Dodge I
Dearborn—A Desler—B Fogg—C
Dawley—S
—C H
P. Green—A Gerry
Fales—Susan Flye—E.P Foster—Mary
L Haselton—A F Howard—
Hulett—A
—G W Gould—I’

«M. The following resolution was passed:
Resolved, That itis the duty of all Christians

to withhold their business and political
age from all persons whomsoever engaged

word

U

not possibly be independent in their views without needlessly shocking’ the whole Christian
.
world.
M. Halevy has given an account of the Falashas
or Jewish Abyssinians, whom he lately visited,
and about whom very little was previously known.

so generalan approbation;

hesitation in thus expressing my sense

As this tea

Lamprey ,25; Dea Stephen
Hall 1,00; per G M Park,

the

“The Chinese word TsiNG signifies Purity. The
term BLACK DRAGON is a translation of the
Chinese

Mass.

Leavitt ,50; Clara Lambrey

2

over Ive

my pain, but not my stiffness, I continued purchasing and using until I bought five quarts,and I can uy,
without hesitation, that I am entizaly cured
1
tse my limbs and every part of my b
:
freedom and strength as I ever did in my life, WeLcoTT’s PAIN PAINT, 1 can say from experience, is the
best remedy and the greatest invention ever
;
to suffering Dumais
Instead of its bein;
is
remedy at eight d
8 a quart, it is
more
than one hundred dollarsa guar.

BLACK DRAGON CHOP
TSING TEA!

Rev. O. T. Moulton, No. 76 Washington St., Charles-

Wm Hood—E Hutchins—H

accuracy of its definitions, and

amount did wonders for me.

Sold by all Booksellers.
Also now published, WEBSTER’S NATIONAL
PICTORIAL DICTIONARY, 1040 pp. Octavo. €00
Engravings. Trade Price $6.
1640

Rev. N. B. Smith, So. Weare, N. H.

’

up in

London, receives the following broadside from
the New York Tribune : They have set upa

duced to go and do likewise.

Oct, 15—

gession

Office Addresses.

Letters

Defini-

rheumatism

J.,

Minister ut the Court of St. James, 1868.
Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield,Mass.

Rev. J. H. Maynard, Clinton, Mich.
town,

accurate correctness of its

of its merits.”’—John L. Motley, the Historian, and now

L. HULSE, Clerk.

activi

4

Clerk was requested to forward the following
resolutions for publication in the Star and Freeman:

called from our midst.

was

MOFFATT

church, commencing Dec.-10.

er the parting hand, we
with many regrets that
many years, we have been
reliable in {idgment, wise
in instruction, sheuld by

During the last session of the Penn, Yearly
Meeting, and in accordance with a request from

It will surprise many to be informed that for
hundreds of years the priests in Russia have
been a hereditary class, till they have increased
and multiplied to the number of about seven
hundred thousand, and have constituted an army
too large to be provided with “ livings” by their
bishops. The government has at last abolished
the hereditary character of the. priesthood—a
sweeping and most salutary reform.
The corner-stone of Robert College, Constantinople, was laid in July. - The new building,
beautifully situated on the Bosphorus, isto cost

church of St. Judas Iscariot in London, which
has neither title, creed, nor priest, but ‘obeys
v. LL. Cross was appointed to preach the conscience.” We-all know what the conscience
opening discourse at?2 o'clock, Friday,P. M.
O. of Judas led him to do with himself; and we shall
D. Patch was appointed to address the children’s be sorry it the disciples of the new Church are inmeeting at 3 o'clock on Sabbath P. M. The

ely

ed to the public generally to attend said meeting.
. J. RAXD, For Com.
;

the conference
The children’s

0. D. Patch was appointed or Hes. to next

of the

is earnestly

it is

Spir-

session of Prairie City [) M.
Next session of Q. M. to be held with the Lib-

evening,

sired and expected that all the ministers
Q. M. will

of worship were

tle to the interest of the meeting.

meeting throughout, will be to consider the subject of revivals, their necessity and the best
means for their promotion,

our meetings

the management of the meeting.
The presence and preaching of Rev. E. Dudley from the Prairie City Q.
M., added not a lit-

October 18, and continue at least two days. OpenThe

its Sep-

meeting on Sabbath morning was a success, its
exercises reflecting credit upon the speakers,
singers and Superintendent of the S. 8, who had

Revival Convention.
The committee appointed by the New Durham
Q. M. at its last session, to designate the place for
holding a revival convention,and to make ar-

A. M.

and

it was in our midst. Especially
on Saturday P. M., was a feast.

&

Monday

Q. M. Ill.,—Held

such as to cause us to believe that the Holy

Ministers and Churches.

Strafford, commencing

CREEK,

Clerk.

Safited by letter and most of them by delegaon.
A large amount of business was harmoniously

The young

Men's Christian Association is doing a good
work, and exerting a salutary influence in
the community.
Cou.

rangements for the same, would

L. Gort,

tember session with the Boyd’s Grove church,
commencing
Friday, Sept. 10. Seven of the
eight churches composing the Q. M. were repre-

have recently united with the church by baptism, and they have a strong working

until

the meeting
closed. A number came forward for
prayers.
One prominent feature of the meetin
was the benevolent spirit manifested in the collection taken, amounting to $65,—$10 for Home

FammiNeToN, N.H. The F. B. church
in Farmington has been highly prospered
during the past year under the labors of
Rev. S. N. Tufts. In the revival which
they enjoyed last winter, about 150 expressed a desireto become Christians. Forty

to sustain the social meetings.

unu-

ELLSWORTH; Q. M., Me.—Held its Fall session
with the Eastbrook church, Sept. 19. The conference. was harmonious and quite interesting. The

Sept. 21st, 1869.

ing sermon, Tuesday,

were

due no-

tice of the next session.
S. M. CLARK, Clerk.

Lake,

The meetings of worship

but I have no

Q. M., Wiz.,will hold its next session
church. Opening sermon by Rev.

Post

which

world-wide reputation by

G. H. Hubbard, Nov. 12, at 7 o’clock, P. M.

has

OTHER

that

had\

the

A portion of this time\]
was u
legs, my arms and my bo
been
and drawn up shorter, and became
cro
quence of the severity
of this disease,
cut money without stint to doctors and 10
without avy earthly benefit or use, until:
and isha
ned, completely “disco!
des C
and sufferings were beyond y
language that I canuse can
y
endured. Isaw DR: WOLCOTT'S
adv
atter day and month after month, but could
neo
lieve his PAIN PAINT could reach my case, although
heard many people give the strougest testimony in its
fasor. I finally was induced to purchase 3, quart or
an eight doliar bottle of his PAIN PAINT.
mall

:

etymological research by which it has beon enriched
through the labors recently bestowed upon.it, can
hardly be of much value, sustained as the book is in

17, at South Pershire., Conference, Friday, P.M, at
10'clock, Ministers and helpers from other bodies
are solicited to attend. We hope the churches will
send full delegations
prepared to transact much
business and pay the deficit of tax.
)
8. W. COWELL, Clerk.

prepared.
ere was a good attendance of ministers, delegates and others. The best of harmony’

was publicly set

—

Rev.

and

Meeting

and

its erudition, the

:

ROOK & DANE
with the Bradford
Prayer

in Post Office

Notices and Appointments,

held its last meeting in the building where it has
gatheted for twelve years past. The building is

We were favored with the labors of the following
visiting brethren: Rev. B. McKoon, of Jamestown,
N. Y.; Rev. J. C. Nye, of Crawford Q. M.,

faith for the future, and we pledge heart
and hand in consecration to God to kn
at
ecute, accordingto our ability, the
work before us.
the

Pa~Held

Daily

the clearness

father is prop ietor of

Greenport, L. 1. ‘I

#12,
IN

pp,

3
sf
SCHENDLER,
Hobokex,N.
gust
6, 1860.

My

tions,it has no rival—and it is m these points the value
of a Dictionary consists.”—ZLondon
Bookseller, and
Handbook of British and For. Lit., June,1869.
:
“Superior in most respects to any other English
Dictionary known to me.”— Hon. Geo. P. Marsh, . °
“One of my daily companions, My testimonial ‘to

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

R. F. FraNciso, Clerk.

price,

AND MEANINGS NOT
DICTIONARIES.

“In this country (England) as well as

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

hold its next

Quarioe.

pp.

yery life 10 4
1
3

vinced. When I com
menced
using the

ave it birth, it is now generally admitted to be the
est. In the eopiousness of its Voeabulary, and in

payable to the

sending them.

1840

s

oF ihe Tus 1 atm ful)

4140

Trade
10,000 WORD3

York Sun.

order of L. R. Burlingame,

CORINTH Q. M. will

:

3000 Engravings.

Macchine.

York or Boston, and made

GENERAL.

The Fulton street

Household

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New

entire

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

sion with the Waterford church, Sept. 3—5. We
had a pleasant, spiritual and profitable season.

suchin the past as to. give courage and

During

Six of

EET,

TEER

the central and

our

interesting.

were appointed Cor. Mess., to the Monroe _Q.
M.
Collection for Missions, $13,16.
;
‘WM. WALKER, Clerk,

important field we are permitted to occupy.
olved,

very

sermon, and Rutus 8. Childs to deliver the Sabbath address. Rev. S.W.Schoonover and the clerk

the decision to start this third Free Baptist
paper and ‘pledge it our liberal support.
MisstoNs.
Resolved, That we recognize the hand
of God in leading us as a people to engage
in the missionary workin

was

resence of Rev. H.
Percy from the Genesee Q.
.» who Dreached the word with power.
Next
church. Rev. 8. W.
Walworth
session with the
Schoonover was appointed to preach the opening

for Free Baptist effortat the
opening fields

far West, we heartily
a
South and
=

the eulogy, which

8. Limbocker pronounced

clergymen
our own ministers and several other
were present. The Q. M. was favored with the

Baptist Paper
Therefore,
of the central
together with

first number of the new Free
on the first of January next.
Resolved, That, in view
rtion of our denomination,

Rev. H.

Useful

chine to their notice.—New

session. Conference was well
attended, many,
from the young and tender convert to the warBAR
rH
VALLEY
Q.
M.—Held
its
worn
pilgrim
of
many
years’
service,
witnessed to
Tae
B
The reports from the Q. M’s. were someSept. session with the Nunda and Mansfield the loving kindness of their dear Redéemer. Sunwhat encouraging, the revival spirit hav- church.
e session was one of profit,and in our day morning, services being over, in which Revs.
ing visited nearly all of the churches. prayer meetings unusual interest was manifest- M.D. Wilklins, and A. M. Tatman earnestly
ressed home to all present the duty, of being diled
on
the
part
of sinners,
Thereis a great lack of ministerial help in
W.H. NICHOLS, Clerk. .
gent in following out the truths of the gospel,
a large gathering of people witnessed the solemn
some of the Q. M's,
Q. M.—Held
its Sept, session with ordinance, of baptism administered by Rev. E.
Bro. E. W. Page of N. Y. city was pres- theROCHESTER
No. Parma church.
The churches were all Clark, to three of the professed children of God.
‘ent, and presented the claims of the new ‘reported by letter and delegation. All the Returnng to the house, the Lord’s Supper bein
reported some religious interest. The celebrated, allwent to their homes, feeling it goo
central paper soon to be issued. At the churches
occasion was made doubly interesting on the to have been there. A collection was taken for
close of Bro. Page'sremarks the following first day of the meeting, by the erection of the the benefit of said church. Next session with the
‘| monument at the grave of our lamented Rev. L. Norwich church, commencing at 10, A.M. Oct.
was adopted :

2, to continue two days.

column, and

The strongest and most perfect WRINGER of which
we have knowledge; is the. UNTUERSAL We do our
readers a réfl service when we commend such a ma-

CHENAGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church at R. Settlement, town of Lincklean,

being

use. Iowem
DR, WOLCOTT

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED
DICTIONARY .

send for catalogue.

Resolved That he be disfellowshiped and his

ing

Clerk.

Row, N. Y.

ents in either cash dr morchandise and to pre-pay
the express charges. ' No better opportunity can be
Ladies or Gentlemen, having leisure
offered to either

another connected with us, thus
church from Salling a Council ac17th
page, Tth section of the 6th
Treatise, therefore,

ti-

‘ben.

efit I have derived from its

tian Journal—16 pages, cut and stitched, clearly’
rinted, ably edited, sent to one address for 52 weeks
large Club,one of these articles are sold for One Dolr tour dollars. Special inducements to canvassers
lar, a8 an extra inducement, and some niember of the
and those gettingup clubs. Specimen copies postage
|
feature
New
A
it.
obtaining
of
club has the chance
free
for 5c. J. B. FORD & CO., Pubs. 39 Park
introduced by this enterprising firm, is to pay their

:

pose of joining
preventing the
cording to the
edition of the

how to express m:

. tude for the won

PLYMOUTH
PULPIT ($3),and THE CHURCH
UNION ($2,50), an Unsectarian, Independent Chris-

numerous gift enterprises, Of course all do not get
&c., for One Dollar, but in every
watches, blankets,

P. M. at 1 o'clock, At its last session, Conferslice passed the following preamble and resolu-

on:

Are being rod by people of grery dass and denomin
urope. ‘They are
full of vital, bheantitul Jeligions, thought and feeling.
Plymouth Pulpit is published weekly, and contains
Mr. Beecher’s |
ons and Prayers, in form suitable
for preservation and binding.
For sale by all newsers.
e 10c. Yearly subscriptions received
by the publishers, $3, Siving two handsome volumes
of over 400 Pages ach.
alf-yearly
$1,756. A new
and superb Steel Portrait of
Mr. Beecher presented
to all yearly
subscribers. Extraordinary Offer!—

WATCH, pair of Blankets, Quilt or Shawl for
One Dollar appears almost impossible, but such
may be had and hundreds of other useful articles x
pajtonising PARKER & CO’S, “ONE DOLLA

sive season. Our next session will" be with the
Chatham church, Nov. 5—7. Conference Friday

evidentlyin their midst, Perhaps this occasion

ITERE STED OBSERVER.

+ Pennsylvania Y.M.

for fi

ramenton the

PLYMOUTH PULPIT,

specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co.,38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

‘meeting on Saturday
than at this session; such
Whereas, Rev. N. Hart has gone from us in an:
a willingness to do duty and speak for Jesus is
not often witnessed. The brethren and sisters irregular and unchristian manner having obtaintruly breathed the spirit of Christ, for he was “ed a letter from the church with the avowed pur-

is to be hoped that this question, so vital to

AN

had

R. E. CORNWALL,

BEECHER

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books

in all departments, and in any desired quantity, on

his labors

liberty, therefore,

ing, and our churches were never moreable
or ready to respond, and upon the society
must rest the responsibility of directing the

:

bless

by adding 1 his church daily such as shall be
saved,
Nextsgession with the Ellington church
or the Branch at Kennedy Station. Received
for Foreign Missions $12,25,

Resolved, That we hereby pledge ourselves to
renewed efforts to sustain our present free school
system.
A. P. MARMON,
Clerk.

It

the Lord

preamble and resolution were adopted :
lowing
Believing that religion and education go hand
that the free school system of our
in hand, and
Stateis one of the instrumentalities in the hands
of God for the spread of the word of life and
salvation, and for the continuation of religious

viting, calls for help were never more press-

organized efforts of the denomination.

May

=]

prosecution of the work is relinquished.
New fields of labor were never more in-

are being held.

Weeks.

WARD

HENRY

We know this from experience,

03[=

tions for raising funds and in aiding the
"the work, and sad will be the day when the

‘we

could hear the Saviour say,
}
will go down and meet
them.” He verifi
his promise and many wept for joy. The church
is favored with the faithful labors of Rev. L. D.
Howe. Through his untiring efforts the church
has been repaired and now a few extra meetings

5

organiza

and Yearly Meeting

Quarterly

paten. morning deve.

Jt

excellent beginning has been'madein our

tia season.

you,
Temaing ll It pote”
expect
cuous
remedy
for
this
to goa
i
is Johnson's Anodyne Liniment,
com;
Two or three doses of Sheridan's Cavary
Powders will cure a horse of any common ond
in a few
d the very wor
casesst
may be ¢

was

88¥88

will be disappointed if the socieiy shall curtail rather than enlarge. its. work. A most

.

ErEon

4 5, with the
was good ; all the
delegates, and a

a

>
oo

are now so educated
seem that our churches
of the society, that they
by the best efforts

bY

0 ute iy Bion.” i ci

88

Tepid

does

It

that sectionof our country.

all

r

Do

it

Bberisenents,

heir to
troubl
...1t. comes when

CHATAUGUE - Q. M~Held tts" inst * seston

sent South during the present season, to
the Free Baptists in
lookup and encourage

and

¢¢ DIAMOND

Machines

in any quantity, This is a first class 8
of established reputation, double thread,
T'able, and hot in the catalogue of cheap
hi
machinee.
It is constructed iy wings upon
roved principles, and DOES NOT
i
and
n the world, Warranted for ten
n boy
the poor woman’s friend. More
testify
that hess machen excel ALL others,
every competion as to merit
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price.
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GENTS

to

who aré' needy and destreing, For Ci Circula rs,
und reduced prices, address
. 0. OTTIS % 00,

Brokers, care Rox 307, Boston, Mass,
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agent

hate

ING STAR

BALA

Ta

temper, it will surely lead him

to the

per-

formance of som® dreadful deed. Only by
God's grace could these sinful passions be

overcome ; so she triedto impress this up-

i

be

humbly would he beg forgiveness of those

make quite a hole in your corn patch, that's
a fact.”
pe
;

meet him on his way back.

who had offended him, and of his Heavenly
Father. He had prayed many times that
God would help him conquer this dreadful

gt

sin, but when

was

tempted,

he

80 he made no progress; and now he was
discouraged and thought it of no use to
pray, for the Lord would not hear him.

His mother saw that this was partly an ex_cuse to get rid of the duty which he was
ashamed longerto perform, and felt that,
young as he was, this was with him a turning point. The Holy Spirit was striving
with him ; if he should resist his pleadings
now, he might never

be

a Christian.

His

little heart seemed hard, but: taking him
to her own room, she fell upon her knees
and besought the Lord, earnestly and with
tears that spoke the agony of her soul, not
to take his Spirit from him, but to melt his
stony heart and give him true sorrow for

sin.

That

prayer

was

answered,

The

sight of his mother’s tears, and her earnest

pleading in his behalf, had their effect;
and, joining his tears with hers, he knelt by
herside, and with penitence of heart asked

Ragged the jacket and trowsers he wears, .
Ragged the shoes on hisfeet;
Por shoe or jacket little he cares,

that God would forgive his sins and make
him a true Christian. How his mother’s
heart was gladdened and how she smiled

This Arab of the street;

“ Pitching pennies,” here in the Park
Along with a noisy crowd,

upon her darling boy !

All of them ragged and dirty like him,

too, who so loves
them come unto

‘Wrangling and shouting aloud.

I think that Jesus,

little children, and bids
him, rejoiced then, and

thatthe angels in heaven were glad over
this little one coming to Christ.

I wonder whether he has a home,
This ragged urchin, and how

He earns the coppers he’s tossing there

From

now;

that

time,

Harry

did not shrink

from performing his duty.

If mother or brother or sister has he,

Some months

after this, there was a protracted meeting in

If ever a father he knew ;

the place, and

If he sleeps in a bed like you and me,
And eats as the restof us do?

In the morning, after

the Bible had been read and one of the ministers had prayed, Harry repeated his

As he gives each nickel a curious toss,
And capers wildly about.
Yet the same God made him that made us all,
The God that dwells above,

‘Who watches even the sparrow’s fall,
In the fullness of His love.
All at once, as twelve o’clock draws near,

Our Arab leaves his play,
Gathers together what nickels are his,
And suddenly darts away.
A moment more and his shrill voice sounds

Shouting the news in the street,
With fifty more, like a pack of hounds
Following close at his feet.

In and out of the cars he springs,
He heeds neither hoofs nor wheels;
His ragged feet seem gifted with wings,
‘Like famous Mercury’s heels;

Now he stops a moment a paper to sell
To some one. passing by,
Then away he goes on a rapid run,

With’ a wild halloo and cry.

A moving shadow he flits along ".

| derstand a word that he said.

In the garish light of day,
*Twixt the rows of buildings on either side,
‘With their windows, staring down
Like so many giants, Argus-eyed,
Sleeplessly watching the town.

by surprise.

He did

“Well how much

But how you could do

eyes.

with

been hired to ask your forhn

flushed cheeks

“It was

get you more.”
They went

and sparkling

by the grace of God.

I

ask him.

back.

The

Duke

rang

the

sembled.
“Now,” said the Duke to the boy, ‘point

out the person who gave you the shilling.” .
«It was that chap there wi' the apron,”

but Godis so good that he forgives

me. when

:

I bell and ordered all the servants to be as-

could not have done it otherwise.
am
trying to be a Christian, Robert, but sometimes I" forget and get angry as I did just

now,

said he, pointing to the butler.

I mean to keep on

The butler fell on his knees, confessed
trying, and asking Jesus to help me till I
get the better of my temper.
wish you his fault, and begged to be forgiven; but
the Duke indignantly ordered him to give
would try to be a Christian, too, Robert.”
Robert thought there must be something the boy the sovereign and quit his service
:
in all this that he did not understand, but immediately.
¢«« You have lost,” said the Duke,
‘your
he made no reply, and Harry, after waiting
a moment for an
nswer, said, ‘‘good money, your situation, and your character,
bye,” and went home resolving that he by your deceitfulness ; learn for the future
would pray for him. So he went on grow- that honesty is the best policy.”
The boy now found out himself who it
ing in grace. Many a hard-fought battle
did he have with his own sinful nature, but was that helped him to drive the cow; and
by the help of Jesus, he came off conl- the Duke was so pleased with the manlix|
queror. By and by people began to say, ness and honesty of the boy that he sent
“I never before saw such a change in any him to school, and provided for him at his
boy
as there is in Harry Grey. He used to own expense.—Cheldren’s Friend.
|
‘fly into a rage at the least thing, and now
nothing seems to make him angry.
What
How to be a Gentleman.
can make such a difference ?”
:
re
You and I know the secret, little reader.
“You see I am a gentleman,” said Will
It was “the grace o God.”
:
«1 will not take an insult.”
Thompson.
fellow strutted up and down
little
the
And

The

Child Preacher in India.

had

left

child in
wife of

This boy had

mannered animal, jumped over the fence

India,
a mis-

into Mr, Grey's garden,

where he made

Ls

¢«¢ You thick so now, dear Jane, but they
|

may be very angry and beat you.”
«I will ask Jesus to keep me

and

help

«Because,

sir,

vain..

He had

naturally a very

quick temper. Ifany one offended him he
. into
a terrible rage. Very ner-

what

forgive

mean;

i

that I mustask Robert's
is hard, but I will do it.”

came

up

in

who sees below the surface of life in the realm of

Sabbath

Louis Napoleon. Nothing else so beautiful as
this in the form of a magazine is. issued
in the
country, and there are few with which its literary qualities would. suffer in comparison. Phila. :
J. B. Lippincott & Co.

cidedly.
' “For ten cents?”
“No,

“For
“No,

PUTNAM’S MAGAZINE is always welcomed with

the assurance that it is to reward the reading and
ma'am.”
studyto whichit invites. It has gained a creda dollar?
itable and permanent position among
the best of
our magazine literature, and gained it by methma'am.”
ods and qualities that honor those who have
a thousand dollars
was staggered.
A thousand dollars managedit. The issue for Oct. has twenty arti-

my

mother

not get on with the cow,he cried out in distress,

antl

fro

she

never

ive; Leaves from a Publisher's Letter-Book is a

carry it round with you, whether you will

Hours AT HOME closes its ninth volume with

or not, a hard and heavy load.—Deirost

the issue for Oct., and in a way. that
is signifi.
cant of the success already achieved and prophetic of a not less accéptable future. It has done
muchin the way of bringing into the field not a
few able writers who had been previously unPLAIN EDUCATIONAL TALKS WITH TEACHERS known in this sphere of labor, and has supplied
for the home circle.
upt. of an excellent monthly
AND PARENTS. By
Albert N. Raub
Lock Haven Public Schools. Philade Ipbia : Careful of the sentiments which it bears abroad,
Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1869,
it never becomes dull, ponderous or commonpp. 120. Sold by E. J. Lane.
’
place. In the present issue, among other good

Post.

Literary Review.

There
is no lack of treatises

on ed

theory of education, and still more di

Dears wip methods are considered.
is

Maria Mitchell’s paper on the Total Eclipseof
1869. It is a creditable No. of an excellent periodical. New York: C. Scribner
& Co.

Here there

prominence given to the training
of the

intellect, there, to instruction in morals, and elsewhere, to the development of physical vigor.
One instructor gives the chief place to mathematics, another to the classical languages and
literature, a third, to natural science, and fourth,
to those branches which are adapted to give
the student the readiest introduction to the
world of business or to the pursuits that minister

BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE for Sept.
wears the
old leok andis animated with the old spirit. It
has three noticeable articles, which, though
somewhat lengthy,
are likely to be read. “Lost
Preterites” is an admirable specimen of the racy
style in discussing and illustrating
many points

in philology ; the review of Mr. Mill’s Subjectiot’’

to the love of preferment or gain. It is easy
to find in society sufficient evidence that education is needed. It is easy enough to point out de-

of Women

just and

important when

of himself and for
growto

ly

as

is unfair and inadequate enough, but

wonderfully

cool,

keen,

caustic and

self-com-

placent ; while “A Night with the Volunteers of
Strathkinahan” bubbles, foams and brims over
with immense rollicking humor. Mr. Gladstone
and his reform measures get another sneer and
growl in “Winding Up,” which both he and
they will probably survive.
New York: L.

fects in any existing system, either by inspecting the system itself or by testing its fruits. The
function of the destructive critic is one that the
most ordinary ability can exercise. And it is not
much more difficult to lay hold upon some single
idea, that is both

and especially

and Reading,

Books

Milton,

ap- |

Sixth

The

discovered Prose Writings of John

e, Newly

true

perfect unity among thinkers respecting

Unions and Strikes,

Trades

a

ly ask attention. There is not ‘by any

have been not a little pleased in read-

, we

nt-

with them and they all

The press teems

kept

Scott & Co.

in its proper place and relations, and urge it
with such excessive prominence and pertinacity as to make it work mischief or awaken distrust.
Mr, Raub has wisely kept himself aloof,in the

THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE opens with one of
Nast’s striking pictures illustrating “Street Musie,” and

it leads the way

to a series of articles,

eighteen in number, which are sure to keep the
lectures which compose this volume, from any boys and girls occupied and enthusiastic.
The
merely partisan view, and he has also uttered his instructive element appears in the detailed acthoughts at once simply and forcibly. There is count of Book-making, and the love of advenno reaching after novelty, profundity or strange- ture is gratified by the Sketches from South Afness. His style is that of the direct and practi- rica, and Grouse Shooting in Washington Terrical instructor, who adapts both his thought and tory. Its letter-press is always of the best, and

says that to

tired, though the

small pail was so soon empty; and her
ony | friend meantime pulled: great handfuls of

his language to the average mind. His aim is not
at literary excellence, but at a clear and effective
expression of the thoughts which he has to utter

and

which he

means

to

adapted to the spoken

enforce.

address,

Especlally

when

never

its engravings

character.

or

skill

lack

New York: Hurd & Houghton.
- Arthur's publications are all excellent in their
way. THE HoME MAGAZINE is thoroughly and

dealing

with the. common audiences of the village and

a most un-

is

MONTH

domestic, ONCEA

chastely

exceptionable collection of miscellaneous readas they are found on the printed page. He points ing, and-the CHILDREN’S HOUR will look prejuout the bad methods that obtain, shows the mis- diced eyes into admiration if it can only hold

the country, higgvords
chief

make a vigorous

of no-methods,

pungent satire, and

employs

urges

now

appeal

and

them

then a

some endeavor upon both teachers and parents,
to train the young committed to their care for the

highest work of men and women.
to see these * Plain

may

We

Talks,” and trust

be heard widely

and

heeded

misgiving,

HOUSE;

according to

or, Self-sacrifice.

Of HARPER'S

in the

brutal wickedness, &c., &c., which can hardly be
of service to anybody, unless the author needs
money for her own support, and finds a public
willing to pay her for her talerof wrdtChedness.
MANUAL OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.
By W.
First and Second Parts.
Grauert, A.
M.
New York: E. Steiger. 1863. 12mo. pp. 96, 113.

a

Companion to-every German Grammar and
r. With notes by W. Grauert. Same
Publisher,
e &c¢. 12mo. pp. 62,

Read

Thesé or appear to have been prepared
with a clear view of what is needed inorder to
render a knowledge of the German language as
easy of acquisition as ‘may be without the aid ofa
Great care has been taken to

afford a key to the pronunciation, and no important: element of the grammar has been omitof the syntax of the lanare simple, progressive

and admirably serve their purpose,and the vo-

cabulary is sufficiently full for the exercises.
The little treatise on handwriting, amply illustrated as it is by specimens, affords not a little
information in detail respecting the peculiar
forms resulting from unusual inflections, &ec., and
which can hardly be found elsewhere within the
same compass.
Both books promise to supply a
lack and to meet a real want.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
The monthly magazines for Oct, seem generally to gain in solidity of material and sobriety of
tone as the season of vacation gives place to the
period of resolute and steady work.
Tur ATLANTIC MONTHLY has nothing com-

stirring

wholesomeness

fashion, they had

gazeteers of

ize the

tory, and is apparently told for the purpose of
giving expression to a morbid desire to appear in
the light of an innocent martyr to human faithlessness. Itis an exciting record of misguided
villainous hypocrisy,
love, vindictive hatred,

parable to the

genuine

of its

better get

the best, and sa subscribe for the Bazar.
York: Harper & Brothers.

“ Laure” purports to be a veritable piece of his-

ted in this exhibition
guage. The exercises

the

sentiments; while the last, as*& photograph of
the world of fashion and taste, and a specimen
and pleasant reading, disof elegant typography
tances all competitors. Since ladies will patron-

suffering is

WRITING. Being

and

itorials,

meekly borne and hardship is resclutely grappled with,
as something worth possession even
here, and as something having promise of a still
richer hereafter.

HAND

The first is

a constant visitor in 100,000 families; the second
surpasses all other pictorials in the excellence of
its engravings, the ability and character of its ed-

illustration of self-

sacrifice, and life is exhibited, when

and Ba-

MAGAZINE, WEEKLY,

ZAR, there is little need of speaking.

ry, with characters well portrayed, and having a
thoroughly wholesome stimulus for the reader’s
mind and heart. The true spirit of the gospel

regular instructor.

excellence of past

pp. 214.

The first of these volumes holds’a well-told sto-

AHNN’S GERMAN

lest the wonderful

The Nursery has no rival in its own doBoston: John L. Shorey.

them.
main.

By the

LAURE; the History of a blighted Life. By L.
LE
Same publishers,
1869. 12mo. pp.

is clearly brought out

opened with a little

purveyor for the minds of young children, and
she has exalted her native powers by exercising

.author of * Paul Venner,” etc. - Same publishers, &c. 1869. 12mo.

is always

issues fail to reappear, but the fear soon gives
place to joyful surprise. The editoris a born

they

their importance.
THE GABLED

Phila.: T. 8. Arthur
:

Tar NURSERY

are glad
that

for a brief period.

& Sons.

a hearty and whole-

contribution of Mrs,

Its papers are, however,
Stowe a month since.
The Egotist in Life,
varied and interesting.

Hunting in the British Islands, German Songs,
Earthquakes of the American Continent, Pennsylvania Dutch, and the Increase of Human

Life, will interest and instruct thoughtful read‘With'a loving kiss she said, ‘That is
“ers, and there are lighter articles that will not
clover
afd
grass
for
the
cows,
and
having
God will give you
‘and excitable, he seemed to lose all right, ;my son.
no pail, filled her * picking dish” with wa- fail to hold the attention bf those, who seek reThe Duke went and lent a helping hand.
time to act strength.”
Boston: Fields, Osgood
;
creation in its pages.
they
as
terto throw on the poor dusty noses ap- +. Co,
«And mow,” ssid the Duke,
Going in search of Robert, he found him
along after the cow, ‘how much pealingto her through the bars. I wish 1
in Mr, Murray's yard, and went directly to trudged
LierINcOTT'S MAGAZINE is unusually attrac
could have told those tender-hearted chilyou will get for the job?”
think
do
you
that
t, 1am very sorry
She thought, if | him, saying, “Rober
to bleed!
tive in ite'contents it has always borne off the
drén
how
beautiful
their
compassion
made
I'm
but
*
bry,
the
#aid
ken,”
dinna
I
«1
that
sorry
more
and
a 1 stoned your pony,
«Come here, mun, an’ as sure
thing I'se gie ye half I get.”

The Last of the

Troubadours, Old Boston and St. Botolph’s, and
something about Fungi, are pleasantly instruct-

charming chapter of reminiscences of certain
‘eminent authors, while A Mining Adventure in
New Mexico, and the serials and other lighter
tales will supply food for the taste that feasts upon the elements of romance and sentiment. The
same,” answered the boy. Ah yes! That notes on literature, art, science and current topEverything else may ics are always judicious and suggestive, New
is so. A lie sticks.
£o, but that will stay, and youn will have to York: G. P. Putnam and Son.

but kept the boys in his

ran,

cles, all of which will be read.

-

“Because, when the thousand dollars are
gone, and the things you've got with them
are gone too, the lie is there just the

be a gentleman I must be a gentle boy,
and I thought it was best to keep out of his
way till he cooled off a little.”
The teacher walked on, after praising

me bear the beating; and I know he will.
Please ma'am, let me go. In fourteen days I Peter's conduct,

of

matter

“No, ma'am,” answered Dick, very de-

The Family Circle.

All his mother's entreaties and words

ful view of a significant matter, and the Demo-

“Would you tell a lie for three cents?”
asked a teacher of one of her boys.
:

himself very much at home, without so
will come back again, so please, ma'am let mind; and he lived to see Will Thompson
much ag saying, ** by your leave.”
The rows of buildings fade,
me go.”
arowdy, and Peter Jones a gentleman,
Now Harry had for several days been
If ever in fancy he conjures up
This could not be withstood. Jane was loved and respected by all.
The desert without shade?
anxiously watching the sweetcorn, hoping
allowed to go; and an old Christian man,
Remember, a gentle boy makes a genIf ever, winding before his sight,
it would soon be large enoughto roast, and going that way, was requested
to take tleman.—
The Little Folks.
Long caravans appear,
coming suddenly upon
Dick after he h:
5
ad charge of her.
If the Bedouin chiefs of the sands he sees
been some timeregaling\ himself upon the
In himself and these others here?
Jane was again and again reminded that
juicy stalks, his anger ad the destruction of it was only by ‘looking up to Jesus” that
Giving the Cup of Water,
For to me to-day as I stand in the Park,
his anticipated treat kneyr no bounds, and she could hope to stand firm.
:
ov
play,
‘Watching them here at their
g the gar\ien, he began to
drivin
him. from
Miss Alcott tells the following in Merry’s
On the fourteenth day she returned. With
Like a bright mirage, inthe distance seen,
stone him. Just then Rokert Murray hapMuseum
:—
;
Broadway
on
buildings
the
Seem
a gladsome face and quick steps she sought
pened along, and seeing thd\stenes flying for her who was indeed to her a mother.
One of the pleasant things we- saw
And I almost forget that this half-tamed boy,
thick and fast above his precious pony, he
our late journey was a glimpse of
With the ragged shoes on his feet,
«Salam,
ma'am; just in time,” was on
loud
a.
p
Y
and
two
little sisters of charity. Somewhere
Is not the sheik of some wandering tribe,
enraged,
much
very
was
:
first salutation.
But an Arab of the street.
Harry to stop. Harry the
above Fitchburg, as we stopped for twencommanded
voice
“«¢ Just in time for what, Jane?”
— Harper's Magazine.
ty minutes at a station, I amused myself
had always been sorry for Rdbert’s mis«To tell my grandmother about Jesus.
by looking out of a window at a pretty
fortune, had when other boys had mocked |
She was very sick when I reached her home;
him, and pitied him very much; but now and I sat down and told her all about it. water-fall which came tumbling over the
rocks, and spread into a wide pool that
his anger was turned from the pony to his
know at first what I
using She did not seem to
continued
fiowed up to the railway. Close by stood
master, and as Robert
meant ;. but she lived three days; and I
abusive language and calling him hard prayed for her, and talked to her, when she a cattle-train, and the mournful sounds
Full
names, he lost all control of his temper,
that came from it touched my heart.
could bear it; and oh! ma'am, I hope she
Harry’s Victory .
every
and
cars,
th¢
censurstood
often
had
sun
he
hot
thing
the
very
in
the
did
and
is saved. A little before she died, she said,
the bars across
ed others for doing,repeated Robert's words <I do believe in Jesus. Would-fiobhe save crevice of room betweeh
BY AUNT ETTA.
pathetic noswith
filled
as
was
his
the doorways
and manner as-nearly like
her, ma'am?”
Since first the childish lips of Harry Gray in atone
gusts that
sultry
thie
at
eagerly
Robert
sniffing
enraged
es,
this
course
Of
could.
had been able to lisp * Our Father,” he he
Late in the day, and weak as was that’
a fresher
then
and
done
now.
‘Harry
with
had
by,
sooner
blew
no
but
themore,
old woman's faith, who shall say it
poor
had been accustomed to take a part-in the
bedimpling
lay
that
reproye
to
pool
breath from the
this than his conscience began
was not equal to his who said, ‘Lord, re- |
/ family worship. After the Bible had been
suffered,
have
must
thought
the
they
at
How
away
melted
them.
fore
“Hisanger
him.
member me?™ And, -if so, may we not
~~ pead, and Mr. Grey had adked that the of his own wickedness.
in sight of water, with the cool dash of the
them
upon
rest
hope that she has entered the kingdom of
might
God
of
blessing
them, and not a drop to
He said nothing more to Robert, but with heav
?"—-en
London Juvenile Missionary fall tantalizing
through the day, Harry always closed the
mouths. The cows
parched
poor,
their
wet
the house. That Magazine.
exercises by repeating the Lord's prayer. a heavy heart started for
lowed dismally, and the sheep tumbled
yl
morning
he
had
asked
God
to
keep
him
|
It mattered not who was present, he always
one over the other, in their frantic attempts
from sin through the day, and now at the
took delight in doing this.
Honesty.
toreach the blessed air, bleating so plainvery first temptation he had yielded; his
Butthe winter after he was eight years good resolutions were forgotten, his tem———
tively the while thatIwas tempted to get
But
old, his mother noticed that the once pleas- perhad got the mastery over him, and he
Ohd& day the Duke of Buccleuch, a Scotch out and see what I could do for them.
ant task began to be performed with re- had been so wicked as to mock one whom nobleman, bought a cow in the neighbor- the time was nearly up, and while I hesiTo him, as to many an older
_luctance.
Dalkeith, where he lived. The tated,” two little girls appeared, and did
Finding his mother "hood
God had smitten.
He was asone, the cross became heavy.
be sent home the next morning. the kind deed much better than I could
to
was
cow
alone in the sitting-room, [with deep sorshamed to do that which was once his de- row he told her all. Wien he had con- Early in the morning the Duke was taking have done it. Icouldn't hear what they
light. At first, Mrs. Grey:hve nothing, but cluded, he said: “Mot
, will you ask God a walk in a very common dress. "As he said; but their friendly little faces grew
after a few days she thought it best to talk to forgive me P”
went along, he saw a boy trying in vain to quite lovely to me, in spite of the tan, the
to-him about it. She found him very willThe cow was old hats, the bare feet and shabby gowns,
Together they knelt, and while the moth- drive a cow to his residence.
ful anddetermined. It seemed as though
could not get as they worked
away so heartily. One
boy
poor
the
and
unruly,
very
ion
transgress
boy's
her
er prayed that
“some evil spirit had found the open door of
knowing
pulled
off
her
apron,
spread it on the grass,
not
boy,
The
atall.
her
with
might be pardoned, and grace and strength on
his little heart and gone into dwell there.
a broad and, emptying the berries from her pail upin
him
to
out
hawled
Duke,
the
besetting
his
be given him to overcome
*
+ He said:
on it, ran to the pool and returned with
sin, Harry wept, and humbly added his pe- Scotch accent:
does
it
for
more,
any
pray
not
~_ ¢Tshall
here, an’ gie a han’ it dripping, to hold itup to the suffering
come
mun,
'vAje,
_ no good. You told me that God would titions to hers.
ne
sheep, who stretched their hot tongues
;|, “Now, Harry,” said Mrs. Grey, as they wil this beast.”
hear and answer me, but he doesn’t, for I've
not seeming gratefully to meet it, and lapped the preon,
slowly
went
Duke
The
asked him, and asked him, to make me a arose from their knees, ‘*have you nothing | to notice the boy, who still kept calling for cious water with an eagerness that made
more to do P”
v
good boy, and he don’t do it.”
‘that he could little barefoot’s task a hard one. But to
“Yes mother,” said he, sadly, ‘I know his help. At last, finding

{ wonder if ever in thought he sees

and his Future preséits an intelligent and hope-

Go

A little newsboy, to sell his paper, tolda cratic Movement in France is discussed by one
The
lie.
school.

age.”
i
‘boys in “play, sir, and missed him and hit
Calm and firm she said, ** No, ma'am, you Will Thompson's dog.”
must not fear that. 1 will never worship
“Why did you not throw back ?”
an idol again.”

an interesting. way by. a visitor;
the Freedman

Lie Sticks.
—

at Peter Jones, and he thought that his
anger proved him to be a gentleman.
«If you want to be a gentleman, I think
you would be a gentle boy first,” said his
teacher. ‘‘ Gentlemen do not throw stones
at their neighbors. Peter Jones did not
throw stones at you, and I think he is
much more likely to prove a gentleman.”
«But he's got patches on his knees,”
said Will.
« Bad pantaloons don't keep a boy from

the

a pony, named Dick, of which he was very
fond. One day Dick, who was nota good-

A

~

e had been throwing stdnes

in a rage

A————

« Ma'am,” said a little
recently converted, to the

that “hot, ‘noisy place, and what a sweet palm for sothanioal excellence and elegiice. :
French
picture I took away with me of those two Besides liberal installments of its se
Fever - will attract attention by its s
ess and
little sisters of charity.
piquancy; the Suez Canal is gossiped about in

“For
Dick
looked big. Oh, would it not buy lots of
«I do not,” said the Duke; *‘there must | things? While he was thinking, another
be some mistake; and as I am acquainted boy behind him cried out, ‘No, ma'am.”
with the Duke, if you will return I think I'll
“Why not?” asked teacher.

“I will tell you how I did it,” replied
Harry

9%
a
°

« No,” said the boy, * sure that's a’ I got;
it is more | and d'ye no’ think it plenty P”

I'm sure if it had been me,

I couldn’t have
giveness.”

ok

i
?

halfo' it.to ye.”
“But surely you had more than a shilling,”
said the Duke.
>
|.

fellow help it when you ask himin such a
than Ican see.

get?” asked

« A shilling,” said the boy, ‘ and’ there's

“but I did
know better than to get angry.
It was very
wicked, and I am so glad that
you will forgive me.”
“Why,” answered Robert, ‘how can a
way?

“brought “the

!

did you

the Duke.

‘He did'nt know any better,” said Harry,

who

io
:

sionary—‘‘ ma'am, I have many words to
say. Iam a Christian. I know Jesus and
room, he said to his mother:
«I will tell you what it is, mother, Ihave love him. My people are heathen. They
nothing of
had a dreadful struggle this morning be- worship idols. They know
Jesus.
My
grandmother
is
a
very old
tween my own soul and “Satan. He kept
She will not live long; and I
telling me not to say. my prayer, but after a woman.
while Isaid,‘I will ! I will! I will? and then want to tell her before she dies that ‘it is
a faithful saying, that Christ Jesus came
it was easier.”
With the grace of God assisting, Harry’s into the world to save sinners.’”’
but
being a gentleman,” said the teacher,
«But, Jane, your people are far away. a bad temper does. Now, William, if you
« I will” helped him many timesto do his
duty. In sucha case as this he found it How can you tell them all this?”
want to be a gentleman, you must be a gen¢« Ma'am, this is what 1 wish to say. I
:
always better to say ¢‘ I will” than ¢1 can’t.”
tle boy.”
1 do not mean to say that he became good am strong enough to walk now, and I have
A little further on, the teacher met little
atonce. Sometimes his temper got the ad- a great desire to go. Ma'am, will you let Peter Jones. Some stones had hit him,
vantage of him. Let me tell you of one me go?”
and he was hurt by them.
«« Jane, I am a little afraid.
You are but
instance.
:
« Well, Peter, what's the matter between
a young girl. Your people are all idolayou and Will this morning?” asked the
Near by his father’s house lived a family
ters. They may try to keep you, and per- teacher.
:
:
by the name of Murray. There was one
suade youagain to bow down to an im«1 was throwing a ball at one of the
son, a boy several years older than Harry,

prayer as usual, bus after all

who was called Robert. Poor Robert's
speech was defective. He could never talk
plainly, and strangers could scarcely un-

High up past the dizzy roofs his voice
Ascends on its. skyward way;

took him completely

several ministers spent the

night at Mr. Grey's.

Scarcely human he seems, somehow,
‘With his semi-savage shout,

=

again

to look to him when the hour of trial came,

—r

;

he

would forget all and fly into as great a
passion asever. He forgot that he himself must try, with God's help; he forgot

A Street Arab.

‘With those other Arabs

Very

his heart was filled with penitence.

Ah! let us hope that to our praise
Good God not only reckons *
The moments when we tread his ways,
But when the spirit beckons;
That some slight good is also wrought
Beyond self-satisfaction,
‘When we are simply good in thought,
Howe’er we fail in action.
5
James Russell Lowell.

y

As they'came to a lane near the house,
the Duke slipped away from the boy and
entered by a different way. Calling the
butler, he put a sovereign into his hand,

Up to this time Robert's anger had not
abated, and he had been thinking how he

The thing we long for, that we are,
For one transcendent moment;

Which we are hourly wronging,

:

:

big

He then returned to the end of the lane,
where he had parted from the boy, so as to

Qur lives must climb from hope to hope,
And realize our longing.
»

.

:

sure o’ something, for the folks at the
house are guid to a’ bodies.”

Will you

course I'll forgive you, and I s’pose I'd
ought to have kept Dick at home. He did

Longing is God’s fresh heavenward will,
‘With our poor earthward striving;
‘We quench it that we may be still
Content with merely living;
But, would we learn the heart’s full scope,

:

forgive me P”

es

:

‘Which one was e’er so dear, so kind,
So beautiful as longing?

Still, through our paltry stir and strife,
Grows down our wished ideal;
And longing molds in clay what life
Carves in the marble real;
To let the new life in we know
Desire must ope the portal ;
Perhaps the longing to be so
Helps make thie soul immortal.

~~

was so angry and mocked you.

Oy

tained. Most fervent had been Ler prayers
for him, and she had taught him to pray for
v
himself.
away,
passed
had
When the angry fit

a_i

Before the present, poor and bare,
Can make its sneering comment.

:

a
—

2h
ni i

saying,
.
“ Give thatto the boy
not answer for a moment, then he ex-.
claimed: “If you ain't a queer boy! Of cow,”

-

Of all the myriad moods of mind
That through the soul come thronging,

.

a

could best punish Harry Grey for his imon his young mind, and teach himbe that
pudence, when this unexpected address
obto
was
through prayer this grace

Longing.
i

;

o
Ld
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New
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Tae AM. NATURALIST, (Peabody Academy of
Science, Salem, Mass.) is as good as ever, and

Boston)

Moore,
Goop HEALTH (Alexander
grows strong by what it feeds on.

in
issued
CYCLOPEDIA,
POPULAR
ZELL’S
its
‘weekly parts, goes steadily forward, and
many and great excellences are more and more
It should and must have a large sale.
manifest.
Phila.: T. Elwood
Parts 49 & 50 are received.
Zell.
¢

LiTeErARY NoTES.

The “ Little Folks” will be

in
Publishers

d that Lee & Shepard,
to learn
gla

Boston, have in press, to be issued at an early
day, a number of additions to several of the popu-

lar series of books for the young which they haye

been recently issuing.” Among them are * Down
the Rhine,” or Young America in Switzerland,
last volume of the first séries of this
—the
popular library of travel for the Boys and Girls;

“ Dotty

6th and eom-

Dimple’s Flyaway,’—the

cluding volume

of the

series;

* Little

Maid

of

series,”
Oxbow,”—the last of the * Helping Hand
Proverb series,”

and three more volumes of the

Redressed,”
entitled, * A wrong confessed 18 halt

« Actions speak louder than words,” and “One
These volumes

Good turn desesves Another.”

those
are gotten up in the same attractive styleas
the
prove
will
and
them,
preceded
have
that
have
source of much pleasure to those who
already made the acquaintance of the other volumes.
H. A. Young & Co. publish, the present month,
a charming little set of four books, with the

title

of "Piny’s Library,” by

E.

Stuart

Phelps,

which will be found of interest to the youngsters.
¢ Tiny's Sunday
are “Tiny,”
volumes
The

Nights,”* Ellen’s Idol,”and ¢ I don’t know how.”

The some

publishers

issue,

this

month, a very

interesting volume, entitled, ** Out of the Wilder‘Waiting at the
ness,” by Mrs. J. D, Chaplin;
Cross,” a book of dévotion for the Christian;

« Pleasant Pages and Bible Pictures,” to be one

of the handsomest hooks of Bible stories published, including some twenty llustrations ;
« Effie Wingate’s Work,” by the author of ¢‘ Dea.

editions of
Sims’ Prayers; and two beautiful last mention
The
.”
an’s Pilgrim Progress

« Buny

ed books are to be in diffierent styles, varying

and will supply &
ce,
from $1,50 to $6,00 in pri
ever interesting work.
longs demand for this
A life of ¢ John
by Robert
Bunyan,n, by
John Bunya

included in these editions, which is

be the bet known 10 he writtem,

jo
Southey,
itted i8

Se
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carelessness, at others it succeeds a lon
attack of sickness. Itis a kind of St. Vi-

a

this diving. ~ The
It is a strange business,

The

tus's dance of the tongue. Not unfrequentbut the peril for a ly it is bronght on by the harsh treatment

danger facinates some,

feeling that it may be
ever go down. Of course one has more

once after a while; but there is some-

the fishes, makes

like one who has

suddenly been

rawn away from the grasp of death, I
have had some narrow escapes while pursu-

hg my strange profession ; everydiver has,
or has been unusually lucky to escape them.
got into was going

in speaking ; the result is, a want of proper

down

to examine

the

parts, whatever

ropeller Comet, sunk off Toledo. In working about her bottom, I got my air-pipe
coiled over a large

sliver from

some other

give me

did not understand

his

atithough we have never seen a reference to
it by any writer.
Some twenty yedrs ago, the New-York
world was struck with dumb amazement
at the instantaneous remedy for stammering, which was thrusting
a knitting-needle
through the tongue.
But it cured only
until the tongue got well, because, while
the tongue was sore from the barbarous
operation, the extra nervous energy was
expended in the instinctive effort to refrai
from any other than a careful movement
the tongue. The expedient of Demosthenes in speaking with little pebbles in his
mouth, was in the same direction. One of
the most inveterate stammerersin London
became
with a fancy that he would
make a good actor. On his first appearance, the theater was crowded, in curiosity.
During the whole play, he did not mispronouncea single word, did not fail to utter

the * slack” of

the line, thus letting me fall back agaic. He
duties,

and

did not

know what my signals on the life-line meant.
It was two hours and a half before I was re-

lieved, and there wasn't a moment that I
was not looking to seethe hose cut by the
ragged
wood. It's a. strange feeling you

have down there.

You

go walking over a

vessel, clambering up her sides, peering
here and there, and the feeling that you are

alone makes you nervous and

uneasy.

a vessel sinks down so fairly

that she stands up on the bottom
as trim and
as neat as if she rode on the surface. Then
you go down into the cabin, up the shrouds,
walk all over her, just as easily as a sailor
could if she were still dashing away before
Only it seems so quiet, 80
‘the breeze.
tomb-like ; there are no waves down there,
only a swaying back and forth of the wa-

distinctly

about,

noses against

rubbing

accidental discovery

e very

stillness sometimes gives life a chill. You
hear just a moaning, wailing sound, like the
1ast notes of an organ, and you cannot help
but think of the dead men floating over and
around you.
;
About four years

were asleep- in their
The

father begged of me and offered me a good
deal of money to take out the corpses, and
work,

I at last

con-

sented. I had been all over the wreck two
or three times and knew just where the stateroom was.

The door was fast locked,

I waited a good
open.

while

and

before bursting it

Of course, a dead
you, but even in b

person couldn’t harm
day, on shore, and

with people around you, don’t you know
that the sight and presence of a dead person bring up solemn thoughts and nervous
feelings? I knew how they would look,
how they were floating around in the room,
and if the father hadn’t been looking so
wretched above, there was no money to
tempt mo in there. . Butat last I got a crowbar from forward,

and,

not Jottin

myself

long

our

&

for

anything,
he was told; ‘‘Now, if you
ask for it plainly, you shall have . it;” and
him,

whenever he attempted to ask for anything,

as
of

every syllable; and by encouragement, we
found the habit broken up in a few months.
As it is a life-long calamity to have a son
or daughter grow up a stutterer, we trust
these hints may be turned to practical account by those whom they may concern.
Anything else done at the time of uttering
each syllable divides the attention, gives

think, gave the light door a blow
that stove
it in. - The water came rushing ouf, the
vessel just then lurched over toward my side, two outlets to the extra nervous flow, and
and out they. came, the woman first, her the remedy is complete ; make a mark, pull
eyes wide open and hair trailing behind, a-string, turn a leaf, stamp the foot—any
and in her left hand she held the hand of the one of them will effect a cure in a reasonachild. Iknew how they would look, but I ble time.,— Hall's Journal.
screamed out and jumped back. Her face
was fearfully distorted, showing how hard
death had been made, and the eyes looked
Never Heard of England.
through the green waters at mein a way
A
that made my flesh creep. The child had
It can’ hardly be believed that there is a
died easily, its little white face giving out
people on the face of the globe that has not
no sign of terror.
It was a good while before I fastened the heard of England and seen an Englishman,
line tothem and gave the signal to haul yet such is the fact. Mr. Wallace, in his
up, and I felt so uneasy that I was not long most interesting and instructive volume
in following. This is one of the drawbacks just published, giving an account of the
to any feeling of curiositv a diver might Malay Archipelago and his eight years’
otherwise have. I never go down the residence in and among the East India
hatchway or the cabin steps. without think- Islands, presents his readers with much
ing of a dead man floating about there. that is new. Among the places visited by
When the Lac la Belle sank on St: Clair him were the Ava Tslands, a group lying
flats, the engineer was caught in the- rush- south: of the western end of the - great
ing waters, and no trace was ever found of land of Papuaor, New-Guinea, between the
134th and 135th degree of longitude east of
his body. His wife came to me, hearing
Greenwich.
The largest island of the
that I wasto go down to the wreck, an
asked me to find the body if possible. I re- group is nearly an hundred miles in length
membered this when I went down, and I and fitty in breadth, and is populated by a
went groping through the engine room in race known as the Papuans, superior in
momentary expectation of encountering the

body. Ilooked so Jong without finding it
that I got nervous, and had started for the
ladder to go up, when I felt something
strike my helmet and give way, fad a chill
went dancing over me as I thought the
dead body was at hand. But on reaching
up, [found thut I had run against the fire
hose,theend of which

was

hanging

down,

and what Iso dreaded was still hidden beyond my sight.
:
Adiver does not like to -go -down -more
than a hundred and twenty feet; at that
depth the pressure is painful, and there is
danger of internal injury. I can stay.down
for five or six hours at a time at a hundred
and fifteen or twenty

feet,

and

do

a

deal of hard work. In the waters of
Huron the diver can see thirty or forty

good

Lake
feet

away, but the other lakes will screen a ves-

sel not ten feet from you.
Up here you seldom think

of accident

or death, but a hundred feet of water wash-

ay over your head would set you thinking.
A little stoppage of the air pump, a leak
in your hose, a careless action on the part
of your tender, and the weight of a mountain would press the life out of you before
. you cold make a move.
And you may
¢¢ foul” your pipe or

line

yourself,

and

in

your haste bring on what you dread. I
often got my hose around a stair or rail,
and though I am not called cowardly, and
genenlly release it without much trouble,
e hare idea of what a slender thing holds

back the clutch of death on my throat,
makes a cold sweat start from every pore.

How

to Become

a Drunkard.

Sth
A
in,

Every

man

isin

dan gor

of beceming a
drunkard who is in the
bit of drinking
ardent spirits on any of the following occagions: 1. When he is warm. 2. When
he is cold. 3. When he is wet. 4, When
6. When
he is dry. 6. When he is dull
he is lively, 7. When he travels. 8, When
he isat home, 9. When he is in company. 10. When he is alone. 11. When
he is at work.
12. ‘When he is idle. - 13.
Before rheals. 14. After meals,15 When
he gets up. 16. When he goes
bed.

point of intellect to the

Malay race.

Mr. Wallace spent several months among
this people in making collections of birdskins, insects and other objects in natural
history. He learned to speak the Malay
and some other languages, and everywhere treated the natives with great kindness. He employed them to shoot birds
and collect insects for him, always paying
them what they considered.

services.
go

His

liberal for their

conduct towards

different from that

Spor which it wonld seem few gentlemen
ought to differ. The business of gentlemen is obviously to elevate and purify public opinion ; and this is done in many ways,
but in none more effectively than in guarding their own conduct. Boston Gentleman
No. 1 is perhaps generally supposed to have
resented an insult in an amusing and appropriate manner. But why was not his
behavior,in irritably pishing and pushing at
the bags and baby-wagons of a passenger
who had stated his intention to vacate the

seat, quite as insulting as the remark which

without an apparent effort, to divert his attention to some other thing than the stam-

striking his little hand against his thigh,
he stood before us, at the enunciation

them was

which they had been

that passenger made upon rising? Upon
a fair review of this leading case, then

ought not a gentleman to deciqe that his

duty is not to assert his gentility by turning the nose of the doubtful Thomas,but by
quietly despising the public opinion which
requires him to turn itP—Harper's Magazine.

Clemmer Ames, whose ‘ Woman's,

and begged

me for

the twentieth time, to tell them the name of
my country.
Then, as they could
not
pronounce the name of England, they in-

sisted ‘that I was deceiving them.” One of
them became very indignant in his efforts
to pronounce the name. ‘Unglung!’ said
he;

‘who ever heard of such a name P ang-

lang—angerlang—that

of your

country;

can’t be the name

you are joking with

us.’

Then he tried to give a convincing illustration; “My country is Wanumbai—anybody
Every one has heard
can say Wanumbai.
of

I'm

Wanumbai.,

an orang-Wanumbai,

but Unglung, or N-glung! (meaning England) who ever heard of such a name?
Now do tell us the real name of your country, and then when you are gone we shall
know how to talk about you.' To’ this
luminous argument and remonstrance, I
could oppose nothing but assertion, and the

whole party

remained

firmly

convinced

that I was, for some reasonor other, deceiving them. They then attacked me on
another Joint=what all the animals and
birds

fully

and

insects

preserved

and shells were

for?

They

so care-

had

often

asked me this before, and I had to explain

to them that they would be stuffed and
made to look Salt alive, and the people in
ould go to Jook at them.
my country
But this was not satisfying; in my country

dignitaries,

as

well as

to

hear

Agassiz

discourse

upon

Humboldt.

She

thus

dashes the

colors on the Independent's can-

vas in portraying the scene:

Music-Hill gathered within its majestic

walls Boston's wisest and best, if not its
brightest, to hear Agassiz on Humboldt.

to

!
better

St. church a few months

covered

with

hight,

an

much

New

and

more

profound

York, on such

than

vivid tints would

thrown lines

brilliant.

an.occasion,

everywhere

of brightness

have

the

somber hues. We might have blossomed
out a good deal more in Boston without encroaching on the vulgar glow of the dahlia
or marigold. As it was, we sat grim and
somber in black and gray. * Boston don’t
dress on such occasions,” said an elderly
man behind, with a very capacious and
loquacious mouth. ¢‘ Dress we reserve for
other places.” He had a stranger lady in
keeping, for whose benefit the mouth was
serving up Boston.
Longfellow entered.
¢« Why isn’t Longfellow called to the platform? He was sought after to fill the
most distinguished seats abroad,” exclaimed the mouth, in loud tones of indignation.
Henry Wilson

and

Charles

Sumner

came

in together. ¢ Now you see Boston!” declared the mouth. The great organ, with
the magic music of Bach, lifted up its
Deeper and
voice.., So did the mouth.
grander rolled the notes of Toccata; faster
and louder and more discordant the voice
of the mouth,
organ.
I was

I was not very near the
very near the mouth.
I

had had a vague intention of being thrilled
into mute ecstasy by its quivering chorals
and soaring chants.

As it proved,

it mov-

ed me no more than if Bach had been banging on a stove-pipe. I declare, 'm no better acquainted with the big organ than if
Ihad

never heard

it.

would like to know?

The

Am

I to blame, I

man

behind

me

organ, and he roar-

ed every minute that the organ did, and
that in Boston! None the less many of Bosbountiful in person,

so kind

and

so full of bon homme,

wise and

winning.

He was

surrounded by Dr. Jeffries Wyman; Gov.
Clafln; Mayor Shurtleff; President Eliot,
of Harvard College ; Rev. Dr. Walker, who
looks

thin,

meek,

and

saintly,

after the

most approved standard, and whose opening prayer was a model, not only in spirit
but length, for it made nobody's neck ache
between its opening and Amen.
In her closing paragraph she talks very
frankly of the human nature which keeps
its usual phases in the Puritan city, and
makes comparisons that are probably fair

if not wholly flattering :
My dear friends, don't suppose me so
presumptuous as to assert that I “did” Boston in a week. I only perched for a look
on the outer edge of its life, and discovered a few things. One thing, that com-

measurable

lithe,

else.

Another discovery

that Boston

has

fewer

beggars than New York.
incomparably

more

that

noises

Therefore, it has

repose,

and

ings to look at, and

+

Is curable!

en its flight.

a short

given by us for any case In
benefit.

Sheisstill

young,

of

only

firm

with the

enthu-

an unhackneyed

contained in what she has already done to
win the general recognition of her goyntrymen,
;
:

Greatness.

Nineveh was 15 miles long, 8 wide, and
wall

100

feet hjgh,

and

with 100 brazen gates.
The Temple of
Diana,at Ephesus, was 420 feet-to the support.of the roof. It wasone hundred years

ruins

27

miles

round.

Athens

was

25

miles round, and contained 350,000 citizens
and 400,000 slaves.

The

Temple

phos was so rich ie donations
plundered

of $500,000, and

away from

it 200 statues.

of Del-

that it was

Nero

carried

The walls of

Rome were 15 miles round.
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pay $1000 for any machine
stronger, more

that will

beautiful, or more

geam than ours,

its living

a

elastic

It makes the Elastie

second stitch can be eut,
Lock Stitch.” Every
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart
er mon
it. We pay Agents from $75 to
Ww] hich
expenses, or a commission

con-

8,

t

can

be

made.

Shoe» Or

Address

PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON,

March 20, in Canton,

The

He was beloved

in answer to the call,

At

nature,and needs only to fulfill the promise

Ancient

we do not afford positive

All

wr :.

address,

fe

ey

‘tha
81,

* Come up

home he was obedient, kind, and

the
In.
but

and Ends.
re
§ @—

The

concourse of persons.

ducted by the writer, the

Rev. Mr.

Central Street, Dover.

They do every variety of work, and come Twenty

J. GIINKENS

LEE & SHEPARD,

J . L. WATSON,

Vt., May 23, aged 58 years.
Bro. S. was born in
Bartlett, N. H., and spent his early life in that
state.
After his conversion he was moved by
the spirit of God to go forth and labor in the
cause of Christ publicly, which he did with general acceptance and a measure of success.
A

HEARTH
AND HOME.
To any person who remits-us $1 before the 1st of
October next, we will send HEARTH AND HOME
for three months, and postpaid, P. T. QUINN’S new
book, “Pear Culture for Profit,” just published bythe

handsomely bound in Cloth and retails at $1.

also he identifed himself with the people gpdof
p
For severa 1 years his health was poor;
God.
suffered

much,

and

mind, making some disposition

of his

temporal

The volume is

Association.

Tribune

New York

number ¢f yours since, he came to Vt., and here
he

to any respectable

will

Mass.

Boston,

Publishers,

to them, such
female) who te
§ erson (male asor will ena le them to make money. = 4wW
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R. Stokes died in East Charleston;

in his last sickness
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Dollars Cheaper than any other FirstClass
-in the Markets
:

con-

were

Machine

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,

affectionate.

services

taking part,

Moses

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing

hij her.”

|

CALL AND SEE THE

by. all, - Among

his associates he was ever characterized by
same uniform, gentle,
yet manly deportment.
the Sabbath school, he leaves a vacant seat,

of fine manners that may be built up-

siams and aspirations

1

Samy

i andremedy
he fapoats
Th
}for t and all disor-" o |

ors

dear ones still left,—like the pening buds of |
spring, engednered hopes which now
lie buried,
and smouldering with the earthy tenement from
which the immortal, and glorified spirit has tak-

enough to bear up all the =sthetic culture,
and all the poetic vagaries, and all the subon it.

,

i
;
4
MO.
subject of | LOU
r :other par—Do not be.imposed u
CA HON off
the above announcement demands more than a
él
worthless cast-iron machine
palming
ties
passing notice.
Though less than a score of the same name or otherwise. Ours is the
‘
years had been reached, yet many promises of a uine and really practical cheap maehine man
12t35
career of usefulness,—precious to the minds of tured.
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PETTENGILL, BATES & CO.,
87 Park Row, New York,
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A DAY to Male and Female
$20
Agents-to introduce the
BUCKE Y E $20 SHUTTLE

was

very mych deranged, caused by the disease of
which he died; but at the last he was clear in his’

affairs, and bidding his afflicted family and friends

SEWING MACHINES. Stitch alike on
both sides, and
is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE sold ia

a peaceful farewell.

the United States for less than $40.

We trust he sleeps in yoy 15:

. 8.

Sermon by Rev, C. B. Peckham,

All others

are in-

°

fin amenity, 09 the seller and user are liabie to prosecutlon and
imprisonmens. OUTFIT FREE.
Address W. A. HENDERS ON & vo Cleveland,

G. ALBERT HORN died int this city, Sept. 13,
aged 17 years and 6 months.
After a severe sickness of ten days, he closed his earthly service to

enjoy his heavenly reward. He placed himself
in the care of the Good Shepherd, and He léd

The slupleshiohieapesk and best Knitting Machineever
invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents. Address AMERICAN

him safely through the ‘¢ valley.”
His words of
resignation and trust are a source of consolation

to his bereaved

parents

and

friends.

KNITTING

In his

Louis, Mo.

death his parents have lost a dutiful son, his
brother and sisters an affectionate brother, his
near friends and associates an amiable companion, the Charles St. Sabbath school a faithful attendant, and the church and the world a young
man of much promise. May all who knew him
be - prepared to meet him in the ‘ Promised
Land.”
Funeralservices were conducted at the
home of his youth, and at the
grave, also the
following Sabbath at the Charles St. church.

MACHINE

A PLEASANT

CO., Boston,

AND

DR.

HEALTHY

Mass.,

or

St.

BEVERAGE.

IRISH’'S

OTTAWA

BEER

Is a cooling and pleasant beverage, more fully quench-

ing the thirst than any article in use, which makes it
particularly sought after as a summer drink, and only
requires a fair trial to be appreciated.

SOUTHMAYD

SALLY, wife of Nathan Farnham,died in Acton,
Sept. 5,.aged68 years. The subject of this notice about four years since was attacked with
scrofulous swellings,of which she had a large number, causing intense suffering, which she bore
with Christian fortitude. She professed faith in
Christ thirty years ago,commenced family prayer
the morning before her husband obtained
an
evidence of pardoned sins, and continued to join
with him in this holy exercise, until her voice
was lost in approaching death.
She was faithful in all her house and a worthy member of the

Cor.

Tremont
sts.,

& GO0.,
&

bay

Bromfield

Boston,

Mass.,

Are the sole agents for the sale of rights for
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ew England,
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TROY FEMALE SEMINARY.
This Institution offers the accumulated advantages

fect in the response of the marriage service ;

:
Every facility is provided for a thorough course of
useful and ornamental education, under the di
of a ¢orps of more than twenty pro esgors and teachers. Kor circulars, applyto
"H. WILLARD,

but, by mistake,he

Troy, N. Y.

An ignorant fellow, who was about to
get married, resolved to make himself per®ommitted

F. B. church.

to memory

church, “Wilt

thy

wedded

swered, in
them all.”

thou have this woman to be

wife?”

the

bridegroom

an-

GAS

OR

now and then

would hurt me very much ?”

will find that this is exactly
what they need for an outdoor or street Lamp.

MINER'S

for Brussels, but I can

-

“Waiter,”

said

a

fastidious

"

criminal

circles

to

speak of going to prison as ‘‘going to a
country house.” We presume the handcuffs are described as ‘The Two-wrists’
Companion.”
“Do you call this a trunk?’ growled a
dejected porter. ‘It only needs a light
ning rod to be mistaken for a boarding
house.”
Motto for
first served.

a cannibal chief:

First come,

Obituaries.
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitua-

obituary.

Verses are inadmissible.

one may

HuLpan

OFFICE

6ml7

sir. We often find them in the soup, sir.
No extra charge, sir !”

AND WORKS

FOR

united with the ¥, B, church of B., and remained true to her Heavenly Fathér to the end.
Bister 8. possessing an; amiable disposition, won

pay
For Family

AT PORTLAD,

Cia LE

use—simple,cheap, reliable, Knits everything.

AGENTS WANTED,
Circular and sample stocking FREE,
“Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bath, Me.
:

1232

ASELL FEMALE SEMINARY, (at Auburn
4 dale, Mass., 10 miles from Boston, on Boston &

‘Albany R. R.)

For 17 years a leading Row England

Seminary.
Not excelled in thorough
English or critical Classical training,nor in highest accomplishments
in Modern Languages, Painting and Music.
Loca
tion, for health, beauty, and refining” influences, unsurpassed,
Next year begins Sept. 30. Address
8w34
CHAS. W. CUSHING.

ANTED—AGENTS

to sell a thoroughly good

CONN

36 per

day

for

days

in succession,

upoh

which he made $42 per day ; and others do equally
as
well.
Send for circular.
LITTLEFIELD & DAME,
102 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
437

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP

SAIL/E.

J12w20

SECOND-HAND

ON
by HoLmES

Has

use about two months only.

Also,

WwW

been

each 4 x 20 feet, with two

Flues

15 inches

Steam

Boiler,

81-2x 20

feet,

Flues 138 inches

Above Boilers in excellent condition.

16t€

FHEVUAR

flavored

The vine

is a strong grower and fruit about the size of Catawba.
ooes-—No,

1,$3,50; No. 2 $2,00; No. 8,81,50; large

deductions made

for

quantities.

1869.

Rochester Commercial Nurseries,
Established 1830.

Ap

vole
sSovTrm

We here repeat that the “ Walter” is the best

of the American Grapes now disseminated.

AUTUMN,

es

MACHINE

for the Exhibition.

Send stamp for prige list. FERRIS & CAYWOOD,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
DUCHESS NURSERIES.
_ Journals inserting the above will be paid in vines.

UN

SWAMSCOT

Tho new CIRCULAR OF PRICES is just published
and will be sent free to all applicants.

CO.,
RET,

FINE COLORED

Nn

of the “Mount

ch26t

Vernon”

Pear;

Also

LATES
and “Murec hal Neil

Rose.

. M. PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertis.
SAlYE 10 State street, Boston) and 37 Park Row,

n
Now York, are authorized to contract
the Star.

on

before the 13th of September, as a

portion will then be removed

SECOND-HAND

ply to

will be withdrawn.

The Walter Grape.
the vine, to come

Boilers

in diameter.

this Office,

We invite all who wish to see the Walter Grape

diameter.

with two

at

which the books (if unsold)

in

SECOND-ITIAND

Steam

Sale

a complete set of Freewill Baptist Quarterlies (16
vols.) for $25. Any person wishing to purchase,
will have that privilege until the middle of Oct. after

manufactured

& BrancmArp.

T

For

Grrist Mill

Stones 30 inches in diameter,

E. wife of W, Storery died in Brown.

field, Me., July 19, aged 52 years and six months.
Sister 8. experienced religion in early life. and

£20

another,

gentlerfian;

soup-ladle, “Waiter, do you know what
that is?”
‘That, sir, looks like a mouse,

in

SALESROOM,

44 Murray Street, New York

was

D. LOTHROP &- CO.
38 & 40 Cornhill.

domestic article, wanted in every family.
EXclusive territory given.
Business pleasant and respectable.
One agent sold 360 in one small town ; one,
1000 in five towns; one, 31 in calling on 33 families;

The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,

exhibiting a singular-looking object on the

It is customary

now in use.
Testimonials
of the BEST kind will be turnished in abtindance.
Send for Pamphlet
and

|

Price List.

most positively

assure you that this elegant article
made by Mr. Brussels himself.”

AND

ical every way than any lamp

“Gentlemen and ladies, some folks sell carpets

STREET

DEPO LAMP give 8 amuch
better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more econom-

Wanted,—A situation by a womah as a cook
in a private family; the family to be as
high in society as a lord’s family is in
Europe.
Apply at No. 125 West Twentyfifth street,
between Sixth and Seventh
avenues.
An auctioneer, while engaged in his vocation, thus exalted the merits of a carpet:

Hotels,
RestauChurches, Phy-

sician’s country residence 8
interested |
and all others

The following advertisement appeared in
the New York Herald a few days ago;

Assortment and Lowest
Prices.

Depots, Skating Rinks, Man-

you don’t take any, it won’t hurt you at
all.

most Complete

KEROSENE.

ufactories,
rants, also

STORE

And Religious Publications,
The

GAS, Railroad, Gas and FerCos.,
Railroad
Supply
ouses, owners
of Market
Houses, Large Storehouses,

“Why, no, sir,” answered the doctor, deliberately ; “‘I do not know that a little now
and then would hurt you much; but, sir, if

BOOK

BOSTON,

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

TOWN and COUNTY COM
MITTEESon LAMPS and

sult,—*Doctor, do you think a little spirits

BAPTIST
IN

PATENT STRERT LAMPS
FOR

2m36

FREE

CMINER'S

a solemn tone, ‘Il renounce
The astonished minister said,

“I think you are a fool;” to whichhe replied, ‘‘All this I steadfastly believe.”
“Doctor,” said a patient, a short time
since, after reading over the prescription
of a distinguished friend of temperance,
whom ill health had obliged him to con-

ation.
of over 50 years’ successful operati

Ww.

Adbertisemends,

the office of baptism fol those of riper years.
So, when the clergyman asked him, in the

Brevity is specially important, Not more than a
gingle square can well be afforded to any single

fewer

organization,

Pa., in the 16th year of his age.

I.made is,

and

after its

gon and Harriet Dann, died

abundance

dy New England nature is broad and
tlety

B

g

offer immediate nd persis elif nal nance, See.

HARDING J. DANN, the eldest son of Mr. Jud-

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.

more genius and no more culture in Boston than it is.in New York or anywhere

spirit of the

resent with the early past, is fast losing

no

is

conceit,

Massachusetts

o

The

inks and soon history alone will tell of the
.D
nection.

ture, of well-balanced powers, of varied information, kindly, genial, sympathetic; a
brave, loyal, religious woman, whose stur-

mon human nature is just as common, just
as plenty, and not an atom more interesting

in Boston than elsewhere in thé Union;
that genius and culture, in’ spite of local
prestige, and special idiosyncrasy, and im-

home

manner, which, by its unconscious regality, Unlike most youth, he seemed to have none in
suggests Judith, and Deborah, and Miriam; whom he could so completely confide, as in his
while thesparkle of her conversation, her parents. Such confidence, such intimacy and
ready wit, her tact, and that delicate po- regard, developed in parents and child, the most
and ingenuous affection,—and though the
liteness which seems more an intuition than tender
ties which united their hearts here have been
the result of culture, suggests the finished severed by the hand of death, yet the loved ones
woman of society. Such she is, in the around the family hearthstone, need not sorrow
better sense of the phrase; but she is a as those without hope, for he sleeps in Jesus—
¢ Blessed Sleep from which none ever wakes to
good deal more. A woman of rare cul- weep.”
His funeral was attended by a very large

In

all

the

8g,

C. ¥. VENT,Publisher, 8 Bi

tay New York.

than

sensible, spiritual, and expressive of her gratitude. The chain, that binds the denomination

soft, clear olive, through which seems to
low the rich, warm
blood of Palestine,
here is something
Oriental, too, in her

delicate

along

was

time she always made to them

To tell the truth, the audience in aspect was

walk its streets in peace. Old Boston is
ugly and quaint and srooked. But new
stately and
they could not believe that I would take so. Boston. is, straight and wide,is that
the bay
discovery
Another
sunny.
17. On holidays. 18. On public occasions. Lt much trouble with their birds and beasts ’
just for people to look at. They did not and environs of Boston, in picturesque
19. On anyday ; or, 20. On any occes on.
there must be

intimate

and for several years past,the members, or many
of them, have been accustomed to make her an
annual visit, usually on her birthday, at which

Letters from Washington” have given her a
place in the front rank of correspondents,
buijding
The largestof the pyramids
has recently paid a visit to Boston, and in
is 481 feet high, and 653 on the sides; its
somewhat audaciously records a portion base covers 11 acres. The stones are about
of her experiences and impressions.
The 30 feetin length, and the layers are 308.
“ hub” stimulates instead of frightening It employed 339,000 men in building. The
. her. She went to Music Hall to see the labyrinth in Egypt contains 300 chambers
and 12 halls. Thebes, in Egypt, presents

Therein
ton’s idols were in Music Hall.
the central seat sat Professor Agassiz, so

me

medium

her father’s house

we, 88 8 peop le, have passed.

which were 75 feet thick, and 300 feet high,

—4 B—

Mary

know who he was, where he came from,
and his object in collecting such things as
shells, bird-skins, butterflies, beetles, and
other insects.
>
‘
“One day,” he says, ‘two or three of

around

more

8]

and clogant, Aull

d res

| fathers she always retained, and at the same time
entered heartily into every new enterprise of the |
ashington
denomination. She united with the

thick enough for three chariots abreast.
Babylon was. 50 miles within the walls,

roared louder than the

get

was

ooting w

tarian but stron, gly denominational, having taken
a lively interest n all the struggles through which

Proctor = is slightly

about

40 round, with a

A Female Critic in Boston.

accustomed to receive from the Dutch and
Malay traders, that they were puzzled to

them

Miss

of

shaped head,

That is a question

it or protest against it.

Robert,

before we were aware of it, we found

:

graceful, and symmetrical; her eyes are
large, dark and expressive ; she has a well-

all men do who lose their temper. But that
is quite another affair. If, however, you
proceed in any of the manners we have
mentioned, you do it because of a certain
public opinion. The real question for you,
then, is, whether it is right or wrong public opinion, whether you ought to yield to

ner-

asked

:

Dean Proctor.

Personally,
formed,

with

nose

©

esquely portrays:

at him as a Roland for his Oliver, you do as

been a great misfortune, we made an effort,
For example, when he

his

turning

as

Durham,

sun-

Mr.
William
H. Burleigh, in occasional letters to a Chicago paper, indulges
his pen in the pleasant pastime of painting
portraits of his literary friends and other
celebrities, one of whom he thus pictur-

Shall he demand an apolo-

such

grass, with the

some vehemence, or caning him in the of glossy black hair; forehead broad rather
street; or shall he offer the person who has high ; a face full of the sparkle and animainsulted him a chance to kill him also?
tion of her spirit, its well-formed and regAnd if you, the insulted person, as it ular features
- constituting
its best charm.
is called, do any of these things, why do She is called a brunette, Bat the word is not
you do it? If, indeed, in hotblood, you fly very significant in its application to her.
OF at him across the table, or fling a decanter Her complextion is essentially Oriental—a

aged three years, suddenly began to stammer most vexatiously. His whole system
wasin a debilitated and irritable condition.
He had never come in contact with a
stammerer. And believing that scolding,
or threats, or ridicule, would only serve
to fix the habit for life, which would have

mering.

was in Boston!

5 the offender ; or take any of the milder
measures,

in the

set dropping its gold down through the
great trees on its head, was a picture to
paint or to remember forever—and this

gy, and if it be refused, blow out the brains

We will venture

accident,

and bright—the gay girls, the dog, the tiny

what

black-leg—and still,

shall be done?

of a lady, that reading

illness from an

not seem to dispose of the
the present state of feeling

or

adventurer

the

lady halt out y-ye-ye-yes.
iia
Instinctitself prompts a cure. After

Baptists

Edna

another effort, was

utterance.

the Freewill

gentleman,” and then swashes a bumper of
“port into your fac e and over your most miraculous shirt-front, what is to be done?
You declare that if the insulted person
merely changes his shirt the stain remains,
honor cries aloud for vengeance, and he
will find that he had better leave the place
if he intends to do nothing. Very well;
what ought to be done? Let the opporent
be of his own circle, and not a recognized

{a * popping the question,” nor a young

orthern
Transportation Company, went
down in the river St. Lawrence, in seventyeight feet of water, and it was known that

though I dreaded the

because

best

ministers, and she was the only sister of the
Buzzells, Aaron, John and William, and a cousin of Hezekiah, who lived in the family for a
time. She was baptized b her brother John,
and was married by Randall: She was not sec-

or speaking in a whisper is an instantaneous
remedy ; because it requires an effort to
whisper, the mind's attention is directed to
the act of whispering, and not to the dis-

tinctness of

So tie propeller Buckeye, belonging
to the

a mother and child

syllable,

anddast, the cot-

landscape;

scriptive dire

peunD Eun ofthis cliysdied Sug. 0; A read

child in” white

the assertion, wuat NO man ever ‘stammered

I have been down especially to rescue the

state-room, at the time of her sinking.

in

excited in another direction, the extra

glass, and staring with

bodies of those drowned.

single

English

Christian woman seventy-three ye: ars and her
uaintance with the early history of
personal

you insist that it is a very serious injury to
If at a
a man to acquiesce in an insult.
public table, say at Saratoga, at Newport,
wherever it may be, a person suddenly ar-

vous power found vent in another outlet—
precisely asin the more recently alleged

their

a wondering look into your eyes.

a

mind was engaged

ters, and & see-sawing of the ship. You
hear nothing from above. The
fishes
will come swimming

to

diminishes

the stammering in the same proportion.
This is the principle of cure in all cases,

the stoven

hole, and could not reach it with my hands.
Every time I sprang up to remove the hose,
my tender would

directs the nervous flow

part of the body,

like a gem in an

rests attention by loudly exclaiming to you’
across the table, ¢¢ Sir, you lie; you are no

control of those muscles. Honee, whatever
diminishes
the nervous supply to those

I think the most dangerous place I ever

might

you

hedgerows in Brookline,

By Rev. Jno. A. Murray.
Yow, The mature
cf

that of any person now living. Her life commenced the same year with the church at N

Still, this may
question. In

ofa highly nervous or excitable temperament ; while steadiness and composure are
the very antipodes of stuttering, which is
essentially the throwing out too much nervous power, sending too much nervous in- |
fluence to the muscles which are employed

as

BI (BLE LYRICS.

a

a large circle of friends,
husband, two sons and
E, C. Cook.
;
;

tage in Roxbury, wide and rambling, open

death, that no diver can get rid
of. And I This has very naturally the effect to condonot know that I should care
to banish the fuse and intimidate a child, especially one
feeling, for the sight of the clear, blue sky,
the genial sun, and the face of a fellow-man,

puise with

true

and

ost | indulgent mother

an

‘garden,

dazz

lot park; Mee Auburn ; Old Harvard,
its immemorial elms; 3 the homes of

; and more, those
plausible case that can be suggested | Lowelland of Longfellowcottage
and its
does this; and as the feeling which jus- ‘nameless homes—the

or ser-

children,

are

enter a room, where

| En

Whish
18 B00
The sods atoD theones
jes.
o
mercy
entlemen

vants, or dependants, without the expression of some disapprobation or complaint.

ing that 2 little leak in your life pipe is your

u feel

»

of 8. M. Brown. died fn Brown62 years. Sister B. experi-

| 5%. po "sud of her 1 of rhe Ancionty she
tho splendor ofhomethos.of September_hours!
Edward veri; walked with God Sue ws 2 2 7 wit mn

She, vom
ushing’s

:

y

scenes

many

80

y

wi

amber of pr last day. VEL
Po into
» Al
What a panorama of pictures ran through

‘

Code of Honor.
——re—

or fault-fi
. We have met before now it
‘with a most miserable class of human, or ‘tifies it is wholly morbid,
rather inhuman beings, who scarcely ever well reason witha miasma.

thing in being shut up inan BEF, weighed
down with a hundred pounds, and know-

after long hours among

:

:

”

moment is never lost sight of. I put onthe or inveterate ill-nature of
ts, teachers,
helmet for the first time more than ten years or superiors, in habitually meeting those
a
without
it
under . them with thi
, scolding,
ago, and yet I never resume
the last time I shall
ove

not want. things

, CO!

w

7

This is sometimes the result of habit or from Avu to look at.”

Story of ‘a Detroit Diver. .
|

sly

of fs all who knew her.

bata] sats that priest of prayers and She. eaves4.4 mourn their loss, Hka husband, four

knives, and all sorts of ad

calico and glass a

te Ive. ut tle

ss those of New York.
beauty, far surpass

at them;and we, who made |

Stammering.

for advertising

1

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 80 pages, 10 cents.

Address,

4437

WH. §. LITTLE,

Commercial Nurseries,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

|

tion to import

ported

made

despatch from Pottsville, Pennsylintelligence of another strike in the

labor in comparison

not

channel.

The Chicago Young Men's Christian Associreceived

ation has just

tons of tracts

from Dublin.

Uranus is said to be

The light from the planet

An extensive ledge. of feldspar has been dis-.
covered at Georgetown, Me. As it is valuable for

the manufacture of porcelain, measures will be
taken to have it thrown into the market.

there as early as 1633.

preacher,” has returned from Europe, after an
absence of a year and a half. An operation by
a.celebrated Berlin occulist resulted in temporary relief,but inflammation again produced blindness, and now Mr. Milburn will spend the win-

ter in lecturing, with the sexpectation of submitting to another and" final operation in the

spring, which he thirks will be successful.

Cornell University way besieged by a regiment of earnest youth, 400 strong, all clamoring

admission. - Notwithstanding the fact that

sent almost every
eral from Europe

be prepared

and sold at a very

low

price.

qualified, and

repre-

State of the Union, with sevSix
and the West, Indies.

don

to _Calcutta,—a

staff

ofa

series of resolutions, the convention adjourned.
1,840,000 sacks of wheat, valued at $3,317,500,
were sent from San Francisceto Great Britain

during the quarter ending September 30th.
»

FOREIGN.

Thomas.

hats and

and

eruption,
from

are reported

shocks

three earthquake

St.

7

Colliery accidents are of such
ey in Europe that only a very

terrible frequenlarge destruction

of life occasions remark.
A curious

:

old portrait has been discovered of

Napoleon I., painted at Ajaccio, in March, 1773,
by Cavalucci.
The
but four years old.

There

future

Switzerland,

was then
-

was a universal

sanne,

Emperor

Peace Congress at Lau-

recently,

at which

Victor

Hugo offered a toast to the Republic of the
United States.
A French physiologist
“has been experimenting with theine and caffeine (the active principles of tea and coffee) upon animals, and affords
us the pleasing information that the latter is

twice as poisonous as the former.
says,

theine

will beget spasms

But then, he

and paralysis of

the limbs.
A

curious

letter

of Sir Walter

Scott

to Mr.

Slade, disclaiming the authorship of the Waver. ley novels,

dated ‘1821, has

and

lately been be-

queathed to the British Museum.
* Sir Roderick

Murchison

in the

In his last communi-

cation on the subject, Sir Roderick states that he

has

such implicit confidence

in the tenacity of

purpose,
undying
resolution and
herculean
frame of Dr. Livingstone, that he holds stoutly
to the opinion that he will overcome every ob-

~ stacle, and will emerge from South Africa on the
game

western

shore on which he

appeared after

his first great march across that region, and long
alter his life had been despaired of.
Havana, before the revolt of Yara, claimed
260,000 inhabitants. There are now, at the very

outside figure, no more than 80,000 people there.
of Spanish merchants and traders
fledto Spain. Thousands of Cubans have
to New York, New Orleans,

pe,

Mexico, and

while very many have drifted into the

ior to join the Cuban army. It is estimated
there are 10,000 empty houses in the city.

General

the German press.

Sickle’s note to the Spanish govern-

The terms

reports,

and to push
with humanity

insurrection is in

an

a

Le

ae

we

our

must

to the contrary,

gle, it is said.

County

great reaches of land devoted

to this

cereal.

They get from sixty to eighty bushels
acre, and they plow three inches deep.
are facts which cannot be gainsaid and
cannot be got over or swept aside with a
ish.

of the concession

forsothers !|— Henry

Shipping List has made up its annual ta-

bles of the cotton crop, and we use its figures in
our annual compilation, as it has passed for many
years for. standard authority on this theme.
It

gives the total of the last crop at 2,260,557 bales,
being 107,336 below the. corresponding total for
the previous year. In our last annual review we

said “ we cannot think the yield, as a whole, will
fall much, if any, below the production of the last
year.” The difference isnot very great, but the
total is considerably-below the popular estimate
at the date referred to, some believing that the
crop would exceed two and a half million bales.
‘We now present the yield fro:n different sections,
with a comparison from our records of the same
in former years:

Louisiana.ccecees.
Alabama ce.eve.00
TEXAS socessseccss

702,131
239516
185,919

579,231
366,193
114,666

794,205
230,726
147817

Georgiaeese

255,965

495,000

357,253

Florida soxsnvienss

58,349

eeeas.

34639

with an assumed meteoric shower from this com-

He says that the period of this comet would

bring it to the earth’s orbit in the winter of
1897 and 1898 B. C., the approximate date of
the destruction of those cities; that the earth
would cross its track in summer ; that a vertical
fall could only happen at sunrise, which was
the actual time; that this vertical fall would be
possible only in that partof the earth; and that
sodinm and magnesium, for which
the
Dead
Sea is remarkable, ure the components of that
comet.
A curious discovery, kept secret for fourteen
years had just come to light at Ravenna.
The
workmen engaged in digging a canal near the
present railroad-station, in 1854, found a skeleton, with a breastplate of fine gold, buried face
downward.
The precious piece of armor, which
weighed six pounds, was broken
up and the
pieces secretly sold
to jewelers.
Two
large
pieces, which appear to have been the shoulderbands, and are covered with chasing and enamel,

have been given up by the jeweler in Faenza,

have excluded

all wandering

their conveyances.—~an

musucians from

example that

mightbe

quarters and three million bales.
dications are that
quite, the higher

In

13,392

w——

A writer ina

The present in-

of the

Cow?

S—

animal

of the

Galaxy,

shall be

behind,

if

the udder and parts adjacent. A good cow is likely to be. wedge shaped, of which the head is the
smaller end.
Big heads,or horns, or shoulders
Are not to be desired, because they have to be
nourished by the food. But these are indispen"sable: a large bag, and hind-quarters to sup-

port and minister to it.
look

for

in

selecting

piece of kidney

the ribs.

and its fat.

‘What do our milk-men
milk

giving

cows?

¥

persons

The

first appearance, to a judge, will convey an impression as to the healthor constitution of the
cow. He will ask, also, a bany frame, one that

Straw,100Bs..1 30

HIDES AND §

tending from this bag forward, he will be de-

followed in America to the great relief and com. | sirous to see prominent the two great veins
which lose themselves
in the belly; and
on the
fort of travelers,
}

head

ending,

APPLES.
Dried cu.ves ansstlh
@ee IT
Green Winter4 00 @ 7 00
WE

State

BARLEY.

& Can..1 22 @ 1 25
BEANS.

MAarrow......4
00 @ 4 25

Ex

Medium..3 50 ® 4 00
BEEF.
ExMess #bbl12 00 @18 00
50 @

|Havana.

. | Nos.S8to 13. 11%@ i3
Nos.13tol7..}3% @ 16

Nos.18to 20.15%
Cuba Muscovado—
Fair tog'd retlly
[NewOrleans......
Portland «voe-eens

Refined

is revolting.

Farmers’..... 12% @ 156%
Western, seseess 1@18

Western...v.... 21 @ . 22
FEATHERS,

York...... 68 @ . 05

1

850

PEAS:
Canada ooeees 180 @185
|MArrow.... «. 170@17
... £9 00 @31

EE EE

EE)

WATCHES.

one should

Address, in full,

00

$18,00

send first for dur deserip=

RYE,

York

356
33
36
28

N. Y.
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From the New York Evangelist, May 28th, 1868,
‘We had occasion some time since to refer to these celebrated American Watches which are well known as reliable time-keepers,
‘We cannotglo better now than to call
the attention of our readers to the card of Howard & Co,,
by which it will be seen that persons frem a distance can
order any grade of these Watches by express, at greatly
reduced prices,
:
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dress us with confidence, we
lowing editorial notices:
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|PrimeCakes ...13% g 14
|Barrels........ 12 @.. 18
WHEAT,
White,¥# bush 2 25. ¢ 85
WOOL,
|New York¥ b..47
Ossssresn
i s 48
|[Vermont.......46
(Unwashed......25
Sheep Pelts..1 50

From the New York Independent, June 16, 1868,
‘We invite special attention to the advertisement o
Messrs, Howard & Co., who offer the celebrated Waltham

Watches not only at the lowest prices, but will send them
to any part of the country by express, and give the pur-

chaser the privilege to examine the Watch before aying
for it. We have known Howard & Co. personally for
years, and cheerfully commend them to the confidence of

48
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47
81

our friends throughout the country.
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For further particulars send for Catalognes.

PARKER & CO.,
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98 &

100 Summer
St., Boston, Maas.

than a century the feeble and the diseased have been
drinking strength and health from the Seltzer Spring.
At length its properties have been universalized. The
mountain moved not at Mahomet’s call, but chemistry, more potent, places the Seltzer Water at every
invalid’s command.
“TARRANT'S EFFERVESCENT
SELTZER APERIENT is a re-creation of that wonderful specific for dyspepsia, biliousness, constipation,
and feneral debility.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
HE MOST EXCITING AND INTERESTING
ROMANCE yet published, 512 pages, with Nine
Full
age Illustrations. GoeD AcenTs—Male and
terstating
once,
at
Apply
everywhere.
are wanted
desired, experience y Lad , E. FISK & CO.,
ritory
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One new MASON & HAMLIN’S FIVE OCTAVE
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The Genuine has Dr, Abbott's name and address on
Direct all orde rs to

each box.

i Dn. T. R. ABBOTT, Jersey City, New Jersey.
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Jud vide heeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case Watch,
ch Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool French Cassimere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
>
We do not em
any Traveling Agents, and customers should A
i Md to
Sw
purporting
to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.

son tells me he

For Sale.
A Good Chance foxJnvestmens.

-

Drew’

These justly celebrated editions of the BIBLE have
long been considered the best that are anywhere pub.

Ouf detablishment is well known to the residents of New

|PeachBlows..000 @ 2 50
POULTRY.

Western, inbgs + :@

HOWARD

NO.

nl

.45

Please state that you saw this in the Morning Star,

.

on!

Shawl, French Cassimeére
Vest Pattern, fine
large White Couunterpane, ete., etc.,or $3,00 in cash,
For an order of $50,
a club of Fifty,
we will
the A
aa Somtulatlon, 15 yds. Sheeting One
pa Rr
Wool
y
Dress
andsome wool Square Shawl, Silver-case
atch,
®
ete., ete., or $5,00 in cash,
:
For an orderof $190,
from a club
of One Hundred

Every
Watch is warranted by special certificate from the
American| Watch Co,
We send them by express to any address. Allow the
purchasen to open the package and examine the Watch
befagg:paying, and if afterwards it does not prove satisfactory, it can be exchanged or the money will be cheerfully
refunded.
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Gold Hunting Watches, ladies’ size, 70,00
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Ex Southern..7 05 gil 75
Ohio & West..7 90 @ 9 00
Canada...... 625 @ 56 76
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New York......22 @ . 25
Vermont. .... “20.2
Old and dam. ...5 @ . 15
LARD.
In Kegs.iovss 17% @.. 20
Tierces.......28% @ 18%

Hemlock bdsl3 00 @15

tive price list, which explains all the different kinds, tells
the welght and quality of the cases, and gives prices of
each. This we will forward to any one on application, and
it will be found very useful in making a selection, «

(Western. «ves. 80 @
ONIONS,

3

.

We often receive orders direct from our advertisement,

CORN.
Live Turkeyshy¥ @..
WhiteWest'rn1 27 @ 1 90 | Live Chickens. ..80@..
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@ .
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Gold Hunting Watches,18 k. case, - 80,00
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22, 1869.
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but prefer that every

when
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WALTHAM

~_"|Mess ¥ bbl..28 25 @28 75
..53

@ 15X

@ 11X
@.. +.
@erees

For a few months past we have advertised the above
Watches at extremely low prices, and the result has been
most satisfactory. Our plan has been to sell the genuine
WALTHAM WATCH, in Solid Gold or Silver Cases only,
and at a very small profit; giving the purchaser every
opportunity of examination and comparison, and with the
understanding that if the Watch does not prove satisfactory, it ean be exchanged or the money refunded.
These Watches are, without exception, the most perfect
pec
of fine
hanism
ever produced in any country. Each and every part is made by machinery of the
most delicate and elaborate construction.
Compared with foreign watches, they possess many advantages, excelling not only in principle and finish, but
still more in their reliability as time-keepers, As an indication of prices we submit the following:
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Warm plates are very necessary with
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and mutton, and in winter are desirable for all
meats.
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broad end toward
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In carving venison, make a deep incision down
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Cut off the limbs and divide the ribs.

does not steal the fat’ from the milk; and he

the skin, to findit flexible and coverwill feel
.ed with close, softish hair; he will ask for good
lung room, a capacious belly,
a wide rump and
well developed
bag covered with soft hair. Ex-

the

as

This offer is more especially to assist Agentsin the
Weston and Southern States, but is open to all cusomers.
=

20001bsc.15 00 @32 20

each oneto a
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Carve
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Coffee crush i54 © 16%
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Potato

and take off the head before it comes to the table, asto many

we

ackso!

Best,

mutton’in the same way.
To carve a fillet of veal, begin at the top, and
help to the stuffing with each slice. In a breast
of veal, separate the breast and brisket, andgthen
cut them up, asking which part is preferred.
In carving a pig, it is customary to divide it

Orange CoD

gives the following general hints regarding the
selection of a good cow for producing milk :
First. Health, good constitution or digestive
apparatus, for which we require a capacious
belly. Second.
That the largest possible de-

velopment

separate

BUTTER.

recent number

HA

carving a leg of mutton, or a ham, begin by

and

. 16
. 20

County Hay

spread

To carve a loin of veal, begin at the
end

an

Canada.....125@18

to Carve.
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Bale hay, ¥ ton

Carve a forequarter of lamb by separating the
shoulder from the ribs, and then divide the ribs.

,

What

common..13
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at about

PAY THE EXPRESS CHARGES.

far

cutting across the middle to the bone. Cut a
tongue across, and not lengthwise, and help
froma the middle part.

the yield will be nearly, if not
amount.—~Journal
of Com-

merce,
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Foods from us unicas wo OAR
you can obtain them in any

In every order amounting to over
accompanied
by the cash; the Agent pr A retain $8.08
order of over $100, $3,00 may be
to

both kinds.

PRODUCT OF COTTON.
1866-7
1867-8.
1868-9.

nd

Lemons, ¥bx:0 00 @12 00
Oranges......0 00 gob 00

Although it is a daily duty for many men and
women to cut up meat for a family, there are
multitudes who do it neither well nor wisely.
The following suggestions, from the National
Agriculturist, on this point, may not be out of
place, especially to young housekeepers :
To carve fowls, (which should always
be laid
with the breast uppermost), place the fork in
the breast, and take off the wings and legs without turning the fowl; then cut out the merry thought, cut slices from the breast, take out
the collar bone, cut. off the side pieces, and then
cut the carcass in two. Divide the joints in the
leg of a turkey.
:
In carving a sirloin, cut thin slices from the
side next
you, (it must be put on the dish
with the tenderloin underneath,) then turn it,
and cut from the tenderloin.
Help the guests to

i
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ings the convolvulus shuts up its blossoms by ten
o'clock.’ While the spider lay securely inside,
the edges had folded down and closed the open-

vators grow, year after year, the best corn crops
in this country.
Mr. Greeley should see their
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the spider.
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proud than he was of his
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, large

H

ish princess, as this df. It was the Ipomea
Across the
hederacea superba grandiflora.
opening of this splendid bell the spider stretched
his web. In the morning I first saw him there.
The dew was fresh on all the leaves. He said to
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tent. For that must be a sumptuous flower
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scription. It was nothing less that a morning
glory! If he had only known the name which
have been still more
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what food good fortune will send them.
At length, after several selections and rejections, he found a saloon of the most.admirable de-
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the colors of brilliant

until the thought occurred to him that he had not
Accordingly he looked
dined or supped.

great misapprehension as regards the quality
of Salem County soil, and the fact remains that
some
fields there
which were
plowed
six
inches, yielded a poorer crop than others plowed
half that depth. I repeat, and I solieit proof

but the remainder is probably lost. It is known
that Theodoric buried the body of Odoacer, after
his murder, at Ravenna, face downward: and
the Italian antiquarians suppose that this golden
“harness is really thatof the first King of Italy.
prog.
English railway and steamboat companies

re has been called to meet

and

tion upon

of

to the various insects which, in his enflowers
tomological studies, he had become acquainted
with. Elated with all that he saw, he passed on,
sometimes creeping, sometimes throwing a suspension bridge from pier to pier of flower-stalks,
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CASTORS,
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country,

it bore in the catalogues,”
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in the

in his mind he compared

so vain as to believe that any recommendation
of ours would have such immediate and extended effect as has been intimated.
The entire
agricultural world does not, I fear, read the

Captain‘ment has not yet been withdrawn. The
rebeneral of Cnba has been instructed to treat
forward
.

The

that

every variety and hue. As we always compare
new thingsto something well known before, so

South Carolina..... 162,247. “240,225
198,943
North Carolina---+ ‘33522 “88587
35,912
Captain Ericsson has presented a paper to the
Scientific Association, which will create much
"Virginia..eeeeeees
123,627
187,487
160,418
discussion. His attempts to bring solar heat into
Tenessee, &Ceeeee.
185,712
374,860
321,801
practical use as a motive power have resulted in
a very ingenious engine, the value of which, meTotal bales.. 1,951,988 2,430,893 2,260,657
chanically, is yet to be proved.
But a series of
The total exports to foreign ports for the year
experiments which he has made by means of a show a decrease of 208,173 bales, distributed as
new apparatus of his own invention, will prove
follows:
of far higher interest in scientiric circles, as
1866-7.
1867-8.
1868-9.
bearing on some of the . profoundest problems of To Gt. Britain.. 1,216,262
1,228,506
989,500
physics.
He claims to prove that” the dynamic
“ France......
198,147
197,615
224.527
energy of the direct sun-heat is not sufficient to “ N.Europe...
95,342
145,042
177,182
render water, oils,or evén mercury fluid, and & other ports...
47,303
84,663
56,434
that the true intensity of the sun’s radiant heat
marks a point on the thermometric scale nearer
Total bales....1,557,004 1,655,816
1,447,643
absolute zero than the freezing point of water.
The total consumed in the United States, includIn other words, but for provisions of nature coning all burnt at the ports is given at 995,127 bales,
nected with the globe itself for the retention and
being the largest aggregate on the record.
accumulation of heat, this world would be frozen
In regard to the growing crop there is the usual
up solid, forall the effect: sun-heat would have
difference of opinion.
The season has been unto melt it.
:
usually propitious in every respect but one—it isa
week or ten days late. The growth is vigorous,
Tempel’s telescopic comet of 1866 has been
the bolls are large and thickly set, and only the
proved to be the ofigin of one of the periodical
fear that the frost may not hold off to allow commeteoric showers,
Ithas a remarkable compopensation for the late spring prevents our estimate
sition, consisting mainly of sodium and magneexceeding three million bales. Our own opinion,
slum, as proved by the spectroscopic observations
after a careful comparison of a large corresponof both Father Secchi and Mr. Browning.
A
dence sent us from every part of the cotion field,
very curious papeg by Mr. Edward L. Garbett
is fixed upon the interval between two and three
connects the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah

et.

still believes

safety of Dr. Livingstone.

very

living

were displayed

where

On either side

wrong,

for

corner, determined to travel a little, for improve-

go out from us that would en-

Dr. Trimble:

of electricians being

granted by the chancellor of the North German
Confederation are printed at length.
As telegraphs in Germany are ‘under the control of the
government, the incorporators will have little to
do after putting the cable down.

umbrellas in Switzerland.
- Mount Etna is in a state of

done

tempered, you are
Look

entuegos
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ment of taste, and also for any advantage in business which might chance to turn up. By a good
fortune he turned his steps to a flower-garden,

ure of the corn crop solelyto shallow plowing
is entirely unfair.
As much copsequenceas we
may be disposed to attach to ‘the influence of
our proceedings, we certainly cannot be quite

New submarine telegraph companies are the
fashion in England. By November it is expected
that there will be two complete and independent
lines of telegraph the whole distance from Lon-

After'the election of officers and the adoption

stole all of Tennyson’s

have

spider,

.
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followed his business for a time in an obscure

already

they must underdrain. The experience of planters in Virginia this year may convince them
and all mea that they must * plow deep while
sluggards sleep.”

The Hanoverian government railroad heats by
means of a small boiler, as above described, but
employs two or four parallel 2 7-8 inch pipes, of
wrought or sheet iron, lengthwise of the cars,
nearly level with the floors. These are covered
with thin sheet iron, except under the seats
where they are uncovered andifrom which,chiefly,
the cars are heated. By this apparatus the temperature can be raised about 20 degrees, with the
consumption of 25 pounds of coal an hour.

now engaged .in laying the second Persian Gulf
cable. A new line from the southwest of Ireland
to Halifax is projected, and the new submarine
system between the North German sea coast
and our shores is discussed
in all its details in

-

We
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A

courage the practice which the gentleman who
has just spoken so justly condemns.
Mr. Fuller:
I said at the time if my memory
serves me, that the publication of Mr. Pettit’s

It will be

additional professors have been chosen, including Bayard Taylor and Charles A. Schaffer,
1ately of the University of Gottingen.
The New England Labor Reform Leagne were
in session in Worcester on Saturday and Sunday.

Relic hunters

remarks.

to let any word

On the Prussian Eastern R. R.,steam for the
purpose of heating the cars is generated in a small
tubular boiler, placed in a compartment of the
baggage car; and is carried along the train through
a 11-4 inch pipe, fixed to the lower part of the
cars, into hollow cylinders under the seats. The
temperature can be raised 50 degrees by this
apparatus.
The consumption of coal necessary
to produce this temperature in a train of three
wagons, or cars as we should callthem, is but 11-2
pounds a mile.

the standard of admission had been raised, some
well

shallow—has

and.good

of a milk-maker,
.

The

ques-

plowing, or we shall have ‘famine in this country.
;
Mr. Lawton: Iam rejoiced to listen to these

Heating cars by steam is now being pretty extensively tried in Germany.
Not less than four
important railroad companies have
introduced
apparatus for this purpose into some of their
trains.

Rev. W. H. Milburn, the distinguished “ blind

and

proexewill
least

as a popular

Universelle, will

work,

after that grand philosophical transaction, thus
provoking,
making the eclipse perfect. . Very
but nothing could be done about it, and the expedition has returned.

as students:- They

in

of these exceptions there would not be crop
enough
to pay ten cents
a day for the labor exagainst
- We must warn the people
pended.
the miserable and monstrous fallacy of shallow

Let us send to the Atlantic States and

Internation-

and could not be made instantly available, were
we to havea brush with Spain. Itis asserted
that the force could be trebled at short notice.
The expedition that went to Alaska to see
the late solar eclipse was a failure, The sun
was “shut in” by clouds during the eclipse,
and for half an hour before and half an hour

found. worthy

advice to plow

ing is said to succeed so well.

cheaper

ale

Our available naval force consists of 42ships,

duly enrolled

A man may

work is to be called a Bibliotheque

mounting 345 guns; but twenty of the vessels
are in the Pacific Ocean, or in Asiatic waters,

825 were

locality

and the promise of full corn in the ear was all

entirely in the French’ language, those masterpieces in foreign languages being translated by
the best hands.
Both the French government
anda large number of eminent men have promised to co-operate in the preparation of the
work.

Machias is the oldest town in Maine east of the
been incorporated in 1784.
Penobscot, having
company had a trading house
The Plymouth

were

in the

that could be desired.
The same, I believe,
is true in Salem County, where shallow plow-

of all ages. It is to be prepared on a plan to
show the growth of ideas from their primitive
into more completely
developed
forms.
The

quite different from that of the other planets,
the moon and the sun, which are all alike es.
sentially.

for

depth

letter would do these United States more harm
than this Club has done good for half a score of
years, Mr. Greeley’s figures are not at all out
In Northern New York, where
two hundred large octavo volumes, of all "the" of the way.
masterpieces of literature of all languages and water stood on the land, they are learning that

all well.

fifteen

coun-

A society of literary men in Paris has
jected a work of stupendous extent, in the
cution of which the whole literary world
be interested. It is the publication, in at

almost sure
kind. .

This result, in my judgment, is owing entirely
to shallow plowing.
I saw thousands of acres
that would not yield a single ear. They will
tell you drought did it ; but this cannot: be true,
because, at intervals, in the same region, where
the soil had been overlaid with wash from the
hills, and where, owing to its porous nature,
the roots could run down two or three feet,
without reference to the depth to which the
plowshare
went, the growth was laxuriant,.

Chinamen by hundreds of thousands.

regions, entirely successful in every way, and

the cow is gentle

brought

and in Virginia and in some parts of the Carolinas this cereal will not be a third of a full crop.

to Europe, and we may obtain all that we desire,
which will be vastly preferable to importing

Arctic

the

and

from white laof one

question,

cost this country a million bushels of corn.
I
had occasion to travel in the South not long ago»

than the other, but one is a citizen, and forms
a constituent part of the body politic, while the
other does not. The great majority of our population desire to leave Chinese labor to the care
of itself. If we lack population, let us set about
inviting it to our shores through a legitimate

of Dr. Hayes and Mr. Bradfrom

with those

be able to obtain the services

Charles Sumner is writing a lecture on Caste,
which he is to deliver in several places in New
England, New York and Pennsylvania.
The ice in the Northern Pacific has been

returned

laborers in this

bor, for all understand the subject.

a compromise. ¥

artist, has

arfival of the

proper

room—the

statutes

null

Hartsock of Clinton,
this

somewhat this season, and I have become convinced that the wickedness perpetratedin this

The San Francisco HSulletin thus comments
on the Chinese movement. A few
thousand
Chinamen temporarily here would perhaps advance the prosperityof this State, but millions
would not. The State couldbe overrun so as
to make an unfit residence for whites. © We need
not assure our citizens generally that there
are few advantages to be derived from Chinese

presented for

coal regions, which it is feared will become general. A meeting of operators and miners will be
held to-day with a view to the arrangement of

The

in additio
the existing
to n

.

tion, but I do wish to say, and Iam glad of this
opportunity of saying, that I have examined

coming year,

in foreign countries for labor,

void on the
try.

payment, $2,684,609,856,09; amount in treasury,
$106,114,783,98; decrease in the debt during
the past month, 7,467,420,30; since March 1st,
$56,968,187,90.

- ford, the

that,

from James

Co., ‘Mo., asking

to the

will be introduced at the next session of Con.
gress, rendering all contracts with. foreigners,

presents as the total debt, principal and interest,

expedition

during the

letter

Ge

out the following discussion :
Mr. Greeley:
I cannot speak - positively as

prohibiting the importation of coolie labor, a bill

His numerous other duties
for him to accept.
thirty Indians have arrived
asked for peace.

heavy this year. The whaling season has
been very successful, the catch being light.

100,000

and hire them out at $8 to $12 per month and
keeping. Apropos of this information, itis re-

The statement of the public debt issued Oct 1st

A special
vania, gives

A

Henry

importer of Chinese coolies, has stated his inten-

party of N. Y. for

including coupons due and mot

Manshoop, the

IMPORTATION.—Koop

COOLIE

Thirty-five Americans are confined in French
:
prisons.
Alexander H. Stephens can only walk with
;
the aid of crutches.
Mr. George William Curtis declines the nom-

Secretary of State.
renderit impossible
One hundred and
at Camp Supply and

receipts from

month’s

far this

——

udder
to the vulva, which

®t

Parson Brownlow has retired from journalism.

ination of the. Republican

Thus

internal revenue have been $18,000,000, and
from customs $16,000,000. - The reduction in
debt is now estimated at near $4,000,000.

process of

in

are

breastworks

The Bull Run
demolition.

next, are now placed at $175,000,000 as the lowest figure.

Shall We Plough Deep?

ending June 30th

estimated receipts for the year

from the

he considered the one thing needful; but which
has not, in this country, been found an infallible test, though it is a good ome. If, in addition,

53283888

on

:
the Coliseum.
a.
Americ
for
sailed
has
Jefferson Davis
The culture of tea is spreading in the South.

running up

For the week ending, Sept. 22, 1869.
GANDLES, i
\
MOLASSES.

dd

oe

work

days’

twelve thousand

were

There

ea

o

z

quarter of the present fiscal year which ended
on the 30th ult., are now estimated at the treasury at $49,000,000; an increase of ten millions
over the corresponding period of last year. The

MISCELLANEOUS,

omestic,

am

Rural

the. first

- BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

defined branching veins. Then comes Guenon’s
“ milk-mirror,” which is a broad strip of hair"Si

I
i

wen

receiptsof internal revenue for
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